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EPIGRAPH 

 

霞一日問居士。昨日相見何似今日。士曰。如法舉昨日事來。作箇宗眼。霞曰。祇

如宗眼還著得龐公麼。士曰。我在你眼裡。霞曰。某甲眼窄。何處安身。士曰。是

眼何窄。是身何安。霞休去。士曰。更道取一句。便得此語圓。霞亦不對。士曰。

就中這一句。無人道得。 

Another day, Master Xia asked Layman Pang: “How does yesterday, when we saw each 

other, resemble today?” The Layman said: “It is as if, relying on the Dharma, you 

examine yesterday’s affair and create a lineage eye.” Xia said: “Only if my lineage eye 

returns to attach to the honored Pang!” The Layman said: “I am in your eye.” Xia said: 

“This person’s eye is narrow. How can you put a body there?” The Layman said: “How is 

this eye narrow? How is this body to be put?” Xia ceased, and started to go away. Pang 

said: “If you say one more phrase, then this conversation will be perfect.” Xia did not 

answer. The Layman said: “As for getting this one phrase exactly right, no one can do it.”  

The Sayings of Layman Pang 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Encounter Dialogue: The Literary History of a Zen Buddhist Genre 

 

by 

 

Ben Van Overmeire 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Literature 

University of California, San Diego 2016 

 

Professor Richard Cohen, Chair 

 

This study focuses on “encounter dialogues,” short and pithy interactions between 

masters and students that became the literary hallmark of the Zen school of Buddhism. In 

the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, various authors used these dialogues to represent 
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what they saw as the essence of Zen. Despite the great variety in contexts where it 

appears, encounter dialogue has demonstrated a remarkable generic consistency over 

time, a consistency captured in the term “utopian riddles.” As utopian narratives, these 

texts consistently portray a non-existing-but-ideal world that acts as a critique of 

contemporary society. As riddles, the dialogues never disclose their ultimate referent, 

instead postponing it in a game that maintains and produces power and authority. The 

successive chapters of my dissertation present analyses of some of the most popular 

works of encounter dialogue from the Song dynasty (CE 960-1279) to the present day. In 

the first chapter, I read the Song collection The Record of Linji, arguing that encounter 

dialogue played a key role in the inward turn Buddhism took during the Song, a turn that 

would define the religion until the advent of the twentieth century. Then, I move to 1930s 

Japan to examine a little-studied work of popular fiction, namely Eiji Yoshikawa’s 

Musashi (1939). I argue that Yoshikawa uses encounter dialogues to construct a utopian 

Japan that acts as a resistance against capitalist modernity. In the third chapter, I discuss 

Daisetz Suzuki, the most influential writer on Zen in the twentieth century. In Suzuki’s 

work, encounter dialogues become tools for accessing a perennial mystical experience. 

This contrasts with the role these texts play in Janwillem van de Wetering’s The Empty 

Mirror (1973), where Suzuki’s experience is exposed as utopian. Finally, the fourth 

chapter shows that encounter dialogues script and restrict performances of gender and 

enlightenment, but that some performances subvert these categories and take encounter 

dialogue outside the institute of the Zen school. Overall, the dissertation provides a 

literary examination of an important Buddhist genre and its role in shaping the modern 

perception of Zen. 
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INTRODUCTION: Zen Encounter Dialogues as Utopian Riddles 

Overview  

“Why did Bodhidharma come from the West?”  

In Jack Kerouac’s autobiographical novel The Dharma Bums, the main character 

poses this strange question to a Chinese cook during a wild night out in San Francisco. 

The passage continues: “‘I don't care,’ said the old cook, with lidded eyes, and I told 

Japhy and he said, ‘Perfect answer, absolutely perfect. Now you know what I mean by 

Zen.’” 1  Here, Ray Smith (Kerouac’s self-representation) and Japhy Ryder (a 

representation of the famous Beat Poet Gary Snyder) display a clear awareness of the 

type of game they are playing. Because while Ray’s question may seem a strange one for 

1950s America, it is a cliché query within the tradition of Zen Buddhism, especially in 

the form it has taken since the Song dynasty (CE 960-1279). Therefore, this exchange, of 

which Kerouac’s book contains plenty of examples, is a conscious imitation of a genre of 

Zen Buddhist dialogues, where hapless students ask questions like this (the question 

above is in fact a literal quotation) of wise but quaint masters. Kerouac’s characters in 

The Dharma Bums, a loose progressive community of friends on the West Coast of the 

United States, thus become cast as contemporary examples of the Zen Buddhist seekers 

portrayed in the stories. A genre created in medieval China has found its way into one of 

the most popular novels of the so-called Beat Generation. This dissertation tells the story 

of how and why that happened. 

                                                

1 Kerouac, The Dharma Bums, 9. 
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In the pages to come, I will argue that encounter dialogues constitute what I will 

call “utopian riddles” “Utopian” here maintains its original double meaning of “good 

place” and “no-place.” Though encounter dialogues portray Zen’s imagination of its ideal 

space (“good place”), this space is fictional and inaccessible (“no-place”). As riddles, 

encounter dialogues constitute a so-called “simple” genre that allows their easy 

incorporation within larger, “complex” genres like koan collections, philosophical 

treatises, and novels. Moreover, the term “riddle” suggests the authoritative and spiritual 

contest that is often taken to be the topic of these dialogues.  

Using the term “utopian riddles,” we can begin to make sense of encounter 

dialogue’s literary success in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, resulting in its 

incorporation in books like Kerouac’s. Moreover, this move helps solve the central 

hermeneutical question haunting western scholarship on Zen: how do we make sense of 

these texts? Thus far, responses to this question have fallen into two categories: either the 

dialogues are analyzed as historical constructions representing the concerns of the Zen 

school at a given point in time; or they are seen as expressing a profound insight that 

cannot be put in words (but that one understands if one possesses the proper spiritual 

capacity). By paying attention to the genre of encounter dialogue as utopian riddles, both 

these viewpoints, which roughly map onto the social categories of Zen practitioners and 

Zen scholars, respectively, can be reconciled. “Riddle” maintains the ultimate obscurity 

of the referent, while still drawing that referent into discourse; “utopian” allows for the 

analysis of the history of the ideals represented in these texts, while not dismissing their 

promise as “good” places. 
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The remainder of this introduction will be concerned with explaining the basic 

features of encounter dialogue as they appear in China and Japan, as well as in The 

Dharma Bums. Given that Kerouac’s novel is the best-known contemporary text that 

engages explicitly with encounter dialogue, I draw upon it for examples to demonstrate 

and enliven various points I make below.  

What is Zen? 

Before I go any further, let me examine two critical terms. While Japhy might 

know what Zen means, he also has the distinct advantage of being a fictional character. 

For the rest of us: Zen originated as a Chinese school2 of Buddhism that called itself 

                                                

2 In Chinese, Zen identifies itself as a zong (宗), a term that is notoriously difficult to translate, as 
demonstrated by the following overview of scholarly discussions. In an oft-cited article, Stanley 
Weinstein identifies three core meanings of this word in Buddhist texts: “(1) it may indicate a 
specific doctrine or thesis, or an interpretation of a doctrine; (2) it may signify the underlying 
theme, message, or teaching of a text; and (3) it may signify a religious or philosophical school;”  
Weinstein, “Buddhism, Schools of: Chinese Buddhism,” 482. Weinstein only deems the third 
meaning equivalent to the western word “school,” which he sees as “a tradition that traces its 
origin back to a founder, usually designated ‘first patriarch,’ who is believed to have provided the 
basic spiritual insights that were then transmitted through an unbroken line of successors or 
‘dharma heirs;’” Ibid., 484. This denotation draws on an earlier, non-Buddhist meaning of zong, 
namely “a clan that was descended from a common ancestor;” Ibid.; Welter, “The Problem with 
Orthodoxy in Zen Buddhism,” 7–8. 
Weinstein therefore seems to merge the concepts “school” and “lineage,” something that other 
scholars have protested against. For example, Griffith Foulk notes that, since—as Weinstein 
acknowledges— Chinese Buddhist “lineages” tend to be largely fictional, they do not necessarily 
denote a distinct doctrinal stance. He therefore proposes to use the term “school” only as a 
western analytic category to denote a group of living beings that advocate distinct doctrinal 
viewpoints. For Foulk, lineages do not imply schools, and schools do not imply lineages. For 
example, students might invent or describe a lineage for their master, but that does not mean their 
community was a school; Foulk, “The Ch’an Tsung in Medieval China,” 18.  
Unspoken in these two discussions is what the western denotation of school might be. John 
McRae clarifies this notion and critiques it at the same time: "The English term school evokes the 
philosophical traditions of ancient Greece, in which individual teachers guided small assemblies 
of (predominately male) students in different styles of intellectual discourse. This usage 
privileges individual founders and doctrinal content over social features and religious praxis, and 
it implies a historical model that is of limited application to the exegetical schools and individual 
monastic communities of Chinese Buddhism, and is at best unwieldy when used for other types 
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“Chan.”3 As is well-known, Buddhism spread from India to China during the first 

centuries of the Common Era. Due to the immense cultural differences between China 

and India, over the years Chinese Buddhism took on shapes that have been almost 

unrecognizable to Indian Buddhists. One of these shapes was the Chan school. The 

Chinese character for Chan means meditation, and it should be no surprise that the Chan 

school would focus on contemplative practice more than the study of Buddhist religious 

doctrine and literature (at least in theory). Emerging in China as early as the sixth century 

CE, Chan gradually distinguished itself from other schools by claiming to possess a 

“special transmission outside of the scriptures, not relying upon words and letters” 

(jiaowai biechuan, bu li wenzi; 教外別傳，不立文字). Chan Buddhists asserted that they 

did not need texts or words to understand what enlightenment was. Not even the sermons 

of Shakyamuni Buddha himself encoded in the sutras transmitted from India were 

deemed necessary for spiritual attainment. Instead, Chan Buddhists claimed that their 
                                                

of Buddhist schools;” McRae, “Buddhism, Schools of: Chinese Buddhism,” 1235. In view of 
these problems, McRae calls Chan a “modal tradition,” a word hardly less unwieldy than the term 
it is meant to replace. Moreover, in implicit disagreement with Foulk he thinks lineages do have 
doctrinal contents that are expressed in texts mapping lineage. An example of such texts would be 
encounter dialogue. McRae thinks the use of the alternative term “sect,” with its denotation of 
minority religious fanaticism, is “entirely inappropriate for the description of Chinese Buddhism 
prior to the emergence of the White Lotus Teaching and other popular movements of the 
fourteenth century and after;” Ibid., 1236. 
Finally, Albert Welter and Jimmy Yu have shown that both in Zen’s premodern and modern 
history, the ambiguity of zong was interpreted as meaning a living community adhering to an 
orthodox teaching distinct from other Buddhist schools, disproving that Foulk’s school would be 
an exclusively western category. Welter, “The Problem with Orthodoxy in Zen Buddhism”; Yu, 
“Revisiting the Notion of Zong.” 
In view of this discussion, I will call Chan/Zen a school, reserving the term “lineage” for when I 
am explicitly addressing this school’s concept of its own history, i.e. as an orthodox Buddhist 
teaching transmitted from Shakyamuni Buddha’s mouth to the present. 
For the references that I discussed above, I am indebted to Erik Schicketanz and Cody Bahir. 
3 As I clarify in the section “Note on language conventions” following this introduction, I use the 
term “Zen” to refer to the school in a general way, comprising its forms in China, Japan, and 
America. When I use the term “Chan,” I refer specifically to the premodern Chinese school.  
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masters had received a special instruction from the Buddha, a teaching beyond words. 

This instruction was far superior to textual understandings of enlightenment, and, they 

said, had been transmitted across the ages through an enduring lineage of masters. 

Adherents of the Chan sect actively polemicized against their Buddhist and non-

Buddhist rivals, and advertised the superiority of their school in many ways. One of their 

more successful means of gaining political and financial support (such as donations from 

wealthy laymen or the protection of the imperial court) were the “Records of Sayings” 

literature, which presented themselves as accounts of what the greatest masters of the 

school had taught. Apart from sermons and biographies, these Records contained a type 

of text never seen before in Chinese literature: encounter dialogue. Here is an example 

featuring the late Tang-dynasty master Linji Yixuan (臨濟義玄; d. 866 CE), about whom 

I will have more to say in the first chapter: 

Someone asked about the meaning of Bodhidharma coming from the west. 
The master said: “If he had a meaning, he couldn’t help himself.” The 
person responded: “If there is no meaning, how did the second patriarch 
obtain the dharma [the Buddha’s teaching]?” 
The master said: “Those who obtain are those who do not obtain”. The 
person responded: “If they do not obtain, what is the purpose of not 
obtaining?” 
The master said: “On account of your mind chasing everything and 
because it cannot rest, the Second Patriarch said: ‘Raaaggh, this man! He 
takes his head to look for his head!’ Look beneath your words, and 
automatically a light will shine back. Even more reason not to search! If 
you know your body and mind are no different from that of the Buddhas 
and Patriarchs, you will have nothing to worry about. This is exactly what 
is called ‘obtaining the Dharma.’” 
 
問如何是西來意。師云。若有意。自救不了。云既無意。云何二祖得

法。師云。得者是不得。云既若不得。云何是不得底意。師云。為爾

向一切處馳求心不能歇。所以祖師言。咄哉丈夫。將頭覓頭。儞言下
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便自回光返照。更不別求。知身心與祖佛不別。當下無事。方名得法。
4 
 

In this dialogue, the question asked of master Linji is the same as the one Kerouac asks of 

the Chinese cook in San Francisco. But there is more than this surface similarity that 

signals both dialogues as belonging to the same literary genre: the narration focuses on 

the action, the question is met with enigmatic statements, and everything takes place 

within a utopian environment populated by enlightened masters and ignorant students. 

“Encounter Dialogue” or “Koan”? 

Recent scholarship has called the type of dialogue that appears in both the Song 

Dynasty Record of Linji and Kerouac’s novel “encounter dialogue.” The English is John 

McRae’s translation of the Chinese jiyuan wenda (機緣問答), a term that was first used 

to identify this genre in Yanagida Seizan’s Japanese-language analyses of Chan literature. 

As McRae clarifies, the word jiyuan denotes “the teacher’s activity of responding to the 

needs (yuan, ‘conditions’) of the student [ . . . ] or more simply the perfect meeting of 

teacher and student.”5 The combined term “encounter dialogue” then  

refers to the spontaneous repartee that is said to take place between master 
and student in the process of Ch’an training. This type of communication 
includes both verbal and physical exchanges that are often posed in the 
form of sincere but misguided questions from Ch’an trainees and 
perplexing, even enigmatic, responses from the masters.6 
 

                                                

4 T47.1985.0502.a08-27. The abbreviated reference “(T + number)” refers to the Chinese text as 
printed in the so-called Taishō Tripitaka (大正新脩大藏經), the standard edition of Chinese 
Buddhist texts. Translations are mine except where indicated differently, namely by putting the 
last name of the translator in parentheses before the Taishō reference. 
5 “The ‘Recorded Sayings’ Texts of Chinese Ch’an Buddhism,” 204 n.25. 
6 McRae, “Encounter Dialogue and the Transformation of the Spiritual Path in Chinese Ch’an,” 
340–1. 
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Yanagida/McRae’s take on encounter dialogue has a number of problems. First of all, 

much recent scholarship indicates that these “repartees” were anything but spontaneous: 

throughout a good deal of Zen’s history, both students and masters were familiar with the 

questions and answers before the conversation even began. Though this does not 

necessarily mean the questions were not “sincere,” I would object to calling them 

“misguided.” When a student asks a Zen master one of these cliché queries, both parties 

would be very familiar with the generic form being introduced, whatever their ultimate 

goals might be (goals that can vary from a sincere quest for insight to a—perhaps equally 

sincere—quest for authority). Second, there are a good number of encounter dialogues 

that suggest that the respective positions of “Zen trainees” and “Zen masters” is anything 

but stable: a student might prove more insightful than the master he is questioning; and 

masters sometimes find themselves outmatched by old ladies selling cakes on the side of 

the road. Finally, this definition does not contain the significant formal features of 

encounter dialogue that McRae notes in a later analysis of the genre: their composition in 

the vernacular, their lack of what Roland Barthes calls indices,7 and their representation 

of a “golden age” of Zen.8 

For the purposes of this dissertation then, the term encounter dialogue refers to 

                                                

7 Barthes describes indices as small units of information that is not essential for the progression of 
the narrative. They are contrasted with “functions,” which require resolution and therefore propel 
the narrative. A sentence like “James Bond shot his gun” is usually a function (someone will die, 
the police needs to be called, etc), whereas “James Bond’s bowtie was red” is an index (unless the 
reader later discovers that the redness of Bond’s bowtie attended an evil mastermind to his 
presence, in which case this sentence is a function). As my parentheses to the sentence above 
indicate, these categories are anything but stable, as Barthes is well aware; see Barthes, 
“Introduction to the Structural Analysis of Narratives,” 91–7.  
8 McRae, Seeing Through Zen, 75–100. 
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A type of riddle in dialogue form that originated within the Zen tradition 
and that includes both verbal and physical exchanges often posed in the 
form of sincere, commonplace questions answered with enigmatic 
responses. Composed in the vernacular and providing few narrative 
details, these exchanges take place between two (usually male) actors and 
portray a Zen utopia.  

 
These characteristics, as well as the terms “riddle” and “utopia,” will be explained 

throughout this study. 

In English, the only alternative to the term “encounter dialogue” is the loanword 

koan, a more familiar term that nevertheless refers to a much more specific type of text. 

Whereas encounter dialogues include a whole range of dialogic encounters between 

masters and students within the Zen tradition, the term koan refers to a specific text 

consisting of two parts: a snippet from a recorded encounter dialogue and a commentary 

on that snippet by another Zen master.9 The term “recorded” is important here: a koan 

always refers to a text, conceived narrowly, contained within a larger “koan” collections, 

examples of which include The Gateless Barrier (wumenguan; 無門關) and the Blue Cliff 

Record (biyanlu; 碧巖錄).  

So whereas encounter dialogue narrates the interaction between master and 

student, a koan takes a small part of that interaction and combines it with a commentary. 

Both terms have their uses in this study. In The Dharma Bums, for example, Japhy’s 

enigmatic comment on Ray’s usage of the question “Why did Bodhidharma come from 

the West” (“ 問 如 何 是 西 來 意 ”) changes the encounter dialogue into a koan. 

                                                

 9 Here, I am using Griffith Foulk’s definition of koan. Foulk also provides a good overview of 
the etymology and historical meanings of the word; Foulk, “The Form and Function of Kōan 
Literature: A Historical Overview,” 16–26. 
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Simultaneously, we might also consider most modern books on Zen, like those of Daisetz 

Suzuki (chapter 3), elaborate koan collections: such books often do little less than cite 

encounter dialogue after encounter dialogue, glossed with commentary that does not 

necessarily clarify what these texts mean. Moreover the etymology of the word koan, as a 

“[case on the] table of the [legal] magistrate” (C. gongan; 公案), renders well the 

question of authority of both encounter dialogues and koan. In encounter dialogues Zen 

masters saw themselves sitting in judgment of the achievement of student, much like a 

Chinese magistrate was authorized to judge the merits of a particular individual in a legal 

case. As encounter dialogues came to be collected in koan collections and commented 

upon, the meaning shifted to denote a Zen master sitting in judgment of previous 

encounter dialogues. The ultimate authority figure here is the Zen master evaluating the 

merits of his long-dead (and perhaps fictional) colleague.10 Both of these historical 

meanings point to the authoritative positions Ryder, Suzuki, and even Kerouac assume 

when they “judge” the meaning of encounter dialogues. 

The term koan therefore does a lot of analytical work. However, unlike “koan,” 

the term “encounter dialogue” allows me to separate the narrated interactions between 

masters and students from the commentary on those interactions. As we will see, the 

twentieth-century authors discussed in this study incorporate encounter dialogues, but not 

koan. Their interest then primarily lies with the dialogues and not the commentaries, even 

as they themselves compose such commentaries. 

  

                                                

10 Ibid. 
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In my foregoing discussion of Zen, encounter dialogue, and koan, I have relied 

upon a flood of publications on these topics. Yet despite this wealth of information, 

scholars have rarely focused on the characteristics of encounter dialogue as literature, 

instead treating this genre as a tool for historical analysis. For example, in a 2015 

thematic treatment of a series of encounter dialogues, Mario Poceski warns us:  

Ultimately, while the book’s main focus is on the provenances, contents, 
and resonances of particular texts — as well as on the genesis and 
attributes of the genres in which they were composed— the pertinent 
literary materials are primarily approached in terms of their importance 
and value as historical sources for the study of Chan Buddhism, as it grew 
and changed during the Tang-Song transition.11  
 

The object of Poceski’s study then, as it is for other important contributions within Zen 

Studies, is to investigate the history of classical Zen by means of its literature.12 This 

history includes Zen monks’ interactions with political power, other religious factions, 

and other Zen Buddhists. In such studies, encounter dialogues often become strategic 

tools for the critical examination of the dirty politics of Zen history. Little wonder then, 

that scholars like Poceski end up hating the genre. Confessing his preference for Zen 

sermons (that, he has proven, can be more authentically be attributed to real Zen masters 

than encounter dialogues), Poceski notes: 

the majority of the exchanges or anecdotes composed in the encounter 
dialogue format are not very good stories, in any meaningful sense. In fact 
a huge number of Chan stories or exchanges [ . . . ] can be viewed as little 
more than nonessential ramblings, a peculiar type of religious gibberish. 
Basically, we are confronted with countless examples of mass-produced 

                                                

11 Poceski, The Records of Mazu and the Making of Classical Chan Literature, 2. 
12 Representative examples include Cole, Fathering Your Father; Schlütter, How Zen Became 
Zen; Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan Orthodoxy; Heine, Like Cats and Dogs. 
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textual materials that tend to be highly formulaic, numbingly repetitive, 
and ostensible pointless. One of the things that keeps amazing me is how 
otherwise intelligent or sincere people can take this sort of stuff seriously, 
although the history of religion is filled with blind spots of that sort.13 
 

Poceski’s frustration seems to stem from encounter dialogues lack of originality and the 

falseness of their origins: though attributed to ancient masters, they were produced much 

later and were part of a polemical arsenal aimed against rivals within the school and 

without. Moreover, Poceski disputes the fact that anyone can make sense of these texts, a 

point that echoes a much earlier critique by Arthur Koestler.14 But, as Poceski also 

admits, many more people have not objected to encounter dialogues’ “gibberish” or their 

lack of originality. Indeed, many have found substantial meaning in them, a reception 

history that one cannot easily dismiss. 

 How can we make sense of encounter dialogues? It would seem that the crux here 

is genre classification. Poceski attempts to read encounter dialogues like philosophical 

treatises on Zen, and can make no sense of them in this manner. It would be as if 

someone would claim Mallarmé is a bad analytic philosopher because he does not 

formulate logical propositions: such a critique is beside the point because the reading 

ignores the genre (symbolic poetry) in which Mallarmé demands to be read.15 When read 

as utopian riddles describing an ideal place that does not exist, as I propose to do, the 

“gibberish” of this genre slowly becomes recognizable and coherent.  

                                                

13 Poceski, The Records of Mazu and the Making of Classical Chan Literature, 170–1. 
14 Koestler, “A Stink of Zen: The Lotus and the Robot (II).” 
15 Moreover, reader receptions like Poceski’s fit well the ambiguous reception history of utopian 
narrative in general: as Phillip Wegner tells us, such texts are often considered too light as 
political philosophy and too flimsy as literature. Wegner, Imaginary Communities, xviii. 
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Encounter Dialogue as Genre 

Poceski and other recent scholars read encounter dialogues for how they 

demonstrate historical developments within Zen. The present study offers a inverse 

approach: I propose that we can investigate Zen literature by means of its different 

histories, those moments in time when groups of people brought their needs and concerns 

to their reading of encounter dialogue. This presupposes that the category “encounter 

dialogue” is somewhat stable across time: like Gérard Genette, I am convinced that there 

are certain identifiable structures, collectively called genres, that sustain different types of 

human narrative.16 Though ideology changes, and narratives do as well, most human 

expression tends to conform to certain patterns, as much work in comparative literature 

has shown (how else can we talk of Chinese or Sanskrit drama, Native American myth, 

or the Sundiata Epic?).  

My understanding of the term “genre” here is shaped by John Frow’s reading of 

the term. For Frow, genre is  

a form of symbolic action: the generic organization of language, images, 
gestures, and sound makes things happen by actively shaping the way we 
understand the world […] far from being merely “stylistic” devices, 
genres create effects of reality and truth, authority and plausibility, which 
are central to the different ways the world is understood in the writing of 
history or of philosophy or of science, or in painting, or in everyday talk.17 
 

Genre, then, is a force that shapes its own interpretations. We read something, such as 

“Make America Great Again” and almost without thinking we attribute meaning to it: 

this is the campaign slogan for Donald Trump, the “again” refers to the fact that the 

                                                

16 Genette, The Architext. 
17 Frow, Genre, 2. 
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Obama administration allegedly put the United States in bad shape, “make” presupposes 

the president has some kind of power that trumps larger historical factors etc. In the 

interpretation of this slogan, genre has acted, the text has determined its own 

interpretative framework. That does not mean misreading is impossible: someone 

unfamiliar with contemporary American politics might take the slogan to be bad poetry, 

or a socialist call for the working classes of American continent to unite. Likewise, 

Poceski might try to read encounter dialogues as philosophical treatises, and find them to 

be very bad samples of those. The possibilities for misreading are potentially endless. 

Even though it does not present itself as such, this power of genre to shape its 

own interpretations is historically determined and social, something that becomes 

particularly obvious when one considers the history of any single genre. Frow 

demonstrates this for the elegy: from a Greek genre defined by its meter, the elegy 

becomes first an ironic love poem with ancient Roman poets, then any type of verse 

concerned with mourning, and finally any text concerned with mourning, Therefore: 

“Genres have no essence: they have historically changing use values.”18  This last 

statement seems rather radical—one can, without much trouble, discern communalities in 

the diverse historical “use values” of elegy that Frow enumerates—and Frow modifies it 

two pages later when he admits that one can study “both the continuities and 

discontinuities” of genres, together with the historical context in which the genre acts and 

is acted upon.19 

                                                

18 Ibid., 145. 
19 Ibid., 147. 
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Those “continuities and discontinuities” as well as the “use values” of encounter 

dialogue form the central focus of this dissertation. In the next two sections of this 

introduction, I will discuss the “continuities” of this genre by using the term “utopian 

riddles.” 

Encounter Dialogue as Riddle 

 If encounter dialogue is a genre, what kind of genre is it? In the first paragraphs of 

this introduction, I showed encounter dialogue’s importance by pointing to its 

incorporation in The Dharma Bums, a twentieth-century novel. So if encounter dialogues 

are always part of a larger whole (even during the Song dynasty, they were part of 

“Records of Sayings” or koan collections), what distinguishes encounter dialogue as a 

genre in its own right? What allows us to distinguish between encounter dialogues and 

the text in which they are framed? The necessity of such a distinction is great, because 

encounter dialogues are never encountered in isolation, apart from a broader contextual 

frame: from the first examples during the Song, we always find them collected into larger 

wholes, framed within an overarching narrative.20 

Luckily, there are tools to do this. Adapting an innovation by Mikael Bakhtin, 

Frow has distinguished between simple and complex genres. A simple genre usually 

consists of what Bakhtin would call a single speech act: a type of oral communication 

that occurs in daily life. Examples are jokes, fairy tales, songs, and, most importantly 

here, riddles. These simple genres can be incorporated into larger wholes like novels, 

                                                

20 Seemingly ignoring this problem, Poceski calls encounter dialogue a “format” and the larger 
collections that contains such dialogues (e.g. “Records of Sayings”) a genre. Yet it is unclear how 
a format is different from a genre in his usage. 
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dramatic plays, epic poems, and so on, which then constitute complex genres. For 

example, in Shakespeare’s play Macbeth, the three witches predict that “none of woman 

born / shall harm Macbeth,” a riddle (but also another simple genre, namely a prophecy) 

that is answered by Macduff, who is able to slay Macbeth because he had to be cut out of 

his mother’s womb (and thus was not “of woman born”). 21  Here, Shakespeare 

incorporates a simple genre, the riddle, within a larger whole, the tragedy, demonstrating 

how a simple genre becomes part of a complex genre. 

Koan have often been described as a type of riddle, and this description has been 

extended to encounter dialogue in general. Frow describes a standard form of riddles as 

the “posing of a puzzle formed by the description of an unknown object which has to be 

guessed.”22 He distinguishes this “true” form of the riddle (the scare quotes are his as 

well) from other forms such as  

catechismic questions, where the answers are derived from bodies of 
doctrine rather than involving wit; the Zen koan, the point of which is to 
achieve enlightenment rather than to find a solution; quiz questions about 
specialized bodies of knowledge like sport, where the answer involves 
recall rather than ingenuity; and the so-called “neck riddle,” a form in 
which the questioner’s life depends on defeating his executioner with an 
unanswerable riddle—and where it is the impossibility of the answer, 
because of what seems like the arbitrariness of its relation to the question, 
that defines this as a variant form.23 
 

Though Frow’s ideas here are interesting, his distinction between koan and other types of 

riddles does not hold: while Zen koan are indeed about enlightenment, until recently this 

“enlightenment” has not been seen as an internally realized quality but as a performance 

                                                

21 Frow, Genre, 42. 
22 Ibid., 34. 
23 Ibid., 35. 
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where students and masters perform prepared answers “derived from bodies of doctrine” 

such as koan collections and koan cheat books.24 Therefore, for koans as for quiz 

questions, “the answer involves recall rather than ingenuity.” Sometimes, for koans as for 

neck riddles, “the questioner’s life depends on defeating his executioner with an 

unanswerable riddle,” or depends at least on his not getting hit with a stick. 

Despite the impossibility of rigorously separating Zen koan from other types of 

riddles, literary scholarship on riddles can give us a lot of insight into the functioning of 

encounter dialogue as a simple genre.25 Describing the enunciative situation of riddles 

(one actor posing the riddle to another actor who is asked to answer it), Frow notes that 

this situation always involves “a verbal contest staged over a hidden knowledge [ . . . ] 

Traces of the sacred or taboo hang around the secret knowledge possessed by the 

questioner […], and the challenge and response built into the structure of question and 

answer encode the form of a ritual ordeal.”26 He goes on: “Thus riddles should have one 

good solution, and this solution, just as in the detective story, should be both in principle 

                                                

24 The idea that Zen enlightenment or satori is an internal experience has largely been popularized 
by the works of Daisetz Suzuki, whom I discuss at length in the third chapter of this study. 
Critiques of Suzuki have sufficiently proven, in my opinion, that it is improper to think of 
enlightenment as the isolated insight of an individual mind, even though many Zen centers today 
will think of satori in exactly this fashion. On enlightenment as performance, see chapter 4. 
25 In an early article, Bernard Faure has criticized reading koan as “an irrational riddle destined to 
create in the practitioner a kind of double bind, the so-called great doubt, that will eventually 
force him to bypass or break through his intellectual screen seems itself too commonsensical for 
its flavor to persist on the sensitive palate of an authentic practitioner [ . . . ] The psychological 
elaboration provided by D.T. Suzuki for well-intentioned psychoanalysts is clearly a further 
rationalization. It has significantly contributed to the development of a ‘false consciousness’ and 
some enduring misunderstandings concerning Chan practice” (172). Faure’s criticism here is 
aimed at people, who, like Frow does, see solving koans as some kind of internal revolution. 
However, in dismissing the riddle-like nature of encounter dialogue and koan, Faure disregards a 
perspective that would very much support his Foucauldian reading of the genre. 
26 Frow, Genre, 38. 
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available to the respondent, and in practice not available.” It therefore connects people in 

“a game of knowing and not-knowing.”27  

That encounter dialogues, as riddles, stage verbal contests and generate 

authoritative situations (I pose a riddle to you that you cannot solve to demonstrate that I 

am your superior) can be shown by an example from The Dharma Bums. Japhy, the 

novel’s Zen master, consistently exerts authority over Ray by asking him nonsensical 

riddles drawn from encounter dialogue collections. A particularly telling instance of this 

is early in the book, when Ray rejects Japhy’s imposition of authority by rejecting the 

ritual framework of Zen altogether. Talking about his friend Warren Coughlin, Japhy 

remarks: 

“He’s a great mysterious Bodhisattva I think maybe a reincarnation of 
Asagna [sic] the Great Mahayana scholar of the old centuries” 
“And who am I?” 
“I dunno, maybe you’re Goat.” 
“Goat?” 
“Maybe you’re Mudface.” 
Who’s Mudface?” 
“Mudface is the mud in your goatface. What would you say if someone 
was asked the question ‘Does a dog have Buddha nature’ and said 
‘Woof!’” 
“I’d say that was a lot of silly Zen Buddhism.” This took Japhy back a bit. 
“Lissen Japhy,” I said, “I’m not a Zen Buddhist, I’m a serious Buddhist, 
I’m an oldfashioned dreamy Hinayana coward of later Mahayanism,” and 
so forth into the night, my contention being that Zen Buddhism didn’t 
concentrate on kindness so much as on confusing the intellect to make it 
perceive the illusion of all sources of things. “It’s mean,” I complained. 
“All those Zen Masters throwing young kids in the mud because they can’t 
answer their silly word questions.”28  
 

                                                

27 Ibid., 39. 
28 Kerouac, The Dharma Bums, 14–5. 
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Although Ray immediately afterwards admits that he nevertheless was drawn to Japhy 

and would continue to follow his guidance until the end of the book, his critique of 

encounter dialogues as “silly word questions” shows Kerouac’s awareness of the 

authoritative situation that characterize encounter dialogues as riddles. 

In his discussion of riddles, Frow also mentioned “traces of the sacred and taboo” 

that “hang around the secret knowledge possessed by the questioner.”29 In his Spiritus 

Mundi, Northrop Frye expands upon this ritual dimension of riddles by juxtaposing them 

with charms. Whereas charms exert power by their incomprehensibility, riddles are  

essentially a charm in reverse: [the riddle] represents the revolt of the 
intelligence against the hypnotic power of commanding words. In the 
riddle a verbal trap is set, but if one can “guess,” that is, point to an 
outside object to which the verbal construct can be related, the something 
outside destroys it as a charm, and we have sprung the trap without being 
caught in it.30 
 

The proximity of riddles and charms can be seen, for example, in the magical power 

foreign words hold for people who do not understand them (Latin to commoners in the 

medieval world, Sanskrit in Japanese incantation, Chinese characters to westerners, and 

so on).31 As soon as foreign words are understood, they stop being charms and start being 

riddles. Moreover, “riddle is connected with cosmic resolutions, comic recognition 

scenes of escape or rescue, or with such folktale themes as performing the impossible 

task, which occurs in the story of Psyche in Apuleius.”32 Whereas charms take us into the 

supernatural, riddles reverse direction and force us to see the sensual everyday.33  

                                                

29 Frow, Genre, 38. 
30 Frye, Spiritus Mundi, 137. 
31 Ibid., 138. 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid., 141. 
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Although Frye interprets his key concepts too broadly to offer an effective 

analytical frame (by the end of his essay, any text is interpretable as either a riddle or 

charm), by pointing to the charm-like nature of unsolved riddles he allows us to see the 

hypnotic power many encounter dialogues exert upon their readers.34 He also offers a 

manner of explaining recorded answers to the riddles posed in encounter dialogues. Take 

the most famous example of the genre, “Zhaozhou’s Wu,” a riddle Japhy challenges Ray 

with in the quoted passage above. When asked whether a dog had Buddha nature, 

Zhaozhou reportedly simply said “Wu,” an answer that means “No,” but can also be read 

as an onomatopoetic word for a dog’s bark. At another occasion, Zhaozhou, the apparent 

king of the laconic answer, says the following in response to a canonized question also 

asked in The Dharma Bums and The Record of Linji: 

Zhaozhou once was asked by a monk: “What is the meaning of 
Bodhidharma coming from the west?” Zhou said: “The cypress tree in 
front of the hall.” 
 
趙州因僧問。如何是祖師西來意。州云。庭前柏樹子.35 
	 

Considered through Frye’s examination of riddles, what is happening here is that a charm 

is turned into a riddle, taking us from the supernatural (Bodhidharma’s mythical arrival 

from India to spread the Zen teaching in China) to the everyday (the cypress tree). At the 

same time, and I would argue this is unique about encounter dialogues as riddles, 

Zhaozhou’s solution implicitly poses a new riddle: what does “the cypress tree in front of 

                                                

34 Dale S. Wright argues that the literary roots of koan go back to Dhāranī, which are “sacred 
formula customarily recited in original or classical languages that are not understood by those 
who intone them in a memorized form for ritual purposes [ . . . ] They work on the practitioner 
without the requirement that one think about their literal or metaphorical meaning;” Wright, 
“Kōan History.” 
35 T48.2005.297.c5 
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the hall” have to do with Bodhidharma? While being similar to Frye’s riddles in that their 

solution points back to the everyday present and away from the supernatural world of the 

charm, encounter dialogues’ solutions immediately re-enchant their readers with a new 

question, one that cannot be solved rationally and thus maintains the charm-like qualities 

of these riddles. 

Reading encounter dialogues as riddles therefore does substantial work: it allows 

us to explain why and how this simple genre became so easily integrated within larger, 

complex genres. It also explains the authoritative contest these texts generate, and the 

power the text themselves exerts as charms. Yet while these riddles obscure their ultimate 

signified, they nevertheless generate a world that is ideal yet non-existent: a Zen utopia. 

Encounter Dialogues as Utopian Narratives 

Utopia has enjoyed significant attention in literary studies recently, particularly as 

it is presented in science fiction. In a groundbreaking study, Darko Suvin has defined 

utopian texts as follows 

The verbal construction of a particular quasi-human community where 
sociopolitical institutions, norms, and individual relationships are 
organized according to a more perfect principle than in the author’s 
community, this construction being based on estrangement arising out of 
an alternative historical hypothesis.36 
 

Though Suvin’s obvious reference point here is science fiction, his definition is flexible 

enough to be applied to encounter dialogue as well, as I show below. For now, I want to 

draw attention to the important phrase “alternative historical hypothesis,” which gestures 

towards the critical dimensions of utopia, dimensions more recently explored by Fredric 

                                                

36 Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction, 49. 
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Jameson. In Archeologies of the Future, Jameson argues that because utopia produces a 

“cognitive dissonance” (Suvin’s term), it allows us to think a world other than capitalism. 

This is utopia’s revolutionary potential: “utopia as a form is not the representation of 

radical alternatives; it is rather simply the imperative to imagine them.”37 For Jameson 

then, the merits and demerits of the social models proposed in utopian narratives are of 

less importance than the desire that sustains them: a desire for a world not dominated by 

capitalism. 

While acknowledging the subversive potential of utopian narratives, Chris Ferns 

has reminded us of the ambiguity that is encapsulated within the term itself, which 

famously refers to both a eu-topia (good place) and an ou-topia (no place). As “good 

places,” utopian narratives can be read as advocating for social and political change. But 

as “no-places,” such texts also question the possibility of such change. Moreover, in their 

resistance to dominant ideologies, utopian texts tend to become rigidly ideological 

themselves: 

Utopian fiction is often characterized by a certain prescriptive quality, 
suggesting, not simply that things might be otherwise, but that they ought 
to conform to a specific vision. While utopian fiction may have the 
potential to open up wider horizons, to suggest the sheer extent of the 
possible, its effect is often impoverishing rather than enriching: instead of 
opening up space for the imagination, the utopian vision merely fills it 
with a construct, to use Ernst Bloch’s phrase, “made banal by the 
fulfillment.”38 
 

This “prescriptive quality” affects three dominant characteristics of the utopian narrative. 

First, such narratives are often travel narratives: a person visits and experiences the ideal 

                                                

37 Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future, 416. 
38 Ferns, Narrating Utopia, 5. 
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world, and then reports back to us what he has seen (the male pronoun is intentional 

here). This, Ferns tells us, functions to close the ideal world off as perfect and 

unchanging: it has been seen and recorded, and no longer evolves.39 Time does not exist 

in these worlds: what we get instead is an extension in space: a tour of utopia and all its 

different aspects.40 Second, though such narratives are often cast in the dialogue form, 

they are not truly dialogical: “Functioning primarily as a rhetorical device, [dialogue] 

serves rather to reinforce the authority of a single viewpoint than to reflect a genuine 

process of debate.” 41  Finally, as with any ideological narratives, most important 

question(s) are never asked: how was utopia achieved (again, this points to the absence of 

time in such narratives)? Who are those denied entry to the perfect world? 

All this might seem far removed from Zen Buddhism, let alone encounter 

dialogue. Indeed, a discussion of the utopian dimensions of encounter dialogue must start 

from a consideration of the propriety of applying this western term to (originally) East-

Asian texts. Many scholars of utopia have claimed that utopia is an exclusively western 

phenomenon. Foremost among such scholars is Krishan Kumar, who argues that utopias 

do not exist outside the west because non-western cultural traditions have no equivalent 

of secularism. 42  Since utopia is imagined to be a realizable place without divine 

intervention, religious thinking inhibits the conceptualization of utopia. Kumar’s claims 

here are obviously questionable. Zhang Longxi has criticized Kumar on his own ground 

                                                

39 Ibid., 20. 
40 Ibid., 21. 
41 Ibid., 23. 
42 Kumar, Utopia and Anti-Utopia in Modern Times, 10. 
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by saying that China does have a long-standing secular tradition in Confucianism.43 But 

even before him Koon-ki Ho had argued that, from its earliest literature onwards, the 

premodern Chinese cultural tradition has consistently produced texts that can be called 

utopian.44 Particularly relevant here is Ho’s identification of a Chinese utopian “cult of 

the past,” by which he means the usage of an imaginary past golden age to effect changes 

in the here and now, with the purpose of returning to those good times. Ho does not limit 

his explorations of utopia to secular texts (whatever that may mean in a premodern 

context), but also includes Daoist and Buddhist millenarian ideas in his discussion. 

Surveying work recent work in this direction, Jacqueline Dutton concludes that utopian 

studies can and should be extended to non-western cultural traditions.45 

 This overview of scholarship on utopia helps articulate the utopian features of 

encounter dialogue. I will now apply ideas from Ferns and Suvin to classical, premodern 

encounter dialogue, before looking at more modern usages. Though the term utopia 

applies to both premodern and modern encounter dialogue, the kind of ideal society 

portrayed obviously varies. Classical encounter dialogues from the Song Dynasty 

portrayed an imaginary community that was better than the one lived in by its authors, 

“organized according to a more perfect principle” (to reiterate Suvin’s phrase). As I show 

in chapter 1, encounter dialogue collections also offer an “alternative historical 

hypothesis” (Suvin again) for the history of Buddhism by asserting that Shakyamuni’s 

real teaching, superior to that articulated in the sutras, was directly transmitted from mind 

                                                

43 Longxi, “The Utopian Vision, East and West.” 
44 Ho, “Utopianism: A Unique Theme in Western Literature?”; Ho, “Several Thousand Years in 
Search of Happiness.” 
45 Dutton, “‘Non-Western’ Utopian Traditions.” 
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to mind in a lineage of masters.  In the world they portray, these lineage masters, called 

“patriarchs,” act as enlightened supermen within the isolated community that was the Zen 

Buddhist monastery.  This community is always set in the past, and, as the frame-stories 

of encounter dialogue collections consistently tell us, has been seen by visitors, who have 

then collected notes on this community for the world’s benefit. Although “dialogic” in 

nature, these dialogues often portray a spiritual hierarchy where only one of the two 

parties is right, something connected to their nature as riddles. Finally, women are largely 

left out of the perfect world picture, something I discuss at length in chapter 4. 

Encounter dialogue’s utopian characteristics heavily affect the modern narratives 

discussed in this study. To take Kerouac as an example, Ray’s narrative in The Dharma 

Bums is, like More’s Utopia, a remembered spatial tour of a perfect beatnik community, 

with Japhy leading it like an enlightened king. As we have seen, dialogues between Ray 

and Japhy often end with the former submitting to the spiritual authority of the latter. 

Analyzing The Dharma Bums as a utopian text also allows us to explain what Ann 

Douglas calls the “jarring misogyny” of the novel.46 Representations of women in 

encounter dialogue fall into two categories: on the one hand, we have saintly and 

anonymous old women that are said to have some knowledge of Zen. On the other we 

have young and lustful young girls (cf. Chapter 4). Likewise, in The Dharma Bums 

representations of women can be placed in two categories: motherly figures and 

nymphomaniacs. The latter category is mainly constituted by Japhy’s girlfriends, who, 

though Kerouac honors them with the title “bodhisattva,” are cast as attention-hungry 

                                                

46 Douglas, “Introduction,” xxv–vi. 
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slaves to Japhy’s will. Kerouac’s mother and Sean Monahan’s wife, “who agreed with 

him in every detail about how to live the joyous life in America without much money” 

represent examples of the former category.47  

Modern encounter dialogues also offer a clear resistance to capitalist modernity, 

which shows Jameson’s utopian “desire” to be their engine, even if the results do not end 

up what we might take as being perfect. Kerouac, Eiji Yoshikawa (Chapter 2), Daisetz 

Suzuki and Janwillem Van de Wetering (Chapter 3) all see encounter dialogues as 

portraying secure spaces isolated from the most frightening consequences of capitalism, 

whether they are class struggle and loss of cultural identity (Yoshikawa); the loss of a 

universal religious experience (Suzuki); or the impossibility of establishing a clear 

existential path (Van de Wetering). For Kerouac, of course, this resistance against the 

conformism and cold-war politics of the 1950s is very clear, demonstrated by passages 

such as the following:  

Everything was fine with the Zen Lunatics, the nut wagon was too far 
away to hear us.  But there was wisdom in it all, as you’ll see if you take a 
walk some night on a suburban street and pass house after house on both 
sides of the street each with the lamplight of the living room, shining 
golden, and inside the little blue square of the television, each living 
family riveting its attention on probably one show; nobody talking; silence 
in the yards; dogs barking at you because you pass on human feet instead 
of on wheels. You’ll see what I mean, when it begins to appear like 
everybody in the world is soon going to be thinking the same way and the 
Zen lunatics have long joined dust, laughter on their dust lips. Only one 
thing I’ll say for the people watching television, the millions and millions 
of the One Eye: they’re not hurting anyone while they’re sitting in front of 
that Eye. But neither was Japhy… I see him in future years stalking along 
with full rucksack, in suburban streets, passing the blue television 

                                                

47 Kerouac, The Dharma Bums, 136. 
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windows of homes, alone, his thoughts the only thoughts not electrified to 
the Master Switch.48 
 

Here, the Dharma Bum community with Japhy as its master is the only group resisting a 

panoptic society “electrified to the Master Switch.” 

Despite the patriarchal nature of the Zen utopias above, encounter dialogues also 

allow for the imagination of an alternative, women-friendly utopia. In contemporary 

performances of encounter dialogue (chapter 4), female Zen practitioners utilize the “no-

place” aspect of these dialogues to create a “good place” for women within and without 

Zen lineage. In doing so they imagine alternative utopian encounters where hierarchy and 

power (both those characteristic of late capitalism and of Zen) cease to matter in the face 

of overwhelming compassion. Like a circle whose center is everywhere, the “no-place” 

of utopia thus allows for encounter dialogues to take place whenever and wherever two 

people come face to face. 

Chapter Overview 

The individual chapters of the dissertation expand my characterization of 

encounter dialogue as utopian riddles. The first chapter, “Reading Chan Encounter 

Dialogue during the Song Dynasty: The Record of Linji, the Lotus Sutra, and the 

Sinification of Buddhism,” proposes that encounter dialogue allowed Chan practitioners 

to imaginatively encounter their lineage ancestors, a practice in keeping with the Chinese 

practice of ancestor worship. Encounter dialogues thus played an important role in what 

has been called the “sinification” of Buddhism. Using The Record of Linji as a 

representative sample, I show how different encounter dialogues were from Indian 

                                                

48 Ibid., 89. 
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Buddhist scripture circulating in China: as riddles, encounter dialogues provide only 

minimal detail about the narrative worlds they describe, leaving it up to the reader to 

imagine the ultimate referent or “solution.” This specificity of its narrative form allowed 

readers to imagine themselves in the presence of the enlightened masters that lived in the 

utopian world of the Chan monastery. By allowing readers to visualize their lineage 

ancestors, the genre allowed participation in ancestor worship, a tradition long predating 

the advent of Buddhism into China. 

In the second chapter, I move to twentieth-century Japan, where I examine how 

encounter dialogues are recruited for another ideological project, that of Japanese 

imperialism. Focusing on Yoshikawa Eiji’s 1930s samurai novel Musashi, I show how 

encounter dialogues played a key role in the creation of a fascist Japan that was both the 

imagination of a world untainted by capitalist modernity and a call to arms to fight the 

perceived source of said modernity: the West. To achieve this, Yoshikawa reinforces the 

utopian aspects of encounter dialogue, casting Zen masters not only as enlightened but 

also as motherly beings. On a narratological level, he seals off these dialogues by taking 

out the riddle-like characteristics of encounter dialogue: in this world, there is no place 

for an enigmatic referent, as everything must be known and controlled. 

The third chapter moves from Japan to the West. In analyzing Daisetz Suzuki’s 

work, I look at one of the most influential narratives of Zen in the twentieth century. I 

argue that Suzuki uses encounter dialogue in two distinct ways: (1) he uses their utopian 

qualities to portray a religious experience accessible in any place and time; and (2) he 

solidifies his symbolic authority as a master interpreting these riddles for his readers. 

Following my analysis of Suzuki, I look at Janwillem van de Wetering’s The Empty 
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Mirror, which describes the author’s experiences living in a Japanese Zen monastery. In 

this memoir, the mystical experience Suzuki describes proves unobtainable, instead 

remaining confined to encounter dialogues that are shown to be “no-places” as well as 

“good places.” Van de Wetering therefore suggests a different manner of narrating Zen 

that leaves room for failure. 

Van de Wetering’s counternarrative is a fitting introduction to the final chapter of 

this study, where I analyze how encounter dialogues have historically acted as dramatic 

scripts for the performance of gender, lineage and enlightenment. In scripting gender, 

these dialogues display a tension between patriarchy and an awareness of gender 

categories as conventions. In scripting enlightenment, performances of encounter 

dialogues allow for the maintenance of symbolic authority. But both these scripts can be 

subverted, and this is what I show in the second part of the chapter, where I move to 

analyze contemporary performances of these dialogues by female practitioners, drawing 

on Rebecca Schneider’s concept of reenactment to map how these women make the 

dialogues their own. In doing so, they chart the route to an alternative Zen utopia that is 

inclusive for both genders and extends compassion to all, within and without Zen 

patrilineage. 

Overall, this dissertation can be seen as a continuation of a project by Steven 

Heine and Dale Wright. In their 2000 volume, The Kōan: Texts and Contexts in Zen 

Buddhism, Heine and Wright collected papers that showed “the variability of 

interpretations and applications of koān practice” in premodern Chinese and Japanese 
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history.49 The first chapter of my study then adds to the array of interpretations proposed 

in Heine and Wright’s volume, whereas all subsequent chapters demonstrate the diversity 

and consistency of encounter dialogues in the twentieth and twenty-first century. By 

examining encounter dialogues as utopian riddles, I show that the role of genre has been 

undervalued when analyzing these dialogues. Moreover, this move begins to explain the 

immense literary success of encounter dialogues in the twentieth and twenty-first 

centuries, allowing us to better understand how Zen Buddhism became one of the pre-

eminent representatives of Eastern spirituality in the West. 

                                                

49  Heine and Wright, “Introduction: Koan Tradition - Self-Narrative and Contemporary 
Perspectives,” 6. 
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A note on language conventions  

• Words from languages other than English will be italicized upon their first 

use. However, after that it is assumed the reader knows that the word is 

not English, and italicization is abandoned, e.g. the word “koan” in the 

introduction above.  

• Sanskrit and Japanese words will be given without diacritics, and Chinese 

transcription will be in standard pinyin (e.g. Mahayana not Mahāyāna; 

koan not kōan; gongan not k’ung-an). 

• As this introduction already showed, Chan/Zen has a respectable amount 

of technical vocabulary, of which Chinese and Japanese have their own 

pronunciation, e.g. the character 禪  is pronounced “Chan” in 

contemporary China but “Zen” in Japan. In this study, I will be reserving 

the term “Chan” for the premodern Chinese school, whereas I will use the 

term “Zen” to refer both to the Japanese school and its manifestations in 

the west. 
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CHAPTER 1: Reading Chan Encounter Dialogue during the Song Dynasty: The Record 

of Linji, the Lotus Sutra, and the Sinification of Buddhism 

 

Introduction 

Consider the following story: 

Prefect Wang, counselor to the emperor, together with various officials 
asked the master to ascend to the seat. 
The master ascended to the seat and spoke: “This mountain monk is 
already deficient in conducting today’s business. Crookedly following 
human customs, I just now have ascended to this seat. If I was to 
summarize the gate of the patriarchal school and glorify great affairs, I 
simply couldn’t open my mouth and there wouldn’t be any place for you 
to get a foothold. Today, because the counselor’s resolute invitation, why 
would this mountain monk hide the essence of the school? Is there a 
person who is going to act as a Chan General and directly deploy his 
troops and open his banner? Let him face the group, and see him prove 
himself!” 
A monk asked: “What is the main meaning of the Buddha-dharma?” The 
master then shouted. The monk bowed reverently. The master said: “This 
reverend monk may have a knack for debate after all!” 
 
府主王常侍。與諸官請師升座。師上堂云。山僧今日事不獲已。曲順

人情方登此座。若約祖宗門下。稱揚大事。直是開口不得。無爾措足

處。山僧此日以常侍堅請。那隱綱宗。還有作家戰將直下展陣開旗麼

。對眾證據看。僧問。如何是佛法大意。師便喝。僧禮拜。師云。這

箇師僧。却堪持論。50 
 

This passage opens the Record of Linji, a compilation of encounter dialogues, anecdotes 

and speeches first circulated during the Song dynasty. Here, the “Master” is Linji Yixuan 

himself, a legendary hero of Chan Buddhism. And this is not the only time he will shout: 

from the many fragments collected in the Record, it appears to be one of his favorite 

                                                

50 Zhenzhou Linji Huizhao chanshi yulu, 真州臨濟慧照禪師語錄, T47.1985.0496.b14-20. For an 
alternative translation of the passage, see Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 3. 
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pastimes. Despite this strange personality trait, Linji is a figure of towering importance in 

Chan: Heinrich Dumoulin is not alone when he claims that with Linji Chan reached its 

“unsurpassed zenith.”51 More recently, John McRae has called the Record “one of the 

most important Chan texts of all time.”52 Over time, Linji’s exploits and the actions of 

other famous Chan masters have become matters for reflection and debate in the Chan 

tradition. For someone unfamiliar with this tradition, the encounter dialogue quoted 

above might seem odd. Such a person could wonder how a text that resembles Dadaist 

drama could possibly function as religious scripture. This chapter will take a step towards 

elucidating this problem by connecting the formal features of the Record to the historical 

and institutional contexts in which the text originated. In doing so, I argue that for Song 

Chan Buddhists, these riddles call for the visualization of their contents, not for reasoning 

or non-verbal insight. The visualized material, namely the actions of Chan patriarchs, 

transports the reader of the riddle to a utopian place where Chan masters act like 

enlightened supermen. Though this is a “good place,” it is also a “no-place,” since the 

events they portray are largely fictional. 

The earliest version of the Record of Linji was composed in 1036 CE, during the 

Northern Song dynasty (960–1127 CE). However, the standard version of the text started 

circulating about 100 years later, included as it was in the Records of Sayings of the Four 

Houses (sijia yulu, 四家語錄).53 Both versions differ only in the arrangement of the 

material, a difference that Albert Welter attributes to a change in focus from Chan 

                                                

51 Dumoulin, Zen Buddhism, 180. 
52 Seeing Through Zen, 100. 
53 Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan Orthodoxy, 5–6; Anderl, “Informal Notes on the 
Term Jìng 境 in the Línjìlù 臨濟錄,” 291. 
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internal polemics to courting imperial favor.54 This chapter is based on the standard, Four 

Houses version. 

During the Song, Buddhism in China underwent momentous changes, turning 

away from what had until then been considered the motherland of the religion: India. 

Examining the remarkable lack of Indian sutra translations during the Song, Tansen Sen 

concludes that during this period Indian Buddhism was not important anymore for 

Chinese Buddhists. Instead, the manifestations of Buddhism in China became the focus 

of attention.55 For during the Song, Buddhism completed its sinification, a process that 

started with the very first translation of Buddhist doctrine into the Chinese language.56 In 

this period of innovation, Chan became “the dominant form of elite monastic Buddhism,” 

a political development accompanied by the proliferation of encounter dialogue 

collections.57  

We might wonder then, what specifically allowed Chan to thrive during the Song, 

and how encounter dialogue collections like The Record of Linji contributed to Chan’s 

success. Through a comparative approach focused on the literary features of encounter 

dialogue, we can understand (1) how and why encounter dialogues stylistically 

distinguished themselves from Indian sutras like the Lotus Sutra, and (2) how encounter 

dialogues functioned as a means for monastics to worship their ancestors, thus 

conforming to a traditional Chinese value. In these two ways, encounter dialogues 

allowed the Chan school to present itself as a Buddhism that was more Chinese than 
                                                

54 The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan Orthodoxy, 117–8. 
55 “The Revival and Failure of Buddhist Translations during the Song Dynasty,” 67–72. 
56 Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism, 19. 
57 Quoted material from Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen, 1; See also Welter, The Linji Lu and the 
Creation of Chan Orthodoxy, 8. 
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Indian, which allowed it to prosper during the ethnocentric climate that was the Song 

Dynasty. 

By examining encounter dialogue as a means of ancestor worship, I supplement a 

by now well-accepted idea of Chan advanced by John Jorgensen. In an oft-cited 1987 

article, Jorgensen suggested that Chan lineages came about as an attempt to make 

Buddhism compatible with Chinese ancestor worship, thus making it less vulnerable to 

common criticisms that called it “foreign.”58 While not disputing Jorgensen’s account, 

Elizabeth Morrison has pointed out that the origins of Chan lineage might be older, 

deriving from Vinaya and Tantric lineages already existing in Indian Buddhism.59 What 

has not received enough attention in this debate is how the formal features of encounter 

dialogues played an important role in the imaginary construction of Chan lineages, a gap 

that this chapter addresses.  

To prove the thesis that during the Song Chan authors conceived the process of 

gaining insight in encounter dialogues as the equivalent to seeing and encountering one’s 

lineage ancestors, I supplement my analysis of the Record of Linji with a reading of a 

famous gongan collection, The Gateless Barrier. Wumen Huikai’s comments show that 

he considers encounter dialogues as gateways to meeting ancestral Chan masters or 

“patriarchs.” For example, commenting on the dialogue “The Barbarian has no beard” 

(huzi wuxu 胡子無鬚), Wumen writes: “This barbarian [=Bodhidharma, the putative 

“First Chinese Patriarch” of Chan]. you absolutely must intimately see him one time, and 

                                                

58 Jorgensen, “The’Imperial’Lineage of Ch’an Buddhism.” 
59 Morrison, The Power of Patriarchs: Qisong and Lineage in Chinese Buddhism, 14–23. 
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you will begin to get it” (者箇胡子。直須親見一回始得).60 For Wumen, solving the 

riddle that is an encounter dialogue involves visualizing the Chan Patriarchs that are 

one’s own monastic forebears. Reading encounter dialogues as a manner of imagining 

oneself in the presence of lineage ancestors thus allows us to discover a hitherto 

neglected dimension of Chan literature during the Song dynasty. 

Comparison: The Lotus Sūtra 

 As described in the introduction to this study, encounter dialogues can be 

productively categorized as utopian riddles. As riddles, they constitute simple genres that 

portray an authoritative situation and revolve around an unenunciated referent (the 

“solution”). As utopian narratives, they portray an imaginary Zen space populated by 

enlightened supermen. In this sense, the opening dialogue of the Record of Linji typifies 

the genre: Linji shouts, his opponent bows, and Linji praises his opponent. What this 

dialogue is about is hard to say, and the text certainly does not tell us. But what it does 

accord with is Chan’s self-characterization as a transmission “not relying upon words and 

letters” (cf. supra),61 and in this sense it is utopian: Linji does not rely on words, but on 

shouts.  

The beginning of the Lotus Sutra, with which I will now compare the opening of 

the Record to, constitutes a very different type of Buddhist scripture. This comparison 

will illuminate how different encounter dialogues must have seemed to contemporary 

observers accustomed to Indian sutras, and will thereby allow me to explore the most 

                                                

60 T48, no. 2005, p.0293,b25 
61 For a discussion of Linji as the embodiment of the Chan slogan “A special transmission outside 
of the scriptures, not relying on words and letters,” see Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of 
Chan Orthodoxy, 124–5. 
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important formal characteristics of the Record. Why the Lotus in particular? For this 

comparison to work, we need a text of Indian origin that Song literati or Chinese 

Buddhist monks (two types of target audiences of the Record)62 would have known, or at 

least known in part. Given that the Lotus is often considered “the most influential book in 

all of premodern Asia,”63 it would seem the ideal choice. During the Song, the most 

popular translation of this sutra must have been the one produced by Kumarajiva, a 

Kushan monk who stood at the center of one of the early Chinese translation bureaus.64 

Robert Sharf, Paul Williams, and Peter Gregory, among others, attest to the 

overwhelming importance of this translation in the East Asian world.65 Thus, this chapter 

uses that version as its reference.  

The Lotus begins as follows: 

Thus have I heard. At one time, the Buddha was staying in the city of 
King’s House (Rājagṛha), on Gṛdhrakūṭa mountain, together with twelve 
thousand great bhikṣus, all of whom were arhants, their outflows already 
exhausted, never again subject to anguish (kleśa), they had achieved their 
own advantage and annihilated the bonds of existence, and their minds had 
achieved self-mastery. Their names were . . .  66  
 

What follows is an enumeration of the arhats’ names, then an enumeration of the 

bodhisattvas and their qualities and names; then a description of the attendant gods and 

their names; and finally a description of the kings in attendance and their names. 

However, even after this lengthy introduction, Shakyamuni Buddha does not yet begin to 
                                                

62 Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen, 8; Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan Orthodoxy, 
70–5. 
63 Kieschnick, The Eminent Monk: Buddhist Ideals in Medieval Chinese Hagiography, 42. 
64 Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 226. 
65 Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism, 11–12; Williams, Mahāyāna Buddhism, 150; 
Gregory, Tsung-Mi and the Sinification of Buddhism, 98, n12. 
66 妙法蓮華經, Miaofa lianhua jing, T09 no. 262 p1c19-c22. Translation by Hurvitz, Scripture of 
the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, 1. 
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speak or preach. Rather, the Buddha enters into a samadhi (or concentration state), during 

which he emits a brilliant ray of light. As everyone present begins to speculate about the 

reason for this luminous display, a dialogue ensues between the future Buddha Maitreya 

and the bodhisattva Manjushri about the meaning of the ray. Their dialogue takes us back 

to the ancient precedents for this event. Past Buddhas, so Manjushri assures the audience, 

have always emitted such a ray before preaching the Lotus Sutra. This exploration of 

historical precedents takes up a significant amount of text before Shakyamuni Buddha 

finally starts addressing the audience in person. 

 Putting the openings of the Lotus and the Record side by side, some similarities 

become apparent. In both texts a being deemed to be of high value sits on a throne in the 

presence of political authority figures: a “Prefectural Governor named Wang” in the 

Record and a crowd of kings in the Lotus. The highly valued being is initially reticent, but 

is then requested to teach. This is where the similarities end. And they seem tiny 

compared to the vast differences. In the Lotus, we are offered a minutely detailed scene. 

We know the identities of everyone in attendance, their names and degrees of spiritual 

attainment. We also know the precedents for the ray of light the Buddha emits. This 

amount of detail prevents the narrative from focusing on any particular diegetic action: if 

we were given less detail, such elements as the ray of light would have appeared a lot 

more striking. Instead, the narrative seems slowed down.  

A useful visual comparison is the Breughel painting Landscape with the Fall of 

Icarus. In this vast medieval landscape, where ships take to sea, farmers till their soil, and 

faraway cities enjoy the last light of dusk, the dramatic death of the overconfident youth, 

Icarus, becomes a footnote. We have to look very carefully to see his two legs splashing 
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in the water. The Record is the opposite of this. Dispensing with detail, the narrator 

immediately proceeds to Linji’s speech and his interactions with the audience. Visually, it 

is comparable to the Hellenistic statue Laocoön and His Sons: in this statue, the focus is 

on the characters, whose muscles are bulging and tense, and the action, as if at any 

moment they might continue their hopeless struggle against the serpents entangling their 

bodies from all sides. 

 These stark differences in narrative style continue well beyond the openings of 

both texts. After Linji has praised his monk challenger in the opening of the Record, 

another monk inquires about Linji’s lineage: 

The master was asked whose house’s song he sung, whose sect and style 
he was heir to. 
The master spoke: “When I was at Huang-Po’s place, three times I asked a 
question and three times I was hit.” 
The monk hesitated. 
The master then shouted, and afterwards he struck the monk and said: 
“You cannot nail a peg into empty space!” 
 
問師唱誰家曲。宗風嗣阿誰。師云。我在黃蘗處。三度發問三度被打

。僧擬議。師便喝。隨後打云。不可向虛空裡釘橛去也。67  
 

Here we again see the quick succession of actions and omission of detail we identified in 

the opening dialogue. The only passages in the Record that show a narrative style 

different from this are Linji’s longer dharma lectures. Most of the Record follows the 

pattern I have described.  

In contrast to the Record, the Lotus remains true to a slow progression. One of the 

famous scenes of this text is the moment when a “treasure tower” suddenly appears in the 

                                                

67 T47, no. 1985, p496b20-b23. Alternative translation in Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 3–4. 
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sky over the congregation.68 After describing the adornments of said tower in great detail, 

the text tells us that a voice praises Shakyamuni from inside the tower. Because this 

unknown factor apparently requires immediate explanation, Shakyamuni embarks upon a 

full biography of the speaker of this praise, who is another Buddha named the “Thus 

Come One Many Jewels.” Shakyamuni concludes this overview with the remark that 

“Thus Come One Many Jewels” will only show himself on the condition that all 

emanations of Shakyamuni, who are busy preaching in other worlds, gather in the same 

place. Anticipating the question what those worlds might look like, Shakyamuni 

illuminates them with his superpowers, allowing the whole assembly to see the 

emanations’ works, which then are described in detail. This omniscient view can easily 

be read as a metaphor for the world the Lotus describes. Like the Buddha’s audience, 

readers of the Lotus are presented with a complete reality. Very little remains hidden 

from their gaze. This is only one of many possible examples pointing to the fact that the 

stylistic difference between Record and Lotus is not unique to their openings, but is 

maintained throughout both texts. 

History and Legend 

To further analyze the distinct literary characteristics of both texts, I draw on 

Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature. In the 

opening chapter, titled “Odysseus’ Scar,” Auerbach compares the rhetoric of the Old 

Testament with Homeric poetry (the Iliad and Odyssey).69 Such a comparison may be 

                                                

68 T09.262.32b16-p33a07. Translation in Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine 
Dharma, 183–5. 
69 Auerbach, Mimesis, 3–24. 
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called daring, but it allows Auerbach to distinguish two very different methods of 

representing reality, methods that he claims are used time and time again throughout the 

history of Western literature. After outlining his argument, I will show that, with some 

modifications, Auerbach’s model is also of great value when studying the generic 

differences between encounter dialogues and Indian sutras. 

  Auerbach distinguishes two ways of representing reality, the “legendary” and the 

“historical,” that set the model for all subsequent western literature. In Auerbach’s usage, 

these two terms do not carry their everyday meanings. Legend, or the legendary, is 

characterized by a lack of hidden elements within the narrative: “Clearly outlined, 

brightly and uniformly illuminated, men and things stand out in a realm where everything 

is visible; and not less clear—wholly expressed, orderly even in their ardor—are the 

feelings and thoughts of the persons involved.”70  

Auerbach’s main example of legendary mimesis is the moment that the Greek 

hero Odysseus, who is trying to hide his identity from his own family in order to kill the 

suitors beleaguering his wife Penelope, is recognized by his childhood nurse by means of 

a scar on his leg. The moment the scar is revealed, Homer interrupts the narrative to 

insert an exposition of the scar’s origins, namely a boar hunt with his grandfather 

Autolycus. We are given a full description of this grandfather, the hunt, how Odysseus 

came to participate in the hunt, and how he explained the scar to his parents. Homer also 

does not omit what Autolycus’ house looks like, what kind of person he is, and how he 

behaved after Odysseus was born. The main narrative proceeds only after providing this 

                                                

70 Ibid., 3. 
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complete background. Although one might imagine that such a caesura in the plot’s 

forward momentum would function to heighten dramatic tension, Auerbach avers that 

this is not so. On the contrary, this is Homer at his most typical: since the scar is a new 

element in the story, it requires full explanation. In Homer’s universe, nothing remains 

unknown; everything is brought to the foreground.  

 Historical mimesis differs from the legendary in that it gives minimal detail about 

the characters and the world they inhabit. The background is immensely important but at 

the same time invisible: readers, on whom many more demands are made, supply it. The 

reader’s imagination brings the text to life. At the same time, the omission of details 

draws great attention to the action.  

Auerbach’s demonstration of historical mimesis relies on an analysis of “The 

Story of Isaac” (where YHWH asks Abraham to sacrifice Isaac, his only son, to Him; 

Gen 22.1-12). The Biblical author of this story tells us hardly anything: we are left 

ignorant as to where Abraham is when God first talks to him, and not given a description 

of Abraham’s destination, the land of Moriah. The author also does not describe what 

happens on the journey to Moriah, what Abraham and Isaac talk about, and so forth. The 

few details that are provided thus get the reader’s full attention: the fact that Abraham 

loves his only son is all the more striking because we know little else about his relation to 

Isaac. About Abraham himself however, we know a great deal: we know his forefathers 

have been cast out of Paradise by the same God that now calls on him to sacrifice his son; 

we know that God promised Abraham’s people would be unique in his eyes; and we 

know that these people would be protected as long as they obey the divine command. 

Thus, the story features an enormous background. The whole world of the Old Testament 
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is present in everything Abraham does; yet Abraham has great individuality. The 

omissions, Auerbach suggests, allow us to intuit the mental conflict within Abraham. 

Does he choose to disobey his God, or does he choose to slay his only son? But if he 

chooses the latter, and kills his child, how can Abraham’s descendants inherit the land 

promised? 

Legendary narrative and historical narrative demand different methods of reading. 

While “Homer can be analyzed . . .  he cannot be interpreted” because everything in 

Homer’s poetry is clear.71  There is no ambiguity for readers to resolve. Homer presents 

us with a well-defined story, set in a definite space and time with little bearing on our 

own existence. It is different for the Old Testament: the omissions force readers to fill in 

the gaps using their imagination. At the same time, Auerbach claims, the act of 

interpretation reinforces the authority that the Bible has over the lives of its readers. As 

the Bible’s ambition is to be the definitive story of mankind, it aims to be complete, and 

is “tyrannical” in that “it excludes other claims”: its version of the truth is the only one 

possible.72 It is exactly the omissions in the narrative that make the “truth” of the Old 

Testament adaptable to a great number of contexts. The book and its stories function like 

a template. Certain fixed elements (notably YHWH, the promise of a Holy Land etc.), 

combine with numerous blanks that can be filled in to match the version of reality 

encountered. No such thing can be said about the Odyssey. Though the story of the 

Odysseus’ journeys might fascinate us, it does not exert authority in the manner the Story 

of Isaac does. 

                                                

71 Ibid., 13. 
72 Ibid., 14. 
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The Lotus Sutra as Legend 

 The heuristic value of Auerbach’s model for nuancing our comparison between 

the Lotus and Record should be apparent. The manner of representing reality of the Lotus, 

with its many details, slow narrative, and lengthy explanations, can be analyzed as 

legendary, whereas the Record, with its skeletal structure, sparse details, but enormous 

background (Linji’s actions refers to the history of the Chan school and Buddhist 

philosophy in general) resembles history. These parallels are only significant in that they 

can tell us something about the performative aspects of these texts. In other words, does 

the legendary style of the Lotus limit the sutra’s performativity? Is the Lotus just a story 

with no bearing on lived existence? And, correspondingly, does the Record’s form as 

history allow for a “tyrannical” imposition of itself across time and a variety of cultural 

contexts?  

The answers are both yes and no. No, because texts like the Lotus do have a 

performative function. In The Splendid Vision, Richard Cohen has studied the functioning 

of a sutra that is formally similar to the Lotus. In that analysis, he calls the sutra in 

question a “scripture,” that is to say “a text that a community accepts as an authoritative 

source of information, and that the community interprets in order to maintain for itself the 

perception of the source’s elemental accuracy.”73 Note how interpretation functions to 

guarantee the scripture’s continuing authority, something that we have also seen with 

Auerbach’s analysis of the Isaac story. Complying with certain demands of genre, Cohen 

argues, further creates this authority. To prove this, he points to the use of phrases that 

                                                

73 The Splendid Vision, 67. 
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are very common in sutras, a typical example of which is the opening phrase “Thus have 

I heard,” which implies that the sutra contains Shakyamuni’s words as heard by his 

disciple Ananda. Once the listeners or readers of the sutra accept the notion that they are 

receiving the words of a divine superhuman being (or at least a very accomplished one), 

the sutra provides a great number of things they can do to improve their life (Cohen 114–

45). Cohen’s main examples in The Splendid Vision are rituals: do this and this on such a 

day, and you will be able to achieve your wildest dreams. The Lotus, of course, also has 

plenty of such rituals, the most famous of which is perhaps Avalokiteshvara’s (Guanyin; 

觀音; cf. chapter 4) guarantee that anyone who “single-mindedly call[s] upon his name” 

will be rescued from dire situations (of which the Lotus contains a whole list) and 

brought to “deliverance.”74 That such rituals are indeed performed can be ascertained in 

East-Asian Buddhist temples today.  

Thus, if we are going to cast sutras that provide exhaustive detail like the Lotus as 

Auerbach’s “legend,” then we need to acknowledge that legends also impose a version of 

the truth on the listeners or readers. In Cohen’s analysis, this authority depends to a large 

degree on compliance with certain demands of genre: the Lotus can prescribe things 

because it self-identifies as a sutra and, thus, the word of the Buddha, making it seem 

“possessed of exceptional, universal, or superhuman value.”75 This, in turn, leads to an 

interpretation of the sutra that matches the existent circumstances one lives in, and in 

some cases to a performance of the rituals in the sutra. 

                                                

74 T264, p191b29-c01. Translation by Hurvitz, Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine 
Dharma, 311. 
75 Cohen, The Splendid Vision, 68. 
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The Record of Linji as History 

 Whereas the Lotus prescribes certain activities in enormous detail, the Record 

prescribes very little. Instead, it offers a direct narrative that is brought alive by our 

imagination (we are indeed filling in the gaps as in the story of Isaac), while at the same 

time focusing our attention on the action. Hence the comparative immediacy of this text: 

the narration limits itself to telling us what Linji does, namely taking “the high seat in the 

Dharma Hall,” and, later on, shouting. There is minimal interference that would draw our 

attention away from the interaction between Linji and his interlocutor. Thus far, the 

Record seems to be merely an account of an exchange, not much more. What religious or 

“tyrannical” meaning (following Auerbach) could it possibly harbor? 

 To understand what the performative effects of encounter dialogue are, I will now 

turn to the usage of these texts in the Chan tradition. In doing this, I will argue that this 

genre constructs an imaginary of Chan lineage. As is well known, ancestry in Chan is of 

immense importance. As I mentioned in the introduction, it was a stress on lineage that 

allowed Chan adepts to claim to have received a special teaching traceable to 

Shakyamuni. Recent Chan scholarship has often connected lineage claims with social or 

political power. For example, Morten Schlütter has shown that Chan monks used their 

(real or imagined) connection to past masters to reinforce their spiritual and political 

authority.76 This helps us understand why, in the opening section of the Record, Linji 

calls his teaching the “Great Matter in strict keeping with the teaching of the Patriarchal 

School.”  By claiming that his teachings adhere to a venerable tradition, Linji anticipates 

                                                

76 How Zen Became Zen, 13–16. 
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critics that would call his unconventional teachings non-Buddhist. By averring the 

opposite (that what he says is in “strict keeping” with the tradition), he claims the 

authority Buddhism holds as his own.  

 Much earlier than Schlütter, John Jorgensen already showed that Chan Buddhists 

lineages (1) consciously mirrored those of the Chinese Imperial House and (2) promoted 

a form of worshipping dead masters analogous to ancestor worship.77 Here, lineage 

justifies legitimacy in a very different manner: rather than the question of one’s spiritual 

prowess as it has been transmitted via one’s ancestors, the question becomes whether one 

can make a foreign religion conform to Chinese indigenous cultural practices: Confucian 

values and ancestor worship. I add to this scholarship by showing how encounter 

dialogues completed Chan’s transformation into a Chinese religion (its sinification): 

through the literary form of these dialogues, ancestors could be encountered in an 

imaginary space.  

If my foregoing discussion of encounter dialogues as a type of “history” is 

accurate, this genre makes high imaginative demands on its readers, forcing them to call 

up whole scenes, filling the gaps not provided by the text with details from their own 

experience. Most vivid would be the portraits of the masters themselves. If we then 

remember that from the Song onwards Chan monks would be heavily engaged in the 

study of these dialogues to demonstrate their measure of “enlightenment,”78 then it 

                                                

77 Jorgensen, “The’Imperial’Lineage of Ch’an Buddhism.” 
78 Although many doubt that Song Buddhists engaged in the practice of kanhua (看話; a  rather 
famous Chan technique that involves focusing on “critical phrases” [話頭 ; huatou; J. wato] 
contained in gongan), that gongan were part of the standard curriculum of Chan students is not in 
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becomes easy to conclude that their readings of encounter dialogues would allow them to 

imagine themselves face to face with a patriarch of their lineage. This would be made 

possible by the very nature of the narration, the sparse details, and the need for 

interpretation: the gaps in the narrative would allow the monk to imagine the patriarch to 

behave exactly how the monk expected. Nevertheless, the background message would be 

very clear: this is my patriarch, he legitimates my lineage and my place in the world, his 

methods are unique, and he continues the true heritage of the founder of my religion, 

Shakyamuni. The Chan monks thus supply the background for the story through 

interpretation, and renew its relevance for their own existential circumstances. This 

process of re-imagining the text’s contents resembles Auerbach’s “historical” 

representation, as encounter dialogues require the readers to actualize their contents and 

adapt them to their own worlds. 

 Encounter dialogue’s function as riddles that require visualization becomes very 

significant when considered against the historical background. Many scholars have 

argued that the Buddhist requirements of leaving the household and being celibate met 

with major resistance when Buddhism entered China.79  Such scholars have further 

asserted that what made Buddhism attractive to the Chinese were those elements that 

were familiar to them. Recently, Eric Greene has disputed this narrative, arguing that it 

was the novelty of Indian Buddhism that initially attracted the Chinese.80 If he is right, the 

early period of Chinese Buddhism provides an interesting contrast to the Song, because 
                                                

dispute. See chapter 4 for an account of how gongan functioned to train students to become 
masters. 
79 Ch’en, Buddhism in China: A Historical Survey, 203–9; Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of 
China, 254–320.  
80 Greene, “Healing Breaths and Rotting Bones.” 
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by that time it was Buddhism's very difference that made it objectionable, as can be seen 

in countless polemical attacks by neo-Confucian literati. Chan, however, persisted 

because of its adoption of a Confucian notion of (imperial) lineage.  

Zen monks imaginatively calling up their ancestors fits very well the image that 

Edward Davis offers of Song society in general. In Song Society and the Supernatural, 

Davis argues that the conventional image of Song society as the triumph of Neo-

Confucian rationalism is a profound misunderstanding of this period.81 Instead, he paints 

a portrait where spirit mediums and their interpreters are common and accepted ways of 

interfacing the personal with society and state. To Song Chinese, spirits were, for lack of 

a better word, real. In such a society, Buddhist monks meeting their ancestors would 

hardly be exceptional. 

Gongan Practice in The Gateless Barrier 

 That Chan Buddhists during the Song dynasty saw the study of encounter 

dialogues as a means of summoning their lineage ancestors is attested by Wumen Huikai 

(無門慧開; 1183-1260 CE). Commenting on encounter dialogues collected in the The 

Gateless Barrier of the Chan School (禅宗無門關; Chanzong wumen guan), he describes 

those who are able to break through these “gateless barriers” as “able to walk hand in 

hand with the patriarchs of history, intimately linked eyebrow to eyebrow. They will see 

                                                

81 Davis, Society and the Supernatural in Song China. The most widespread example is Theodore 
de Bary’s otherwise excellent Sources of Chinese Tradition, which teleologically constructs the 
whole history of Chinese thought as ultimately leading to neoconfucianism, after which there is 
not much left to discuss (only nine more centuries of premodern thought). 
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with the same eyes as the patriarchs and hear with the same ears.”82 Welter, who 

translates this passage, interprets it within the framework of the wumen, the ineffability of 

enlightenment. Though this interpretation is certainly valid, he is forced to interpret the 

material on walking “hand in hand” with one’s patriarchs metaphorically: as a result of 

the enlightenment experience, one’s mind has become formally similar to that of the 

patriarch. But this passage can be read in another, non-metaphorical way: when reading 

an encounter dialogue, the patriarchs are found walking beside the Chan student, as if 

they were contemporaries. 

Later in the Gateless Barrier, Wumen again insists that gongan can transport 

Chan students into the presence of ancient masters. People who gain insight in “Juzhi’s 

lifted finger” (juzhishuzhi; 俱胝竪指) “are pierced and cut by one chain together with 

Tianlong, Juzhi, and the young boy [two ancient masters and a boy who becomes 

enlightened]” (若向者裡見得。天龍同俱胝并童子。與自己一串穿却).83 Or again: “If 

among those facing me, there is one who obtains a turning phrase, then he will see the tip 

of Zhaozhou’s tongue is boneless” (若向者裡。 下得一轉語。便見趙州舌頭無骨).84 

Getting such a “turning phrase” (an answer to the riddle) can even transport a monk into 

the presence of Shakyamuni Buddha himself, “intimately and directly seeing the whole 

assembly on Vulture Peak, well arranged and not yet dispersed” (親切便見靈山一會儼

                                                

82 T48, no. 2005 p292c28-293a01. Translation in Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan 
Orthodoxy, 35. 
83 T48, no. 2005 p.0293,b17 
84 T48, no. 2005, p.0294,b11 
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然 未 散 ). 85  Wumen’s stress on the physicality of encountering the ancestors is 

remarkable: “If any among those facing me clearly obtain, then together with [Master] 

Dongshan they exhale one mouth of breath” (向者裡明得。方與洞山出一口氣).86 This 

emphasis on seeing the ancestors and establishing a visceral connection with them 

suggests that Wumen sees in reading encounter dialogues much more than the possibility 

of attaining a new understanding, however ineffable. He points to a vision of the 

ancestors, a vision made possible by the literary form of encounter dialogues. Because 

these dialogues function like Auerbach’s “history,” they collapse time. The “gateless 

barrier” is found in the gaps encounter dialogue provides for the reader, in its nature as a 

template that renders it authoritative in any time and place.  

Conclusion 

Reading encounter dialogues in the way I have suggested allows for more insight 

in how Chinese Buddhism came into its own during the Song dynasty. The specific 

literary form of the genre was required for a ritual function that conformed to an ancient 

tradition native to China. With encounter dialogue, Chan was able to make its doctrinal 

reliance on lineage into a literary device that not only allowed the reader to admire a 

novel literary character, the quirky Chan master, but also to meet him face to face. 

Translated Indian sutras—the Lotus in particular—were unfit for such a new task because 

although they proscribe ritual usage as well, the amount of descriptive indexes they 

provide does not leave any omissions for the imagination to play in. They are more akin 

to Auerbach’s “legend”, whereas encounter dialogues share with the latter’s “history” 
                                                

85 T48, no. 2005, p.0295c16-17 
86 T48, no. 2005, p.0295,a06 
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that they maintain authority through strategic omissions in the narrative, allowing the text 

to be considered authoritative in any time and place.  

 Interpreting encounter dialogues as “history” also might serve to explain the 

appeal Chan has held for the modern mind. Far more than sutras, encounter dialogues 

have fascinated an immense number of westerners, not least among whom are Jack 

Kerouac, Gary Snyder, and Alan Watts. I have no doubt that part of the reason for this 

lies in encounter dialogue’s ability to adapt while maintaining authority, something that 

the Lotus is less able to do, bound as it is in a very specific imaginary encapsulated in its 

many details. As we will see, when Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, according to Robert Sharf 

“no doubt the single most important figure in the spread of Zen in the West,” introduces 

Zen to his western twentieth-century audiences, it is mainly encounter dialogue he will 

rely on, not any other type of Zen text.87 As I will show in chapter 3, part of the reason for 

Suzuki’s great success has been his strategic selection of this genre. 

                                                

87 Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism,” 12. 
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CHAPTER 2: Zen and the Art of Swordsmanship: Eiji Yoshikawa’s Musashi and 

Japanese Modernity 

Introduction 

The following quotation, drawn from Eiji Yoshikawa’s historical novel Musashi 

(1939), describes an encounter between the main character, the legendary samurai 

Miyamoto Musashi, and a Zen master, Gudō. This is the final interview the latter will 

grant Musashi, whose quest for more spiritual knowledge has thus far been unsuccessful: 

Gudō said nothing. 
Musashi said nothing. 
“Now… it has to be now,” thought Musashi. If the priest got as far as the 
Myōshinji [Gudō’s home temple], it might be necessary to wait many 
weeks for the opportunity to see him again. 
“Please, sir,” he said. His chest swelled and his neck twisted. His voice 
sounded like that of a frightened child, attempting to tell his mother 
something he really did not want to say. He edged forward timidly. 
The priest did not condescend to ask what was wanted. His face might 
have belonged to a dry-lacquer statue. The eyes alone stood out whitely, 
glaring angrily at Musashi. 
“Please, sir,” Musashi, oblivious of everything save the flaming impulse 
propelling him forward, fell to his knees and bowed his head. “One word 
of wisdom. Just one word…” 
He waited for what seemed like hours. When he was unable to restrain 
himself any longer, he started to renew his plea. 
“I’ve heard all that,” Gudō interrupted. “Matahachi talks about you every 
night. I know all there is to know, even about the woman.” 
The words were like slivers of ice. Musashi could not have lifted his head 
even if he had wanted to. 
“Matahachi, a stick!” 
Musashi shut his eyes, steeling himself for the blow, but instead of 
striking, Gudō drew a circle around him. Without another word, he threw 
the stick away and said, “Let’s go, Matahachi.” They walked away 
quickly. 
Musashi was incensed. After the weeks of cruel mortification he’d 
undergone in a sincere effort to receive a teaching, Gudō’s refusal was far 
more than a lack of compassion. It was heartless, brutal. He was toying 
with a man’s life. 
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“Swine of a priest!”88 
 

After uttering this invective Musashi attains insight: the circle Gudō drew can expand to 

contain the whole universe, everything is one, and there is no true self. The quotation 

above resembles an encounter dialogue: it is a verbal and (nearly) physical exchange 

where an ignorant, powerless student asks for instruction from a wise, powerful Zen 

master who refuses to answer the student’s query directly but still guides him towards 

awakening. But the formal features of the genre that I identified in the introduction and 

the first chapter have all but disappeared. A narratological device Dorothy Cohn has 

called “psycho-narration,” where the narrator tells the reader the feelings of characters, 

has filled in the gaps that I considered so fundamental to encounter dialogue’s 

functioning as a genre.89  In the language of the previous chapter, a “history” has 

transformed into a “legend.” Moreover, the riddle-like features of the genre have all but 

disappeared: all is visible in the bright daylight of the narrator’s knowledge, leaving us 

with something that can no longer rightfully be called an encounter dialogue. But it can 

also not not be called an encounter dialogue: its contents and the dialogue form clearly 

refer to this genre. It is as if we were dealing with a trace of the Zen genre, the remaining 

foundation of a building no longer there. 

                                                

88 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 905–6. 
89Herman and Vervaeck describe “psycho-narration” as a particular way of representing the 
thoughts of a third person: “Here an omniscient narrator presents a character’s consciousness 
without literally quoting as in ‘He sincerely believed she would make him happy,’ In psycho-
narration the characters’ unconscious may be represented since the narrator has unrestricted 
access to their interior selves. In fact, this method provides the only way to render the emotions 
and thoughts of which the character is not aware. It is also the most traditional method of 
consciousness representation. “Traditional” here does not mean that this method would be old-
fashioned nor that it would have been completely mapped. In psycho-narration the border 
between reporting narrator and represented character often becomes difficult to draw” Herman 
and Vervaeck, Handbook of Narrative Analysis, 24.. 
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This alteration makes Yoshikawa’s novel unlike any other text studied in this 

dissertation: all other samples I examine preserve the formal integrity of the encounter 

dialogues, even as they incorporate them into larger narratives. This is true even for 

encounter dialogues modern writers invent (in case one would want to object that the 

issue here is keeping the integrity of a translation, since Yoshikawa’s dialogue does to 

my knowledge not have an exact premodern antecedent). Yoshikawa’s intervention is all 

the more puzzling because he seems to ignore a powerful ideological tool: the previous 

chapter established that as a type of “history,” encounter dialogues exert authority in any 

time or place. For a writer who, as we shall see, self-identified as a “fascist” and 

enthusiastically cooperated with the Japanese government during the Second World War, 

this neglect seems strange.  

In this chapter, I will examine Yoshikawa’s alteration of encounter dialogues as 

symptomatic of a larger purpose. I will argue that Yoshikawa aims to portray a utopian 

Japan free from what he and his contemporaries saw as the corrupting influence of 

“modernity,” which I broadly take to mean the political, social, and cultural responses to 

a capitalist economic system. Yet at the same time, Yoshikawa’s incorporation of Zen 

material is essential in the portrayal of a Japanese perfect warrior, someone who lives 

strictly by the “Way of the Samurai” or bushido, and who thus provides an ideal for the 

young men that were increasingly sent off to faraway lands to die for imperial dreams. To 

achieve this goal, Yoshikawa preserves and reinforces the utopian dimensions of 

encounter dialogues while controlling their features as riddles. In Musashi, Zen masters 

are not only enlightened but also act like warm and caring mothers within a universe 

where everything and everyone is known. In such a space, there is no place for the 
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enigmatic referent beyond language that classic encounter dialogues portray, which is 

why the thoughts and motivations of the participants in these dialogues are fully 

disclosed. 

My examination will proceed in the following manner. First, I will introduce 

Yoshikawa and his novel, giving an idea how popular this book was and continues to be. 

Then, drawing on work theorizing “modernity,” I examine the period when Musashi was 

published. Arguing that, like many of his contemporaries, Yoshikawa sought to overcome 

modernity through the reification of Japanese culture, I read passages in Musashi that 

discuss the “Way of the Samurai.” In Musashi, the “Way of the Samurai” presents a 

personal transcendence of modernity in the shape of a spiritual warrior rooted in Zen 

Buddhism. I then analyze the Zen characters in the novel. This is the point where I return 

to encounter dialogues, showing that Yoshikawa engineers these dialogues to construct a 

utopian past seemingly isolated from the capitalist present. 

Musashi and Modernity   

It is difficult to overstate the popularity of Musashi. After its initial serialization in 

the Asahi Shinbun, a major Japanese newspaper, the novel underwent over fourteen 

reprints (for a total of over 120 million copies sold), was adapted to a film trilogy called 

Samurai featuring the Japanese star Mifune Toshirō, a manga series by the famous 

Takehiko Inoue, and became a hit abroad. Despite its enduring popularity this novel has 

garnered little scholarly attention outside of Japan, perhaps because of its lack of 

sophistication: its characters are one-dimensional, and its plotline repetitive. Moreover, 

Yoshikawa developed this relatively bland picaresque in over three thousand pages of 

text, leading Sheldon Frank to title his New York Times review of the—abbreviated—
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English translation “Way of the Samurai, Way of the Tedious.”90 Though Frank’s 

assessment of the Musashi’s literary qualities is no doubt correct, the novel’s popularity 

and the historical context in which it appeared do more than enough to make up for the 

fact that it reads rather poorly. Musashi provides a means of examining the modern 

construction of the samurai as a spiritual warrior, uniting Zen Buddhism and the martial 

arts in a manner unprecedented before the twentieth century.   

Discussions of Musashi and its relation to the politics of the Pacific War have 

tended to revolve around the question whether or not the novel and its author supported 

the war effort. Musashi, after all, was serialized during a time (1935-1939) when the 

Japanese state increasingly censored literature that did not directly contribute to the war 

effort. Musashi’s uninterrupted serialization and publication seems to indicate that state 

authorities approved of the novel and its author, something further attested by the use of 

the book as propaganda after hostilities with the United States began.91  Moreover, 

Yoshikawa’s self-identification as a “fascist” writer and his membership of “The Society 

of the Fifth,” a group that met with the military on a regular basis to discuss the proper 

form of literature, also indicates complicity with the regime.92 However, the significance 

of Yoshikawa’s membership in this group should not be overstated; as both Jay Rubin 

and Richard Torrance point out, the “Society” was a loose conglomeration of idealists, 

not a hegemonic cabal controlling literary culture. As for Musashi, Saitō Tadao has read 

the immense amount of bloodshed in the novel, often part of the reason why the novel is 

                                                

90 Frank, “Way of the Samurai, Path of the Tedious.” 
91 Sakurai, Miyamoto Musashi no yomarekata, 75–6. 
92  Rubin, Injurious to Public Morals, 251–2; Torrance, “Constitutive Ambiguities  : The 
Persistence of Modernism and Fascism in Japan’s Modern History,” 61. 
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seen as supporting the war, as a critique of Japanese imperialism in general and the war 

in China in particular 93. The whole issue of Yoshikawa’s politics is further complicated 

by his post-war changes to Musashi: according to Sakurai Ryōju, Yoshikawa omitted 

scenes where the main character worships the emperor in order to adapt the book to the 

mentality of postwar Japan.94 

Although this chapter will not solve the question of Yoshikawa’s politics, it will 

propose that Musashi participated in a network of significant cultural representations that, 

intentionally or not, served the purposes of a nation at war. These representations can be 

understood as part of a global and continuing struggle against “modernity,” by which is 

meant the social and cultural consequences of capitalism. In his study of interbellum and 

wartime Japanese thought, Harry Harootunian shows that to resist the changes capitalism 

brought to their country (including class struggle, rapid change, industrialization, and 

urbanization), intellectuals frantically looked for an essence of Japaneseness that could 

resist all encroaching, foreign cultural elements. These intellectuals, like many of their 

Western counterparts, located this essence in the past. Seeking to draw away from the 

economic-political realm, marked as it was by rapid change, they reified Japanese culture 

(and emphatically art) as eternal. In this, their project was similar to fascism, which also 

tries to bypass the social and political base of liberalism by recourse to cultural objects 

and customs from another era.95 The ultimate irony with this attempt to overcome 

                                                

93 Saitō, “Yoshikawa Musashi Ron.” 
94 Sakurai, Miyamoto Musashi no yomarekata, 72–94. 
95 This chapter follows Marilyn Ivy in considering the application of the term “fascism” to the 
interbellum and wartime system in Japan as analytically useful. Ivy writes that “fascism is a 
notion that outstrips its historical reference, one that has a theoretical and reflective afterlife that 
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modernity is that it was itself an expression of modernity: only in modernity would one 

feel the need to rescue the fleeting present by recourse to the past. To “overcome” 

modernity is thus to be always-already overcome by it.96 

Apart from the host of intellectuals analyzed in Harootunian’s book, more recent 

contributions have clarified the dynamic he describes in individual case studies, such as 

Yokomitsu Riichi’s reconstruction of communal bonds,97 Kobayashi Hideo's turn to 

aesthetics,98 and Tanizaki Jun’ichirō’s and Yamada Yoshio's attempt to save the Japanese 

language.99 Moreover, as mentioned in the introduction to this study, Fredric Jameson has 

argued that the utopian desire to escape capitalism is characteristic of a good part of 

twentieth-century fiction beyond Japan. 

This chapter draws on scholarship on Japanese modernity to understand Musashi. 

It also brings this scholarship into dialogue with a growing literature on the role of Zen 

Buddhism in the Japanese war effort.100 This combination of perspectives suggests that in 

the 1930s, Zen Buddhism was seen as a resistance against modernity. Major apologists 

for the religion, such as Daisetz Suzuki, proposed that Zen Buddhism was the source of 

Japanese uniqueness and strength. In Musashi, Yoshikawa goes along with this by casting 

Miyamoto Musashi (1584-1645 CE), a historical figure considered Japan’s most famous 

samurai, as a Zen Buddhist. Uniting the martial and spiritual, Yoshikawa’s Musashi 
                                                

can allow us to think about a range of problems that weren’t, aren’t, thinkable otherwise;” Ivy, 
“Foreword: Fascism, Yet?,” viii.. 
96 Harootunian, Overcome by Modernity, xxix–xxxii. 
97 Lippit, Topographies of Japanese Modernism, 197–228. 
98 Dorsey, Critical Aesthetics. 
99 Hurley, “Toward a New Modern Vernacular.” 
100 Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism”; Sharf, “Buddhist Modernism and the Rhetoric of 
Meditative Experience”; Victoria, Zen at War; Snodgrass, “Publishing Eastern Buddhism: D.T. 
Suzuki’s Journey to the West.” 
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represented a Japanese warrior spirit untainted by the corruptions of modernity. At the 

same time, Musashi’s behavior modeled that of the perfect twentieth-century Japanese 

soldier, thus furthering the propaganda purposes of a nation at war. The ambiguity of 

Yoshikawa’s fascist utopia reflects in his usage of encounter dialogue: he represents Zen 

masters as caring mothers belonging to a realm that is complete in itself, isolated from 

capitalism and its influences. But at the same time these Zen masters, most notably the 

monk Takuan Sōhō, train Musashi in the art of killing more effectively.  

Overcoming Modernity: The Way of the Samurai 

Similar to heraldic mythology in the West, Yoshikawa understood samurai to be 

cultured and above all spiritual warriors, with Musashi as the ultimate embodiment of this 

ideal. In imagining Musashi’s life story, for which there exist almost no historical 

sources, Yoshikawa provided a shining example to many young men who were already or 

about to be a different kind of warrior in a battle that contemporary discourse portrayed 

in equally spiritual terms borrowed heavily from Zen Buddhism.101 A close-reading of 

certain passages from the novel brings out Yoshikawa’s position towards his own time: 

they contain a critique of modernity and advocate a return to a samurai culture, “the Way 

of the Samurai.” 

From its opening scene, Musashi critiques modernity. The reader first meets 

Musashi, who is then still known by his given name, Takezō, at the battle of Sekigahara. 

Sekigahara marked the beginning of the Tokugawa Shogunate (1600-1868 CE), an era 

                                                

101In a book that is devoted to reconstructing “Musashi’s life,” Tokitsu Kenji admits that, since so 
little evidence is extant, writing a biography of Musashi resembles imagining a vase based on “a 
small fragment of some piece of Greek pottery;” Tokitsu, Miyamoto Musashi, xviii.. 
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that would see Japan’s nearly complete isolation from the Western world (during the 

Tokugawa, only the Dutch were granted limited trading privileges). According to 

Yoshimoto Mitsuhiro, at the beginning of the twentieth century this long period of peace 

was both commodified and idealized.102 Yoshimoto adds that twentieth-century Japanese 

did not think of the Tokugawa as “premodern” but more as an in-between stage, an 

agreeable modernity that was not Westernized yet. By opening his novel on the scene that 

inaugurated the Tokugawa, Yoshikawa therefore already suggests his critical attitude 

towards the influence of foreign elements in his own time. Moreover, he amplifies the 

anti-Western symbolism of Sekigahara by noting that on this battlefield Musashi/Takezō 

lies wounded by a western import: bullets.  

Yoshikawa returns to this critique of Western influences when the reader is 

introduced to Sasaki Kojirō, who will become Musashi’s most formidable opponent.103 

The scene is the following: Kojirō is traveling and his ship is filled with merchants who 

praise the profits to be made in foreign trade and mock the stupidity of the samurai who 

let them do as they please so long as they make a show of obeisance. Moreover, in these 

uncertain times (the Tokugawa Shogun who was victorious at Sekigahara is still 

establishing his power, and rebellion is brewing everywhere), merchants have become 

richer than samurai, a wealth demonstrated in a foreign gambling game the merchants 

proceed to play out of boredom: 

A curtain was hung, mistresses and underlings brought sake, and the men 
began playing unsummo, a game recently introduced by Portuguese 

                                                

102 Yoshimoto, Kurosawa, 216. 
103 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 259–69. 
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traders, for unbelievable stakes. The gold on the table could have saved 
whole villages from famine, but the players tossed it about like gravel.104  
 

Like the opening of the novel, this passage criticizes Japanese modernity as a product of 

corrupting Western influences. This time, the criticism does not focus on guns, but on 

another Western import: capitalism. Discussing the effects of the economic crisis that 

followed the 1929 Wall Street crash, Andrew Gordon points out that in Japan the 

worldwide depression was worsened by the currency speculation of the country’s banks. 

The consequences (such as poverty and famine) hit farmers the hardest.105 Returning to 

the passage from Musashi above, it is easy to read the merchants playing the foreign 

gambling game as Japan’s bankers. Their game is interrupted though, when Kojirō’s pet 

monkey steals some of the playing cards. Answering to the captain’s complaints about 

this, Kojirō points out that the animal “was just imitating what they themselves [the 

merchants] were doing.”106 

                                                

104 Ibid., 260. 
105 Gordon, A Modern History of Japan, 182–3. 
106 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 269. Autobiographically, Yoshikawa’s resentment towards merchants 
might derive from his experiences with trade as a child, as documented in his memoir, Fragments 
of a Past. His father hailed from a samurai family but was forced to start a trading company in 
Yokohama. Though business was good, eventually a social misstep led to sudden abject poverty, 
forcing the young Yoshikawa to take on a series of random jobs, the most dangerous of which 
was refitting trade ships; see Yoshikawa, Fragments of a Past: A Memoir. It is also necessary to 
note here that Shimauchi Keiji has argued that Yoshikawa portrays merchants positively in 
Musashi, an interpretation directly opposed to the one defended in the present chapter. Shimauchi 
cites Kobayashi Tarozaemon, a merchant that helps Musashi towards the end of the novel, as 
evidence of Yoshikawa’s favorable disposition towards merchants; see Shimauchi, Ken to 
yokobue, 28–30. The matter is no doubt complicated enough that no single interpretation of 
authorial attitude, a matter difficult enough to assess on its own, can be defended without 
qualifications. Nevertheless, Shimauchi’s example focuses on an individual rather than 
Yoshikawa’s representation of merchants as a social group, which is usually as a greedy and 
lecherous assembly of people. Kobayashi is exceptional because he aids Musashi despite his 
social class. 
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Kojirō’s mockery of the merchants marks his second provocation on the ship. His 

first was defeating Gion Tōji, a disciple of the famous Yoshioka School of 

swordsmanship, thereby confirming rumors that the school’s teaching has degenerated. 

Focalizing107 on Tōji, the narrator tells us the reason for this degeneracy: the Yoshioka 

master has lived beyond his means, spending all his money on women and alcohol. 

Because of the debt the Yoshioka School has accumulated, this once exclusive institution 

now contemplates offering instructions to anyone willing to pay for it. Kojirō’s 

humiliation of Tōji, an act performed by cutting off the latter’s topknot, parallels the 

former’s humiliation of the merchants: in both cases, both Kojirō and the narrator 

criticize the erasure of the traditional class distinction samurai-commoner and the moral 

laxity of both classes.  

The examples above illustrate the form that Yoshikawa’s critique of modernity 

takes: foreign imports, changing economic conditions and moral degeneracy combine to 

weaken class distinctions (in both incidents on Kojirō’s ship, greed leads to degeneracy). 

As a cure for this disease, the book advocates a return to the “Way of the Samurai,” a 

path largely forgotten in Musashi’s world where “almost anyone who could wield a 

sword or shoot an arrow from a bow was regarded as a samurai, regardless of the 

                                                

107 “Focalization” is the process where an external narrator represents the thoughts and feelings of 
one of the characters in a text. For example, in Musashi, the narrator is all-knowing and not 
bound within space and time: it freely comments on the actions of the characters, and is able to 
know things they do not. This all-knowing perspective is called external focalization. However, 
sometimes the narrator sees the world of the text through the eyes of one of the characters, in 
which case it is internally focalizing. Though Gérard Genette originally developed this 
narratological system, this chapter uses the adaptation of Luc Herman and Bart Vervaeck Herman 
and Vervaeck, Handbook of Narrative Analysis, 41–102. 
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attention—or lack of it—given to the deeper meaning of the Way.”108 As I will show, this 

“Way” is intimately connected both with Zen discourse during the interbellum and with 

Yoshikawa’s usage of encounter dialogue to portray a utopian past. 

For Yoshikawa’s Musashi then, the stable foundation to escape the degeneration 

of foreignness and greed—modernity—is to revive the “Way of the Samurai.” This 

“Way” has a “deeper meaning” than mere martial arts. It is profoundly philosophical:  

The techniques of a swordsman were not his [Musashi’s] goal; he sought 
an all-embracing Way of the Sword. The sword was to be far more than a 
simple weapon; it had to be an answer to life’s questions […] For the first 
time, he asked whether it was possible for an insignificant human being to 
become one with the universe.109 
 

If this implies a spiritual development that remains personal, Musashi later discovers that 

it is also a way to guide others: “The Way of the Sword should not be used merely for his 

own perfection. It should be a source of strength for governing people and leading them 

to peace and happiness.”110 The novel repeats this point again and again: what Musashi 

studies is not just martial arts, but something much more profound, a fundamental 

knowledge that matters for any domain of human endeavor, from philosophy to politics 

to personal happiness to artistic insight and mystical realization. Another good example 

of this comes at a key moment in the book, namely when Musashi finally develops his 

unique style of swordsmanship, which consists in fighting two-handedly, a long sword in 

one hand and a short sword in the other. He comes upon the idea while watching a 

drummer absorbed in his art: 

                                                

108 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 594–5. 
109 Ibid., 595. 
110 Ibid., 657. 
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Two drumsticks, one sound. The drummer was conscious of left and right, 
right and left, but at the same time unconscious of them. Here, before his 
eyes, was the Buddhist sphere of free interpenetration. Musashi felt 
enlightened, fulfilled.111  
 

Here, Buddhist metaphors (“enlightened”; “sphere of interpenetration”) are used to 

describe Musashi’s thinking as he develops the fundamentals of his personal style as a 

swordsman. By describing the “Way of the Samurai” in this manner, Yoshikawa displays 

his familiarity with at least some of the contemporary discourse on Zen, to which the 

analysis now turns. Just like some of his contemporaries, Yoshikawa did not really see 

Zen as separate from the martial arts. If the Way of the Samurai is this novelist’s escape 

from modernity, that “Way” is framed in Zen Buddhist language. Moreover, it is Zen 

monks who instruct Musashi in the “Way,” with the warrior’s spiritual insights described 

in an encounter dialogue format that helps construct a utopian refuge from modernity. 

Zen and the Art of War  

Musashi discovers the “Way of the Warrior” guided by a Zen monk, Takuan 

Sōhō. Takuan oversees the most important transformation in the book: that of Takezō, a 

man without discipline or purpose, into the samurai Musashi. The transformation happens 

as follows: in the beginning of the novel, Takuan first hangs the wild and murderous 

Takezō upside-down from a tree for days on end, claiming that he is teaching him a 

lesson. After Takezō begs for his life, Takuan deems him ready for further education and 

locks the young man in an attic room, forcing him to study Chinese and Japanese classics 

for three years. Takezō emerges from the room reborn, a rebirth Takuan marks by giving 

his pupil a new name: Musashi. From then on Musashi, now a blend of cultural 

                                                

111 Ibid., 793. 
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sophistication, spiritual vision and martial skill, will go on to defeat opponent after 

opponent, a quest that takes up the remainder of the novel. As Musashi’s teacher, Takuan 

is therefore an important side-character in the novel. Yoshikawa based this character on 

the historical Takuan Sōhō (1573-1645 CE), an influential Zen abbot famous for writing 

two studies on swordsmanship. This fact, and the apparent popularity of this figure in the 

1930s,112 probably inspired the Yoshikawa to go beyond historical fact and cast Takuan 

as Musashi’s first teacher.113 But Takuan’s presence also points to how Yoshikawa 

approaches Zen, a manner very much in keeping with discourse on this school in the 

1930s. 

To understand interbellum discourse on Zen, some of the premodern historical 

circumstances that shaped the socio-political role of this Buddhist sect in Japan need to 

be described. These circumstances were very different from those in China, the country 

of Zen’s birth, where, barring times of unrest and rebellion, political authority was 

relatively centralized. As many scholars have shown, Buddhism flowered in China 

because it managed to cater to this centralized authority, for example by providing 

legitimacy to the reigns of successive emperors.114 Once Zen spread to Japan, the school 

also catered to political authority. But, unlike the Chinese case, that authority was 

increasingly local and decentralized. During the Kamakura (1185–1333 CE) period, the 
                                                

112 Haskel, Sword of Zen, 31–2. 
113 Though Musashi and Takuan were contemporaries, no historical record exists of them ever 
meeting, let alone of the latter having been the former’s teacher. However, several Tokugawa 
daimyo, among them the Shogun’s swordmaster Yagyū Munenori (1571-1646 CE), claimed to 
have received instruction from Takuan, making Yoshikawa’s invention not wholly far-fetched.  
114 Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China; Orzech, Politics and Transcendent Wisdom: The 
Scripture for Humane Kings in the Creation of Chinese Buddhism; McRae, Seeing Through Zen; 
Welter, Monks, Rulers, and Literati; Welter, The Linji Lu and the Creation of Chan Orthodoxy; 
Schlütter, How Zen Became Zen; Cole, Fathering Your Father. 
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imperial court already faced significant limitations on its power. Though initially power 

was recentralized in the hands of the Kamakura Shogunate, during the following 

Muromachi (1338–1573 CE) period, local warlords increasingly gained power. As a 

result, the Zen temples that had chosen to associate with these lords became more 

prestigious than the temples that had remained close to the imperial court. But this 

increased influence came at a price. As the civil war that would end the Muromachi 

gained intensity, temples were called upon to support their patrons’ war efforts directly 

by fielding armies and providing generals.115 But Zen was not just of strategic importance 

to Japanese warlords: the sect’s highly developed psychology fascinated samurai, as did 

its access to the refinements of Chinese high culture, a domain previously reserved for 

the imperial court.116 Therefore, when Takuan composed his treatises on swordsmanship, 

he could draw on a long-standing connection between Zen and the martial arts. In casting 

Takuan as Musashi’s spiritual guide, Yoshikawa draws on this history of Zen’s 

involvement with samurai warlords. 

In view of this history, it should not come as a surprise that many Zen leaders also 

actively supported Japanese wars of conquest in the twentieth century, for example by 

justifying such wars as tools for spreading Buddhism or by holding ceremonies in order 

to ensure victory in battle.117 The cooperation was not one-sided: already in 1907 the 

Japanese military sought to “spiritually educate” their soldiers by implementing a code 

                                                

115 Collcutt, Five Mountains, 125–9; Jorgensen, “Chan School,” 135–6; Haskel, Sword of Zen, 
60–76. 
116 Haskel, Sword of Zen, 26–7; King, Zen and the Way of the Sword, 159–178. 
117 Victoria, Zen at War, 57–65. 
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they called the bushido, “the Way of the Samurai.”118 Although this code, as Oleg 

Benesch has shown most recently, is a modern creation, its promoters claimed to have 

derived it from traditional Japanese books on the samurai art such as the Hagakure, 

another treatise on swordsmanship written by a Zen monk.119 Again and again, the 

bushido stresses two key elements: ultimate loyalty to one’s duty (symbolized in the 

1930s by the Japanese emperor) and suspension of one’s fear of death. Enthusiastically 

promoted both by militarists and renowned Zen Buddhists, the bushido, as encoded in the 

military’s Field Service Code (Senjikun), defined the Japanese warrior ideal by the 

beginning of World War Two. In Musashi, the “Way of the Warrior” is a version of 

bushido that stresses the Zen dimensions of the code, and erases its modern origins. 

In their search for a spiritual foundation for Japanese soldiers, Zen must have 

seemed particularly appealing to the Japanese military men at the dawn of the twentieth 

century. Not only did the school have a long history of associating with soldiers, but 

when read in a certain way it seemed to dismiss any questioning of orders. Takuan 

himself wrote the following in a manual addressed to the shogun’s sword master, Yagyū 

Munenori: 

The expression “A response instantaneous as a spark struck from flint” 
describes the swiftness of a flash of lightning. For example, when 
someone calls, “Mataemon!” [the early given name of Munenori] and you 
instantly answer “Yes!” that's what's meant by immovable wisdom. In 
contrast, if someone calls “Mataemon!” and you start to think, “What does 
he want?” and so forth, the mind that then wonders “What does he want?” 
and so forth is the ignorance of attachment as the ground of delusion.120 

                                                

118 Victoria, Zen War Stories, 19–20. 
119 Benesch, Inventing the Way of the Samurai, 8; Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism,” 6; 
Victoria, Zen War Stories, 107. 
120 Haskel, Sword of Zen, 38. 
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Takuan's description of immovable wisdom here is remarkably similar to Louis 

Althusser's analysis of modern subjectivity, where an unquestioning reply to a call from 

the authorities defines the interpellated individual as a subject and as a being subjected to 

the state.121 This call was also interpreted as such in interbellum Japan. For example, in 

1937 Ishihara Shummyō, a Zen priest, approvingly referred to the citation from Takuan 

above, commenting that  

If one is called upon to die, one should not be the least bit agitated. On the 
contrary, one should be in a realm where something called "oneself" does 
not intrude even slightly. Such a realm is no different from that derived 
from the practice of Zen.122 
 

In Ishihara’s interpretation, which was far from eccentric, Zen becomes the perfect fascist 

ideology. An unquestioning obedience to the state goes hand in hand with the dismissal 

of the importance of one’s own life. 

In Musashi, Yoshikawa writes the bushido back into the Tokugawa period. In the 

process, he erases the modern roots of the code and represents it as an eternal essence of 

which Miyamoto Musashi is the perfect representation. Musashi then becomes the 

supreme standard of the virtues Japanese soldiers were told they should strive for, not for 

themselves, but for the nation as a whole. At multiple points in the narrative, characters 

assert the importance of samurai who sacrificed their lives for the nation, claiming that 

revitalizing the eternal Way of the Samurai “could become the foundation of the nation’s 

                                                

121 Althusser, “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses (Notes towards an Investigation),” 
174. 
122 Victoria, Zen at War, 102–3. 
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strength and prosperity.”123 This disregard for self-preservation reaches its climax at the 

end of the book, where Takuan’s Zen education renders its ultimate fruits. In a small boat 

on the way to his final duel with Sasaki Kojirō, a duel that will take place on a small 

island, Musashi feels a complete indifference towards death:  

[Musashi] was thinking of nothing at all. He was, if anything, a little 
bored. 
He looked over the side of the boat at the swirling blue water. It was deep 
here, infinitely deep, and alive with what seemed to be eternal life. But 
water had no fixed, determined form. Was it not because man had a fixed, 
determined form that he cannot possess eternal life? Does not true life 
begin only when tangible form has been lost? 
To Musashi’s eyes, life and death seemed like so much froth.124 

 
Here, Musashi’s complete indifference towards death conforms to the Zen-inspired 

bushido perfectly. In view of the immense success of Yoshikawa’s novel, not few of 

those crammed in boats bound for similar life-or-death struggles on distant islands will 

have wished themselves equal to Musashi’s valor. Historical records show that many 

succeeded in emulating his disregard for death, the Japanese rate of soldiers surrendering 

being significantly lower than those of the other Axis powers.125  

Meeting your Mother: Encounters with Zen masters 

Only two Zen masters appear in the book. One is Takuan, the other is Takuan’s 

teacher Gudō. In the introduction, I already discussed the latter’s final confrontation with 

                                                

123 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 595. 
124 Ibid., 964. 
125 Victoria, Zen War Stories, 106. Commenting on Yoshikawa’s usage of Zen, Donald Richie 
writes that “Musashi appears to know as much about Zen as the average Jersey city jogger;” 
Richie, Japanese Literature Reviewed, 281. Whether Richie is right or wrong depends on what 
one considers “Zen” to be here. If by “Zen” is meant a familiarity with canonized sutras, chants, 
and traditional meditation methods, then Musashi is surely a beginner. If one means a type of 
discourse used by Zen priests and laymen alike during the 1930s, then Musashi is an enlightened 
expert. 
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Musashi. There, I argued that in Yoshikawa’s book, encounter dialogues only exist as 

traces. The continuous psycho-narration fills in the gaps that otherwise could be filled in 

by the reader, disallowing us from reading ourselves into the scene. Here, I want to 

briefly return to that interaction to note an interesting detail. When face-to-face with the 

stern Gudō, the Musashi’s state of mind is described as follows: “[Musashi’s] voice 

sounded like that of a frightened child, attempting to tell his mother something he really 

did not want to say.” This comparison of Musashi to a child is not unique: earlier Gudō 

had characterized Musashi’s questions about Zen as immature.126 Phrases like these 

portray Gudō as a mother figure, and this is no accident. As we shall see, 1930s 

narratives featuring wanderers similar to Musashi often ended with a mother-son reunion. 

Yoshikawa’s modification of encounter dialogues is thus twofold: he psycho-narrates 

encounter dialogues, thus changing the formal properties of the genre, and he casts the 

Zen masters in such dialogues as mothers. He therefore reinforces the utopian dimensions 

of encounter dialogue as portraying an ideal, fictional past while erasing the genre’s 

properties as riddles. 

Yoshikawa’s double modification of encounter dialogue also applies to the 

interactions featuring Takuan. We first encounter Takuan wearing only a loincloth. In this 

state he appears to Otsū, Musashi’s future lover, who is shocked at the monk’s semi-

nudity. To explain this impropriety, Takuan explains he is trying to get rid of his lice. 

When Otsū then mocks him, saying he resembles the Buddha Shakyamuni, Takuan dryly 

                                                

126 Yoshikawa, Musashi, 902. 
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answers: “Of course I do. I am the living incarnation of Prince Siddhartha.”127 This 

“living incarnation” does not get to bask in glory for long though, as he is promptly 

assaulted by a bee who, after first engaging Takuan’s head, manages to fly into the open 

folds of the monk’s loincloth, to Otsū’s great amusement. The narrator comments that, 

since the monk’s arrival, “even the reticent Otsū went few days without being amused by 

something he’d do or say.”128 Takuan’s erratic behavior clearly points back to the—

equally funny—interactions that characterize encounter dialogue. But by telling the 

reader about Otsū’s feelings, Yoshikawa has again altered the encounter dialogue form. 

Although he acts like a child towards Otsū, Takuan, like Gudo, will again and 

again chide Takezō for his immaturity. First, he treats him like an animal. Examples 

abound: Takuan lures the hunted Takezō with food,129 then threatens to “turn him loose” 

on the samurai lord who wants to take him into custody,130 and finally drags him “like a 

dog on a leash”131 to the tree where he will hang his prisoner upside-down for a long time. 

After Takezō feels fear and experiences a “great awakening,” Takuan is apparently ready 

to treat him like a child.132 Yoshikawa alters his language to signal this change: suddenly, 

mother-son metaphors abound. When Takuan locks Takezō in solitary confinement for 

three years, he suggests the following to his clueless pupil: “Think of this room as your 

mother’s womb and prepare to be born anew [ . . . ] This room can be the wellspring of 

enlightenment, the same fountain of knowledge found and enriched by sages in the 

                                                

127 Ibid., 28. 
128 Ibid. 
129 Ibid., 64–6. 
130 Ibid., 69. 
131 Ibid., 70. 
132 Ibid., 82. 
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past.”133 This sentence again combines maternal metaphors with Zen enlightenment, a 

combination also present in Yoshikawa’s description of Gudō. Once confined in his 

“womb,” Takezō at times “would wail and moan, flail and kick, and sometimes sob like a 

baby.”134 Having “decided that after gestating this long, [Takezō] must be pretty well-

formed,” Takuan releases him after three years, urging him to “hug your hard-earned 

enlightenment to your bosom.”135 In Takuan’s appraisal, Takezō thus moves from an 

animal state to a foetus to an accomplished human being, who can take charge of his own 

enlightenment.136 

Having noted on these two remarkable features of encounter dialogues in the 

book, we are now faced with the task of explaining these changes. Why does Yoshikawa 

not seize upon the ideological power encounter dialogues possess? Why does he close 

them off, eliminating their characteristics as riddles? I argue that encounter dialogues are 

closed off to us because Musashi’s whole world is closed off to us. Encounter dialogues’ 

transformation reflects on a micro-level a feature of the novel as a whole, namely its 

portrayal of a world where everything is known.  

Yoshikawa builds this perfect world using more than just psycho-narration. A 

striking feature of Musashi’s plot—one that seems to justify Sheldon Frank classification 

                                                

133 Ibid., 96. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid., 97. 
136 The metaphor becomes strange in this last instance, because the injunction to “hug your hard-
earned enlightenment to your bosom” suggests that Musashi has become the mother to his own 
enlightenment. The parallel opposition master-student, mother-child thus reproduces itself within 
Musashi’s psyche. Just like a motherly master nourishes a childish student towards 
enlightenment, so Musashi nourishes his newborn enlightenment like a mother. Of course, this 
implies that Musashi’s enlightenment is not fully developed, which anticipates his seeking 
instruction from Gudō much later. 
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of the book as “tedious”—is the novel’s endless recycling of identical characters: 

whenever Musashi encounters someone on the road, the reader can be sure this person 

has either already been introduced or is closely connected to a character already 

introduced This mechanism could be explained by pointing out that the novel was 

serialized over four years, which disallows the use of very complex structuring 

mechanisms. To maintain the reader’s interest in the story, recycling older characters 

seems economically and structurally effective as these characters do not need to be 

described and with their appearance signal a narrative coherence absent otherwise, much 

like casting a star actor in a Hollywood movie almost guarantees its commercial success. 

However important such structuring devices might be, I propose that Yoshikawa’s 

recycling of characters also functions, like his usage of psycho-narration in encounter 

dialogues, as a device to portray a utopian past. To understand this, we need to consider 

Musashi in a larger context of similar 1930s Japanese popular fiction. 

In 1930s Japan, Musashi was not the only narrative of a homeless vagabond 

endlessly re-encountering former acquaintances. Indeed, narratives featuring “wandering 

gamblers” questing for origins (often taking the shape of a lost mother figure) while 

facing many dangers, were quite popular.137 Treating a movie that presents such a 

narrative, Alan Tansman asks (as we might ask of Musashi): “What accounts for the 

popularity of a genre centered on a hero who does not develop and a narrative that leads, 

through circles and repetitions, back to its beginning?”138 He hypothesizes that such 

narratives attempt to overcome modernity by “assiduously” representing “a fantasy of a 

                                                

137 Tansman, The Aesthetics of Japanese Fascism, 170–4. 
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sealed, hermetic, archetypal Japan,” where everyone knows each other.139 Apart from the 

escapist fantasy of a premodern world, the appeal in such narratives lies in their constant 

postponement of (sexual) fulfillment: the lost mother or promised wife is only found at 

the end of the narrative, and no other woman can please the wandering protagonist.  

Tansman sees these narratives within Shūzō Kuki’s aesthetic of iki. 140  A 

contemporary of Yoshikawa, Shūzō was a Heideggerian philosopher who claimed that 

during modernity, the senses had become fragmented. The problem could be solved by 

going back to the art of Edo Japan, where the senses and the art they perceived were 

united, not separate. Paradoxically, Shūzō finds this wholeness in the denial of a 

resolution: like our senses, which are always moving on to sense new stimulants, art 

should not resolve tensions but maintain them. This he calls an iki sensibility.  

In Musashi, iki combines with the novel’s recycling of identical characters to 

great effect. The recurrence of characters is not only structurally important (they allow 

the reader of serial installments to recognize characters introduced before, thus providing 

coherence) but also ideologically: the Japan portrayed in the book is the very opposite of 

the globalizing capitalist and urban empire that 1930s Japan was rapidly becoming. 

Instead of masses of people who live together but do not know their neighbor’s name, 

instead of increasing encounters with foreigners, we get an idyll where nothing remains 

unknown. The energy driving this escape from modernity forward is the postponement of 

Musashi’s reunion with the love-interest of the story, Otsū. Otsū constantly reappears on 

Musashi’s path, but only at the end of the book does Musashi vow to marry her. 

                                                

139 Ibid., 173. 
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Character-recycling and iki combine very effectively here: exactly because Musashi 

keeps re-encountering Otsū, the sexual tension between them is kept alive, hooking the 

reader who wants to know how this tension will be resolved. Yoshikawa thus effectively 

combines a stylistic escape from modernity (iki) with a thematic one (the Edo period). 

The presence of motherly women, dragged as Zen masters, completes this 

portrayal of a utopian Japan. Like so many youths who flocked to the cities in Shōwa 

modernity, Musashi lacks the close presence of his family (both his parents are dead). 

This he has in common with Otsū, who is also an orphan. Their lack of family 

connections threatens the self-contained Japan where everyone knows each other. As I 

mention above, this openness is shut down when Musashi beats his archenemy Sasaki 

Kojirō and promises to marry Otsū. But partial closures have been found much earlier, in 

the enlightenments Musashi experiences. As we have seen, in these encounters spiritual 

revelations are accompanied by meeting one’s mother in the form of a Zen master. When 

those meetings happen, the lost wanderer is reunited with their most direct parent, no 

doubt a subject of longing of so many homesick urban dwellers in rapidly modernizing 

Japan. 

Conclusion 

Yoshikawa portrays a fascist utopia that is both critical of capitalism and provides 

an escape from it. As utopian narratives, encounter dialogues play a key role in the 

construction of this ideal no-place, but at the same time their nature as riddles gesturing 

towards a non-verbal referent needs to be controlled. Yoshikawa achieves this control in 

two ways. First, he uses psycho-narration to present us with the thoughts of the 

participants in encounter dialogues, showing his reader what to think. Second, he casts 
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Zen masters as nurturing mothers that promise a homosexual belonging that culminates in 

an “enlightened” consciousness where life and death stop mattering. Ultimately then, this 

fictional world contains a 1930s warrior ethic steeped in the verbiage of Zen Buddhism, 

the ideal of a spiritual warrior who renounces his own life for the state. The self-

contained Edo Japan that serves as an escape from reality turns out to contain many 

trapdoors to a modern state ideology that would soon require even more spiritual warriors 

to abandon their sense of self and sacrifice themselves on the altar of empire. 

Parts of chapter 2 are forthcoming in The Journal of Popular Culture. The 

dissertation/thesis author was the sole author of this article.   
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CHAPTER 3: Mirrors of Zen: Encounter Dialogues as Frame-Stories in Daisetz Suzuki’s 

An Introduction to Zen Buddhism and Janwillem van de Wetering’s The Empty Mirror 

 

Introduction 

 At first glance, Janwillem Van de Wetering (1931-2008) and Daisetz Teitaro 

Suzuki (1870-1966) could not be more different. Whereas Suzuki became world-famous 

for his scholarly and popular accounts of Zen Buddhism, Van de Wetering wrote crime 

novels. Before he became a novelist, though, Van de Wetering ventured on a spiritual 

quest that led him from his native Holland to a Zen Buddhist monastery in Kyoto, Japan. 

This experience inspired his first book, a fascinating but virtually unstudied memoir titled 

The Empty Mirror. I argue that in The Empty Mirror, Van de Wetering testifies to 

Suzuki’s influence while at the same time showing that Suzuki’s portrayal of Zen is 

idealized. By comparing both authors’ framing of encounter dialogue, Van de Wetering’s 

ambiguous attitude towards Suzuki becomes clear. Whereas Suzuki uses this genre to 

portray Zen enlightenment as an experience accessible to anyone, in The Empty Mirror 

they remain ideal portrayals of an experience that remains out of reach. In other words, 

Van de Wetering shows that Suzuki’s good places are also no-places. 

Suzuki’s influence has resulted in significant critical attention. His influence on 

the Beat Generation, the composer John Cage, and, via Cage, on the Fluxus performance 

art movement are all well attested.141 Western scholarship on Zen, too, has for a long time 
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followed in Suzuki’s tracks. However, since the 1990s his position has been seriously 

questioned, particularly his casting of Zen as the very essence of Japaneseness, an idea 

complicit with a nationalist ideology popular before and during the Second World War.142 

Such scholarship has also shown that Suzuki characterizes the Zen tradition by relying on 

terms alien to that tradition, foremost among which is a transcendental notion of 

experience.143 Surveying these two strains of criticism, Richard Jaffe points out that 

Suzuki’s war-time complicity has been exaggerated, and that his project, translating Zen 

for the West, justifies his usage of western terminology even if that terminology is not 

found within the Zen tradition. Ultimately, Jaffe argues, Suzuki was not concerned with 

any historical incarnation of Zen, but with its essence and what it can mean for the 

modern world.144 

What these discussions of the value of Suzuki’s portrayal of Zen have neglected 

are the literary features of his prose. If Suzuki’s writing has been particularly influential, 

one reason for this might be the very materiality of his prose, its literary form. In this 

chapter, I show that it is the manner in which Suzuki frames encounter dialogues that has 

rendered his work rhetorically effective. Used as “mirrors in the text,” encounter 

dialogues reinforce and reflect a narrative where Suzuki is the Zen master and the reader 

a student. The Empty Mirror mimics Suzuki’s manner of framing to an extent, while 

critiquing it at the same time. In his 1975 review of Van de Wetering’s memoir, the 

famous Zen scholar Inagaki Hisao noted this ambiguity, describing the book as “another 

                                                

142 Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism”; Faure, Chan Insights and Oversights; Victoria, Zen 
at War; Snodgrass, “Publishing Eastern Buddhism: D.T. Suzuki’s Journey to the West.” 
143 Sharf, “Buddhist Modernism and the Rhetoric of Meditative Experience.” 
144 Suzuki, Selected Works of D.T. Suzuki: Zen, 1:xiv; Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, xxii. 
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addition to the long list of books produced in the current world-wide boom of Zen,” but 

“probably unique in not pretending to know what satori [enlightenment] is.”145 The 

Empty Mirror enacts this implicit critique by reproducing the utopian riddles that Suzuki 

cites in abundance within a narrative that describes a failure of those stories to become 

reality. Van de Wetering thus maintains a tension between what the autobiographical 

main character experiences and what he expects to experience based upon Suzuki’s 

books.  

In The Empty Mirror encounter dialogues therefore do not reflect the contents of 

the narrative in which they are incorporated, but instead invert that narrative. Van de 

Wetering’s book might then be more fruitfully read as the narrative of a failure, with the 

encounter dialogues portraying the exact measure of that failure. In examining American 

twentieth-century literature, David Ball suggests that a “rhetoric of failure” allows for 

social critique: “Attending to this literary and cultural history of failure allows us to 

investigate the antitheses of America’s most treasured national narratives, those all-too 

familiar themes of American innocence and positivity.”146 I would argue that Ball’s 

valorization of failure as a means of social critique also applies to Van de Wetering’s 

contestation of the “all-too familiar theme” (at least in Zen literature since Suzuki) of the 

Zen Buddhist utopia portrayed in encounter dialogue. Like Inagaki, I consider Van de 

Wetering’s book unique, because it does three things at the same time: it attests to 

Suzuki’s influence, critiques Suzuki’s view of Zen, and shows us another way of thinking 

and writing about Zen, one that gives a voice to those Zen Buddhists who do not obtain 

                                                

145 Inagaki, “The Empty Mirror,” 87. 
146 Ball, False Starts, 7. 
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the enlightenment experience that Suzuki posits as the goal of all practice. At a time 

when Suzuki’s vision of Zen remains influential, Van de Wetering’s alternative is well 

worth pondering.  

Suzuki’s Mirrors in the Text 

 “Why are descriptions of Ch’an practice, both medieval and modern, so 

dominated by dialogues, narratives, and orality?” John McRae asked in 2000.147 About 

ten years earlier, Robert Buswell asked the same question, pointing out that such stories 

present “an idealized paradigm of the Zen spiritual experience” that ignores the realities 

of Zen practice.148 Though both McRae and Buswell identify Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki as 

“the most notable practitioner of this strategy [of abundantly using stories to talk about 

Zen],”149 neither examines this “strategy” in detail. I will show that Suzuki uses a literary 

technique called “the mirror in the text” to condition a hierarchical relationship between 

author and reader. Examining this technique allows us to question a narrative of Zen that 

persists today. 

 I analyze Suzuki’s manner of discussing Zen through a reading of An Introduction 

to Zen Buddhism, a 1934 book so important that Carl Jung wrote a foreword to the 

German translation. An Introduction has two textual levels. On the first or higher level, 

Suzuki describes his view of the Zen Buddhist tradition. In his discussion, he regularly 

cites encounter dialogues, the second level of discourse within the text. These dialogues 

are framed within the larger narrative in such a way that they reflect the contents of the 

                                                

147 McRae, “The Antecedents of Encounter Dialogue in Chinese Ch’an Buddhism,” 46. 
148 Buswell, The Zen Monastic Experience, 5. 
149 McRae, “The Antecedents of Encounter Dialogue in Chinese Ch’an Buddhism,” 46. 
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first level, turning them into what I will identify as “mirrors in the text.”  

Consider, for example, the third chapter of An Introduction. Like most chapters of 

the book, this chapter tries to answer a basic question about Zen, namely “Is Zen 

Nihilistic?” In the first three pages, Suzuki seems to entertain the possibility that this is 

indeed the case, and subsequently cites eight encounter dialogues, of which I only quote 

the first two: 

“I come here to seek the truth of Buddhism,” a disciple asked a [Zen] 
master. 
“Why do you seek such a thing here?” answered the master. “Why do you 
wander about, neglecting your own precarious treasure at home? I have 
nothing to give you, and what truth of Buddhism do you desire to find in 
my monastery? There is nothing, absolutely nothing.” 
A master would sometimes say: “I do not understand Zen, I have nothing 
here to demonstrate; therefore, do not remain standing so, expecting to get 
something out of nothing. Get enlightened by yourself, if you will. If there 
is anything to take hold of, take it by yourself.”150 
 

Like all encounter dialogues, these samples consist of an enigmatic exchange between 

one person deemed higher in spiritual realization (the master) and one lower (the 

student). The “message” of the exchange would seem to belie that hierarchy, since the 

putative “master” demonstrates his mastery by rejecting personal authority. He does not 

know what “Zen” or “Buddhism” are, and urges his student to figure it out himself. 

Therefore, the dialogue is set in the utopian past of the Zen community, where masters 

behave like Zen’s image of itself, instructing their students in “a special transmission 

outside of the scriptures, not relying upon words and letters.” 

As I discussed in the introduction and the first chapter, encounter dialogues are 

literary creations shaped by the political contingencies of the Tang and Song dynasties, 

                                                

150 Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 19. 
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not accurate representations of Zen practice during those time periods. Yet that is how 

Suzuki treats these texts in An Introduction: as historically transparent and accurate 

evidence for his own assertions about Zen’s essence. Because these riddles refuse to 

disclose their ultimate referent, instead suggesting it vaguely like the classic Zen story of 

a finger pointing at the moon, Suzuki can project his own idiosyncratic ideas about Zen 

onto them. He does this on the higher textual level within which these dialogues are 

framed. The dialogues quoted above, for example, are cited as implying that Zen is 

“nihilistic.” However, shortly after entertaining this interpretation, Suzuki denies that it is 

valid, and instead claims that “Zen always aims at grasping the central fact of life, which 

can never be brought to the dissecting table of the intellect.”151 Suzuki’s interpretative 

mobility here (first hinting that the dialogues demonstrate one idea and then citing them 

as evidence for another) shows the level of ambiguity encounter dialogues possess. 

Ironically, by calling attention to this hermeneutic ambiguity, Suzuki inadvertently 

undermines the idea that encounter dialogues can serve as a stable basis to represent the 

essence of Zen, an idea that is foundational for An Introduction as a whole. 

Suzuki frames encounter dialogues on the lower level as evidence for what he 

asserts on the higher level. In An Introduction, encounter dialogues therefore function as 

“mirrors in the text,” a term Lucien Dällenbach has used to describe a specific quality of 

“frame-stories” or mise en abyme. Dällenbach distinguishes three ways in which these 

“mirrors” can reflect the narratives in which they are incorporated: “reflexions [sic] of the 
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utterance, reflexions of the enunciation, and reflections of the whole code.”152 Reflections 

of the utterance mirror the plot of the novel or the characters within it (often both); 

reflections of the enunciation show or problematize the relation between author and 

reader (e.g. putting readers in the narrative who have read the story they themselves are a 

part of; putting in authorial figures who resemble the real author of the work, and so 

forth); reflections of the code mirror the way the work is written, the code as a whole: 

what principles structured the literary work? 

Suzuki’s encounter dialogues operate as reflections of the enunciation, prescribing 

a role division that casts the author as a Zen master and the reader as a Zen student, a 

power dynamic that is uneven. Consider this encounter dialogue cited by Suzuki: 

Hyakujo (Pai-chang) went out one day attending his master Baso (Ma-
tsu), when they saw a flock of wild geese flying. Baso asked:  
“What are they?” 
“They are wild geese, sir.” 
“Whither are they flying?” 
“They have flown away.” 
Baso, abruptly taking hold of Hyakuji’s nose, gave it a twist. Overcome 
with pain, Hyakujo cried out: “Oh! Oh!” 
Said Baso, “You say they have flown away, but all the same they have 
been here from the very first.” 
This made Hyakujo’s back wet with perspiration; he had satori.153 
 

Here, the master’s replies to the student’s questions lead the latter to satori, the spiritual 

awakening that for Suzuki constitutes the ultimate goal of Zen practice. Note the violence 

accompanying this exchange: Baso can twist Hyakujo’s nose exactly because he is the 

latter’s social and spiritual superior, a position the tradition calls “enlightened.” 

                                                

152 Dällenbach, Mirror in the Text, 43. 
153 Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 59–60. 
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The uneven power dynamic that characterizes encounter dialogues shapes the 

relationship between author and reader in An Introduction to Zen Buddhism. Throughout 

the book, the reader is assumed to be asking questions of Suzuki, an assumption reflected 

in chapter titles such as “What is Zen?” and “Is Zen nihilistic?”154 These titles cast the 

reader as a student of Zen, a role emphasized by the encounter dialogues Suzuki 

continually cites. Suzuki himself takes the role of Zen master. Throughout the book, he 

avoids rational explanations and delights in puzzling the reader. This position as a master 

is not left implicit. Suzuki tells his reader: 

You and I are supposedly living in the same world, but who can tell that 
the thing we popularly call a stone that is lying before my window is the 
same to both of us? You and I sip a cup of tea. That act is apparently alike 
to us both, but who can tell what a wide gap there is subjectively between 
your drinking and my drinking? In your drinking there may be no Zen, 
while mine is brim-full of it.155 
 

While the reader “may” have had some taste of Zen experience, there is no doubt about 

Suzuki’s claim to it.  

In An Introduction, the division reader-author mirrors the division student-master. 

This qualifies the encounter dialogues not only as inset narratives conditioning this 

relationship, but also as “transpositions,” a paradigmatic function of inset narratives 

according to Dällenbach.156 The operation of such transpositions is similar to that of 

Freudian dreamwork, in that familiar elements are transformed and repositioned. Like 

dreams, transpositions “pluralize meaning.” The mise en abyme multiplies the amount of 

                                                

154 Moreover, all the other chapters in the book might also be phrased as questions from a 
Western viewpoint. For example, in the chapter titled “Illogical Zen,” Suzuki answers the 
question “Is Zen logical?” 
155 Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 58. 
156 Mirror in the Text, 56–9. 
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possible interpretations of the larger literary work. An example is Apuleus’ The Golden 

Ass. In this Ancient Roman novel, the first three books, which are a picaresque tale, are 

followed by a mystical inset narrative in the next three books. The mise en abyme offers 

itself as a re-reading of the picaresque component, which thus acquires mystical 

dimensions. The relatively superficial picaresque157 gains a profundity of depth it would 

not have had without the added meaning generated by the mise en abyme. Paradoxically 

then, the tiny mise en abyme ends up reframing, and thus conceptually dominating the 

larger narrative. Dällenbach comments: 

Compensating for what they lack in textual extent by their power to invest 
meaning, such transpositions present a paradox: although they are 
microcosms of the fiction, they superimpose themselves semantically on 
the macrocosm that contains them, overflow it and end up by engulfing it, 
in a way, within themselves.158 
 

We might stop here and ask how this works: if transpositions are about pluralizing 

meaning, how can they “engulf” the whole narrative? Dällenbach answers that this 

process is possible only by using certain genres that allow for such universalization, such 

as tales or myths. 

As riddles, encounter dialogues allow for universalization and thus function as 

transpositions because they lack any clear meaning or context. These texts first pluralize 

the meaning of Suzuki’s book. That is to say, not only does Suzuki’s use of encounter 

dialogues enable readers to enjoy curious tales within a book of philosophy, it also allows 

them to step into those narratives, tasting what it is like to be a student with Suzuki as 

                                                

157 The picaresque novel typically has an episodic structure, and its contents feature action, heroes 
and villains. An archetypical example of the genre is Lazarillo de Tormes. 
158 Dällenbach, Mirror in the Text, 59. 
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master. Ironically, such a pluralization eventually limits interpretation, ossifying the 

readers’ position as acolytes of a master. In other words, the enunciative relationship that 

An Introduction proposes is hierarchical, with readers subordinate to the author. This is a 

surprising conclusion, though one foreseen by Dällenbach: the dialogues have indeed 

“overflowed” and “engulfed” the main narrative “within themselves,” imposing the 

hierarchical structure characteristic of riddles on the book as a whole. This manner of 

framing stories and thus determining the role of the reader as student and the author as 

master has been very influential. Most non-scholarly books published on Zen today 

present a similar paradigm, where the author positions himself as spiritually superior to 

his audience. 

Suzuki also uses encounter dialogues to legitimize an idiosyncratic view of Zen, 

one that also remains influential and often acts as a lens through which the entire tradition 

is read. According to Suzuki, the essence of Zen is “a pure experience, the very 

foundation of our being and thought.”159 In An Introduction, he sets out to demonstrate 

this idea through interpreting the inset dialogues. For example, he reads the exchange 

between Hyakujo and Baso (which ended in a nose-twist) as evidence that awakening or 

satori “is an experience which no amount of explanation or argument can make 

communicable to others unless the latter themselves had it previously.”160 Elsewhere 

Suzuki talks about satori as a “new viewpoint.”161 But the encounter dialogues he cites as 

evidence for that position contain no such ideas: what they mean by satori is very unclear. 

                                                

159 Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 21. 
160 Ibid., 62. 
161 Ibid., 58, 65. 
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Suzuki, however, while claiming that satori or Zen cannot be communicated, nevertheless 

interprets all these dialogues in a manner that nowhere admits its own historical 

contingency. Ironically, his historically determined focus on identifying the perennial 

essence of Zen prevents exactly this admission. 

Recent scholarship has shown that this move, namely interpreting Zen Buddhism 

through the lens of experience, has little basis in pre-modern Zen Buddhist texts. Robert 

Sharf and Bernard Faure, among others, have argued that Suzuki’s understanding of 

experience is a very modern one, inspired by the work of Suzuki’s lifelong friend Nishida 

Kitaro, who in turn based it on a reading of William James’ Varieties of Religious 

Experience.162 In brief, Nishida, the founding figure of the Kyoto school of Japanese 

philosophy, proposed that at the basis of human consciousness there lies a “pure 

experience” that precedes and envelops all dualistic oppositions like subject-object, 

universal-individual, and so on. Because it exists before mental categorizations and even 

consciousness of time, pure experience is universal and eternal, and therefore forms the 
                                                

162 Faure, Chan Insights and Oversights, 52–88; Sharf, “The Zen of Japanese Nationalism”; 
Sharf, “Buddhist Modernism and the Rhetoric of Meditative Experience.” While acknowledging 
Faure and Sharf’s critique as valid, Richard Jaffe has pointed out that something resembling 
Suzuki’s concept of experience does exist in the writings of the famous eighteenth-century 
Japanese master Hakuin Ekaku (1686-1768; Suzuki, Selected Works of D.T. Suzuki: Zen, 
1:xxxix.). Furthermore, as I pointed out in my introduction, Jaffe has defended Suzuki’s usage of 
experience as part of his project of modernizing Zen, arguing that Suzuki only intended to 
accurately represent the essence of Zen and not the historical tradition. While Jaffe is right in 
pointing out that we should not judge Suzuki on what he never meant to do, this purpose is never 
made very clear in Suzuki’s introductory books, which mix discussions of practice in Zen 
monasteries (the final chapter of An Introduction is titled “The Meditation Hall and the Monk’s 
Life”) with explanations of the essence of Zen (“What is Zen?”; “Zen a Higher Affirmation”). 
This mix gives the reader the impression that Suzuki’s Zen is actually practiced, and is not just an 
ideal. As I discuss in the next part of this article, Van de Wetering’s memoir depicts a man 
departing for Japan under exactly this assumption: that the ideal Zen of Suzuki’s books is 
practiced in Japanese monasteries. I would therefore argue that Suzuki’s usage of experience is 
more than a modernizing move: it is part of a strategy of making Zen attractive to western readers 
while also consolidating Suzuki’s authority in speaking for the tradition.  
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foundation of all the world’s religions. However, the Japanese have most perfected their 

access to pure experience, and in the meditation of Zen monks, the concentration of 

samurai in a bout, or the pouring of tea in a tea ceremony Nishida sees the best examples 

of accessing such experiences.163 

What does Suzuki’s use of Nishida’s “pure experience” mean for his 

interpretation of Zen? Suzuki’s stress on pure experience becomes a means of asserting 

the authority of his interpretation of the encounter dialogues he so abundantly cites. As is 

clear from the summary above, in principle Nishida’s experience is accessible to all. Yet, 

and Suzuki developed this dimension in-depth, the Japanese are best equipped to feel it. 

Thus, what is presented as a universal feature of human perception turns out to be 

particularly accessible in the “East,” especially Japan. Significantly, in the first chapter of 

An Introduction, Suzuki follows an assertion that Zen “most strongly and persistently 

insists on an inner spiritual experience”164 by concluding: “Therefore I make bold to say 

that in Zen are found systematized, or rather crystallized, all the philosophy, religion, and 

life itself of the Far-Eastern people, especially of the Japanese.”165 In his position as a 

Japanese introducing Zen to the West, Suzuki immunizes himself from any criticism 

from his Western readers, for those readers are not only not Japanese, they are not even 

“Far-Eastern.”166 Suzuki, who is Japanese, explicitly identifies himself as having had the 

                                                

163 Carter, The Kyoto School; Maraldo, “Nishida Kitarō.” For a substantive critique of this notion 
of experience, and how it is complicit with the Japanese war effort, see Heisig and Maraldo, Rude 
Awakenings..  
164 Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 4. 
165 Ibid., 7. 
166 Suzuki’s apparent distaste for criticism can be seen, for example, in his response to a series of 
questions posed by an audience of psychoanalysts. To their questions, which included queries as 
to the nature of the collaboration of Zen Buddhists with the Japanese war effort during the Second 
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experience he reads into encounter dialogues. As quoted above, he tells his reader that his 

cup is “brim-full” of Zen. This unequal power relationship is reinforced by the 

metafictional relegation of the reader to the role of a student, a process already discussed. 

Apart from relying on a discourse of Japanese uniqueness, Nishida’s “pure 

experience” also reinforces Suzuki’s authority in a different manner. The dialogues 

Suzuki cites were written a very long time ago, most of them taking place outside of 

Japan (mainly China, some in India). By asserting that there is an experience uncluttered 

by conceptual thinking, that this experience is best expressed in Zen dialogues, and that 

he himself has had such an experience, Suzuki’s reading of the stories legitimizes itself in 

what I call a circle of legitimization: he reads canonized dialogues from which he 

pretends to derive a notion of experience that allows his very access to these dialogues. 

In An Introduction, Suzuki’s relies upon the utopian dimensions of encounter 

dialogue to assert this perennial mystical experience. Although encounter dialogues are 

set in the past, they present an ideal that is projected in the future, a golden age to return 

to that in Suzuki becomes accessible to anyone. Moreover, Suzuki’s work can be seen as 

part of the quest to “overcome modernity” discussed in the previous chapter. In this 

sense, too, Suzuki’s use of encounter dialogues is utopian, as the perennial experience he 

finds in them resists the intrusion of capitalism on culture and the self. 

Thus far, I have focused only on An Introduction as a sample of Suzuki’s writing. 

However, the pattern I have identified appears in nearly all non-specialist introductions to 

                                                

World War, Suzuki responded by saying that his audience had not understood him properly, and 
moved on to elaborate again on the “central or pivotal point around which Zen moves;” Suzuki, 
Fromm, and De Martino, Zen Buddhism & Psychoanalysis, 59. 
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Zen Buddhism Suzuki wrote. Consider Essays in Zen Buddhism. In the introduction to 

the first volume of the Essays (1927), Suzuki emphasizes the importance of encounter 

dialogues: “The ‘Goroku’ [“Records of Sayings,” collections of encounter dialogue] is 

the only literary form in which Zen expresses itself.”167  Later on, he stresses the 

importance of experience: “Zen proposes its solution [to the problems of life] by directly 

appealing to facts of personal experience and not to book knowledge.”168 This assertion is 

quickly followed by two encounter dialogues, which Suzuki again explains as indicating 

“that Zen was not subject to logical analysis or to intellectual treatment. It must be 

directly and personally experienced by each of us in his inner spirit.”169  Like An 

Introduction, in the first chapter of the Essays this emphasis on an experience read into 

encounter dialogues translates into a power relationship between author and reader. After 

citing an encounter dialogue in which a master reprehends a student by calling him an 

“ignoramus,” Suzuki immediately moves to address the reader: “If I go on like this there 

will be no end. So I stop, but expect some of you to ask me the following questions [two 

hypothetical questions about encounter dialogues follow]. In answer, I append these two 

passages [two encounter dialogues].”170 In this sequence, we again see how Suzuki’s 

concept of experience and the framed encounter dialogues condition a relationship 

between author and reader that is hierarchical, with the author strategically avoiding 

questions by the student, just like the medieval Zen masters in the encounter dialogues. 

                                                

167 Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, 1:7. 
168 Ibid., 1:16. 
169 Ibid., 1:21. 
170 Ibid., 1:33. 
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What we see in this brief summary of only the introduction of the Essays is the same 

pattern I have demonstrated for An Introduction. 

 Another example of the pattern I have identified can be found in the wildly 

famous Zen and Japanese Culture, which, according to Jaffe, sold 100,000 copies since 

the paperback edition of 1970 alone (it was published long before that in both English 

and Japanese, so the actual number is probably much higher).171 In the first chapter of 

Japanese Culture, titled “What is Zen,” Suzuki provides his reader with a host of 

encounter dialogues, introducing the first three with the statement: “Zen verbalism 

expresses the most concrete experience” and concluding after quoting them: “This is 

what I call Zen verbalism. The philosophy of Zen comes out of it.”172 As in the first 

chapter of the Essays just discussed, the manner in which the student-master relationship 

appears is in the ignorance of certain readers. After citing an encounter dialogue that 

answers the question about the Way of Zen by the assertion “When you are hungry you 

eat, when you are thirsty you drink, when you meet a friend you greet him,” Suzuki 

asserts:  

This, some may think, is no more than animal instinct or social usage, and 
there is nothing that may be called moral, much less spiritual, in it. If we 
call it the Tao, some may think, what a cheap thing the Tao is after all! 
Those who have not penetrated into the depths of our consciousness, 
including both the conscious and unconscious, are liable to hold such a 
mistaken notion as the one just cited. But we must remember that . . .173  
 

                                                

171 Suzuki, Zen and Japanese Culture, vii. 
172 Ibid., 6–7. 
173 Ibid., 11. 
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Here, Suzuki again presents himself as an authority who has indeed “penetrated into the 

depths of our consciousness,” whereas at least some of his readers have not. Therefore, 

Japanese Culture also displays the pattern I have identified in An Introduction. 

Though this pattern (of using encounter dialogues to condition the relationship 

reader-author and to present experience as central to Zen) characterizes Suzuki’s 

introductions to Zen, it is remarkably absent from his more scholarly work, such as 

Studies in the Lankavatara Sutra.174 This suggests that Suzuki may have seen encounter 

dialogues as an easy way to allow his western readers to explore the religion. The 

enduring popularity of his work demonstrates that he was right. However, Suzuki’s 

success does not make some of his authorial choices any less problematic.  

Suzuki uses encounter dialogues to build a narrative of Zen in which there is only 

success. Even if a student in the encounter dialogues occasionally does not comprehend 

the master’s meaning, this is never the master’s fault. In Suzuki’s framing of the 

dialogues, what seems like failure is in fact a step towards enlightenment, which for him 

lies at the end of any proper practice of Zen. Van de Wetering’s The Empty Mirror, to 

which I turn next, both demonstrates Suzuki’s influence and contests its view of Zen. Van 

de Wetering counters Suzuki’s certitude with doubt, offering a way of describing Zen 

Buddhism that leaves room for failure: the possibility that the utopian is not real. 

Van de Wetering’s The Empty Mirror 

 Suzuki offers his readers an ideal portrayal of Zen through encounter dialogues. 

In their predetermined role as students, readers are conduced to interpret these stories as 
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proof for Suzuki’s main points. Van de Wetering’s book is different because it establishes 

a tension between life in a Japanese Zen monastery, as experienced by the protagonist of 

The Empty Mirror, and the idealized stories of Zen as they appear in Suzuki’s work. Van 

de Wetering therefore attests to Suzuki’s influence while subtly critiquing the latter’s 

portrayal of Zen, opening the door to a manner of writing about the religion that allows 

for a Zen experience that is unlike the one Suzuki reads into encounter dialogues. 

 This tension between the ideal of Zen and the protagonist’s experience of this 

religion is present in The Empty Mirror from the beginning. Having just been admitted to 

the monastery in Kyoto where he will stay for a year, Janwillem175 stands face to face 

with a statue that depicts, as the extradiegetic narrator informs us, “A Zen master who 

lived in the Middle Ages, one of the most spectacular characters from the history of 

Zen.”176 Despite the fact that Janwillem is unaware of this, he feels “threatened by the 

will-power of the man.”177 Shortly after, as Janwillem waits for an interview with the 

abbot, the focalization178 of the narrative shifts from a personal to an external focalizer: 

                                                

175 To prevent confusion, I will henceforth refer to the autobiographical protagonist of The Empty 
Mirror as Janwillem, and to the narrator and the author of the book as Van de Wetering. I am 
aware that conflating a so-called extradiegetic narrator with a real person carries great risk, but I 
see no other way to effectively describe this book in narratological terms. By an extradiegetic 
narrator, I mean a narrator who does not participate in the story, stands outside it and is all-
knowing. It is the top level of the narrative structure according to the narratological system of 
Gérard Genette. For a useful description, see Herman and Vervaeck, Handbook of Narrative 
Analysis, 81–86. 
176 The Empty Mirror, 5. 
177 Ibid., 6. 
178 This term and the narratological system it implies is that described as “structuralist” by 
Herman and Vervaeck, who modify the term coined by Gérard Genette; Herman and Vervaeck, 
Handbook of Narrative Analysis, 41–102. By “focalization” they mean the viewpoint adopted by 
the narrator, but not identical to that narrator. For example, an all-knowing nineteenth-century 
narrator, who often shows his omniscience by predicting what will happen to the characters later 
on the book, may still choose to narrate through the eyes and bodies of the characters to maintain 
tension, or evoke other effects. Focalization thus has two main types: internal and external to the 
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the extradiegetic narrator tells us about the background of the Zen master in question, a 

roguish character who refused students and commissions, and who chose to live under 

Kyoto’s bridges like a beggar.179 At one point, the emperor sought his wisdom, and was 

told beforehand that the master likes melons. This information proves to be true when the 

disguised despot finds “a beggar with remarkable sparkling eyes.”180 What follows is 

typical: 

He [the emperor] offered the beggar a melon and said: “Take the melon 
without using your hands.” The beggar answered: “Give me the melon 
without using your hands.” The emperor then donated money to build a 
temple and installed the master as a teacher.181 
 

This story, an encounter dialogue, sets up a model for the encounter with the real abbot of 

the monastery. After the narrator has finished telling the story about the beggar-master, 

the focalization shifts once again, and we see the world through Janwillem’s eyes. He is 

surprised, because he will actually get to see the abbot:  

I had read that Zen masters live apart and do not worry about the running 
of the monastery. The daily routine passes them by; their task is the 
spiritual direction of the monks and other disciples whom they receive 
every day, one by one.182 
 

Janwillem thus experiences the monastery through the lens of what he has read about Zen 

Buddhism. In a moment, I will show that it is Suzuki in particular who influences his 

                                                

narrative: when the narrator views a narrative solely through the eyes of a character, he is 
internally focalizing. When he tells the story through his own eyes, he is externally focalizing. Of 
course, as Herman and Vervaeck are very much aware, this division is problematic because it 
assumes that there are “centers of perception in a narrative text that approximate human beings 
and that apparently think and feel as we all do;” Ibid., 71. 
179 Though Van de Wetering never identifies this master, it is clear from the contents that Daitō 
Kokushi (National Teacher Daito; CE 1235-1308) is meant here. For a discussion of this 
character, see Dumoulin, Zen Buddhism: A History — Volume 2 Japan, 185–190. 
180 Van de Wetering, The Empty Mirror, 6. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid. 
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expectations. Van de Wetering’s book attests to Suzuki’s influence while at the same 

time critiquing the utopian experience portrayed by Suzuki. It does this by contrasting 

encounter dialogues with the protagonist’s experiences in the monastery. 

In the remainder of the first chapter, Janwillem continues to impose the 

knowledge he has gained by reading about Zen on his experiences in the monastery. Just 

before meeting the abbot, Janwillem again reflects on what this Zen master should be 

like: he should not like “long stories” and will prefer “methods without words.”183 

Therefore, Janwillem expects a non-verbal treatment that might also be violent. That is 

why he decides to keep his statements brief: 

“I am here,” I said carefully, “to get to know the purpose of life. 
Buddhism knows that purpose, the purpose which I am trying to find, and 
Buddhism knows the way which leads to enlightenment” . . . To my 
surprise the master answered immediately. I had thought that he would be 
silent. When the Buddha was asked if life has, or does not have, an end, if 
there is, or isn’t, a life after death, . . . he did not answer but maintained a 
“noble silence.”184 
 

This seemingly simple passage contains an important parallel: the very moment 

Janwillem starts speaking to the abbot, he is consciously repeating a scene he has read in 

books (namely the exchange between Shakyamuni and an unnamed interrogator). 

However, the abbot refuses to conform to the role assigned to him, and answers 

approvingly: “‘That’s fine’, he said. ‘Life has a purpose, but a strange purpose. When you 

come to the end of the road and find perfect insight you will see that enlightenment is a 

joke.’”185  This answer does not complete the series of surprises: instead of being 

                                                

183 Ibid., 7. 
184 Ibid. 
185 Ibid., 8. 
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rigorously tested before he is allowed to become a student, Janwillem is readily admitted 

to the monastery, causing him to conclude: “Obviously the books which I had read about 

Zen were faulty, written by inexperienced writers.”186 

 In The Empty Mirror, Van de Wetering never names the “inexperienced writers” 

that apparently so misinformed Janwillem about the reality of Zen practice in Japan. Only 

much later, in 1994 and again in 1999, would Van de Wetering testify that what oriented 

him towards Japan in the 1950s (and not India, or any other exotic location) was reading 

Suzuki. He had read “Dr. D.T. Suzuki’s Zen guide”187 while on the ship to Japan and 

when he arrived in Kyoto, he was “clutching Suzuki in [his] right armpit.”188 This 

attachment to Suzuki as a Zen authority leads Janwillem to have a host of preconceived 

notions on the behavior of Zen masters and Zen practice, notions that are first proven 

wrong during the interview with the real Zen master in Kyoto, and that will haunt the rest 

of his stay in Japan. 

Van de Wetering was not the only one so decisively influenced by Suzuki: in the 

era after the Second World War, Suzuki was the main reference for many Westerners 

intrigued by the religion they had come to know simply as “Zen.” But what is remarkable 

about The Empty Mirror is that it details the discovery of the misunderstandings Suzuki’s 

books can cause. Janwillem operates on the assumption that Suzuki’s work accurately 

represents life in a Zen monastery, but again and again discovers that this is not so. 

                                                

186 Ibid. 
187 Van de Wetering, Afterzen, 65. 
188 Van de Wetering, “Introduction.” 
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The second chapter of The Empty Mirror, which is aptly titled “Meditating 

Hurts,” provides another example of the contrast the memoir maintains between the 

reality portrayed in Suzuki’s books and what Janwillem experiences in the monastery: 

The first meditation is forever etched into my memory. After a few 
minutes the first pains started. My thighs began to tremble like violin 
strings. The sides of my feet became burning pieces of wood. My back, 
kept straight with difficulty, seemed to creak and to shake involuntarily. 
Time passed inconceivably slowly. There was no concentration at all.189 
 

The books Janwillem has read do not mention this experience. In a hagiography of the 

Tibetan saint Milarepa, Janwillem reads that this bodhisattva is not bothered by pain: 

“There was nothing about pain in the legs or back, the fight with sleep, the confused and 

endlessly interrupting thoughts.”190 Life in the monastery is tough: Janwillem sleeps some 

four hours per night, with an extra hour in the afternoon, meditates six painful hours in 

summer and more in winter, and spends the remainder of his time cleaning hallways and 

maintaining the monastery garden. This routine is not without results: regular meditation 

causes Janwillem to become “fully aware,” able to “really see objects in [his] 

surroundings.”191 He even manages to instinctively solve a problem by improvising, 

something that his master considers a great accomplishment.192 But what always remains 

beyond Janwillem’s reach and drives him to despair, is satori, the enlightenment 

experience Suzuki sees as the goal of Zen practice. He is supposed to gain it through 

solving the question contained in his koan and then providing his master with the answer 

during a formal interview. Thus, Janwillem day after day lines up outside the master’s 

                                                

189 Van de Wetering, The Empty Mirror, 14. 
190 Ibid., 23. 
191 Ibid., 20. 
192 Ibid., 20–1. 
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room, goes in, bows to the master, and says nothing. In the The Empty Mirror, he never 

finds the answer.  

For Janwillem, Suzuki’s ideal reality and enlightenment experience remain out of 

reach, contained only in encounter dialogues. What The Empty Mirror offers us instead is 

the full complexity of an all-too human existence. Early in the book, Janwillem already 

feels disappointed: “The newness of the exotic, mystical Far East had gone. Perhaps the 

people here looked different and sometimes wore outlandish clothes [ . . . ] Even so, I 

couldn’t rid myself of the clear and painful feeling that nothing had changed.”193 This 

comment follows a slightly traumatic experience: Janwillem finds a kitten in the garden 

and feeds it, only to see it bitten to death by the monastery dog. He then finds out that 

people living near the monastery put unwanted young kittens in the garden to be killed by 

the dog. This is the neighbors’ solution to a moral quandary: as lay Buddhists, they are 

unable to kill the kittens themselves yet have no qualms in letting the dog take care of the 

problem. But Janwillem considers their behavior hypocritical, and not in line with the 

ideals of Buddhism.  

If the neighbors act hypocritically in Janwillem’s eyes, so do his fellow monks, 

who do not take the monastic rules or the Eightfold Path too seriously. Whenever they 

like, monks simply prop a ladder against the wall, put on civilian clothes and rush off to 

the movies, a bar (a more challenging destination, since they might smell of liquor during 

the early-morning interview with the master), or a prostitute.194 Most of them are only in 

the monastery for the job prospects it offers: after three years of being there, they can get 

                                                

193 Ibid., 35. 
194 Ibid., 89–90. 
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work in a temple. “The organization is similar to that of the Catholic Church,” the 

narrator notes.195 Later on, when Janwillem sees the whole neighborhood enter the Kyoto 

monastery “neatly dressed” on a Sunday, the scene is compared to what takes place in the 

“Free Dutch Reformed Church in Rotterdam,” with everyone enjoying percussion music, 

choir singing, a lecture on the life of a Buddhist saint, and a meal.196 Gradually, the East 

loses its mystique and becomes recognizable to Janwillem. Van de Wetering thus 

demythologizes the Orientalist dynamic of the “mysterious east” that had infused 

Suzuki’s discussion of Zen. 

Even the most important man of the monastery, the abbot, proves to be an 

ordinary human being. During the Second World War, he was conscripted and sent to 

Manchuria to fight. To Janwillem’s objection that killing is not allowed by Buddhist 

doctrine he answers laconically: ‘“Allowed, allowed,’ the master said. ‘I had to. If I had 

refused I would have been shot.”’197 His life as a leader is filled with duties. Not only 

does he have to do koan interviews every morning, but he also has to work in the garden 

with the others. In addition, he is the head of all the nearby Zen temples and is 

responsible for lectures on varying topics. He does have two hobbies, however: watching 

baseball games and going to the movies, “but only when he could see a picture connected 

in some way with Africa; he liked animals and the jungle-lush, tropical vegetation.”198 At 

one point, the abbot’s pastime leads to a conflict with his assistant, the head monk, when 

                                                

195 Ibid., 39. 
196 Ibid., 54–55. 
197 Ibid., 38. 
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the former has no money but wants to go to the cinema anyway.199 With his description of 

the abbot’s life, Van de Wetering shows how real Zen masters also have petty human 

concerns, a dimension not shown in Suzuki’s work. 

The contrast between Janwillem’s life and that of the Zen masters in the 

encounter dialogues reaches a climax at the end of The Empty Mirror.200 An American 

colleague of Janwillem, Gerald, is depressed, and Janwillem tries to cheer him up by 

telling him a Zen story: a monk tries to solve his koan but does not succeed despite great 

efforts. He therefore leaves the monastery and goes to live in a temple. Over time, he 

forgets the koan and instead spends his days taking care of his new abode. But one day, 

the sound of a pebble sends satori surging through his being. Gerald, however, is not 

impressed by this story and tells two more recent stories: one describes a monk trying to 

solve the koan “stop the Inter-city train coming from Tokyo.” He works on the riddle for 

many years, to no avail, and finally throws himself underneath said high-speed train. The 

second story is about a headstrong monk, whose master often punished him with a small 

hard cane. One day, the master strikes too hard, and the monk dies. No one is held 

accountable, because “the police know that there is an extraordinary relationship between 

master and pupil, a relationship outside the law.”201 

Thus, in the conclusion of The Empty Mirror, disappointment enters the level of 

the mise en abyme, which from then on can no longer function as a normative ideal. At 

that point, the tension between ideal and reality that the book has maintained for such a 
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long time collapses, and the story ends. Having never known satori, Janwillem leaves the 

monastery and gets on a ship bound for his native Holland. The last sentence of The 

Empty Mirror brings us back to everyday European life: “I went into the bar and ordered 

a cold beer.”202 His departure is the completion of a long process. By writing the Zen 

history of a failure, Van de Wetering shows that there is a significant gap between Zen’s 

ideals and reality. Thus, he reveals the one-dimensional nature of representations such as 

Suzuki’s, which only discuss success and not failure. 

In The Empty Mirror encounter dialogues no longer figure as “mirrors in the 

text.” Instead of reflecting the contents, they invert them. Dällenbach does not allow for 

this possibility. For him, the literary work cannot be riven by internal division, a 

structuralist assumption that underlies his study. Therefore, Van de Wetering’s book 

requires a different method of reading the framed stories. Throughout this chapter, I have 

argued that the contrast between encounter dialogues and reality in Van de Wetering’s 

novel is a manner of critiquing books like Suzuki’s that idealize Zen. Van de Wetering’s 

narrative of a failed Buddhist creates the possibility for a different, more balanced, type 

of Zen narrative. 

                                                

202 Ibid., 145. In the follow-up volume to The Empty Mirror, A Glimpse of Nothingness, Van de 
Wetering does solve his koan while staying in an American Zen community. Although 
“according to the Zen books I had read and the stories I had heard solving a koan is accompanied 
by satori, enlightenment,” for Janwillem solving the koan has minimal results: “I had to admit 
that nothing had changed very much. Perhaps I might now have a more intense realization of 
relativity, a better idea of the non-importance of what concerned me. But that was nothing new. 
Detachment is caused by a slow process, and the results of this process, if any, are gradual. It was 
quite possible that I was merely imagining my improved sense of detachment.” Though A 
Glimpse of Nothingness deserves its own study, I would like to point out that in this book also 
maintains a tension between ideal (solving a koan results in satori) and reality (solving a koan 
changes nothing). See Van de Wetering, A Glimpse of Nothingness, 55. 
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The uniqueness of Van de Wetering’s approach can be illustrated by a brief 

comparison with three other testimonies by Westerners who also went to Japan to study 

Zen. None of their testimonies include encounter dialogues, and all of them end with 

satori. These two differences indicate that in these stories, the ideal of Zen does become 

reality, and mark the uniqueness of The Empty Mirror, which maintains a tension 

between ideal (encounter dialogues) and reality (the experiences in the monastery). 

Philip Kapleau’s The Three Pillars of Zen (1967) presents itself as “a book setting 

forth the authentic doctrines and practices of Zen from the mouths of the masters 

themselves [ . . . ] as well as to show them come alive in the minds and bodies of men and 

women of today.”203 The latter part of the book therefore contains “Eight Contemporary 

Enlightenment Experiences of Japanese and Westerners,” already suggesting that the 

outcome of each of these testimonies will be satori. As a sample of these testimonies, 

Kapleau’s own account, titled “Mr. P.K., An American Ex-Businessman,” serves well.204 

Like Van de Wetering, Kapleau has read and heard a lot about Zen before going to Japan. 

He is also familiar with Suzuki’s work.205 When Kapleau arrives in a Japanese monastery, 

he and a friend therefore try to “test” a Zen master by using their book knowledge, 

something that ends in disappointment.206 A further similarity to Van de Wetering’s book 

is that Kapleau describes his first experiences with meditation as “miserable.” 207 

However, eventually Kapleau conquers his koan, whereafter joy surges through him, 

                                                

203 Kapleau, The Three Pillars of Zen, xv–xvi. 
204 Ibid., 208–229. Kapleau indicates that this is his own experience on page 190. 
205 Ibid., 208–9. 
206 Ibid., 210–11. 
207 Ibid., 211. 
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changing his life forever.208 He then becomes a Zen master in an established lineage. His 

Canadian wife, Delancey Kapleau, who writes the eighth testimonial in the book, 

undergoes a similar evolution, with satori at the end.209 Although these narratives show 

that satori is indeed possible, they also tantalize the reader into seeking valuation in satori 

as the only goal of their Zen practice. In the testimonies of Philip and Delancey Kapleau, 

one detects an obsession with satori, the experience that, they are both certain, will 

change their life. Both testimonies read as detective stories, where the culprit (satori) 

remains elusive until at last he is caught and the world is put right. One imagines that 

readers of this book who started to practice Zen held on to satori in a similar manner, and 

there must have been those who failed in their quest. In The Empty Mirror, Van de 

Wetering gives a voice to this silent group, and thus pioneers a new type of Zen narrative. 

 Like Kapleau’s book, Robert Aitken’s Zen manual Taking the Path of Zen (1982) 

contains a short account of the author’s own experiences with Zen training. Aitken’s 

testimony is similar to those of Kapleau and Van de Wetering, but shares its happy 

ending only with the former. As an American prisoner-of-war during World War II, 

Aitken encounters Zen in Kobe, Japan, where a guard loans him a copy of R.H. Blyth’s 

Zen in English Literature.210 After having met Blyth, coincidentally also a prisoner in 

Kobe, Aitken resolves to study Zen in Japan and is encouraged by Suzuki, who helps him 

obtain a scholarship after the war ends.211 In Japan, Aitken meets Kapleau and studies 

under many Japanese masters, eventually obtaining an enlightenment experience and 
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210 Aitken, Taking the Path of Zen, 115. 
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becoming an authenticated Zen teacher. Again, Aitken’s account is similar to Van de 

Wetering’s in some respects: both first encounter Zen through books and then travel to 

Japan to learn more. However, The Empty Mirror never shows us an enlightenment 

experience, again indicating how unique Van de Wetering’s memoir is within the 

subgenre of Zen memoirs written by westerners. Moreover, like the Kapleaus, Aitken 

does not include encounter dialogues in his testimony. He does not need to: for him the 

ideal experience Suzuki reads into encounter dialogues becomes reality. 

Reflecting and Empty Mirrors 

Returning to the contrast between Suzuki and Van de Wetering, both authors 

symbolically indicate the different functions framed encounter dialogues perform in their 

work. While analyzing an encounter dialogue, Suzuki writes: 

Here is no logic, no philosophizing; here is no twisting of facts to suit our 
artificial measures; here is no murdering of human nature in order to 
submit it to intellectual dissections; the one spirit stands face to face with 
the other spirit like two mirrors facing each other, and there is nothing to 
intervene between their mutual reflections.212 
 

Suzuki tells us exactly what he does in his entire book: there is nothing that blocks the 

endless reproduction of the ideal experience represented in encounter dialogues. Any 

human being can access the experiences of Zen masters, and become a Zen master in the 

process. For Suzuki, the utopian reality portrayed in encounter dialogues is the reality of 

Zen: these mirrors in the text allow for no refraction. 

                                                

212 An Introduction to Zen Buddhism, 31. The importance for Suzuki of the metaphor of a flawless 
mirroring is suggested by its repetition in the Essays (Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, 1:21.). 
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Van de Wetering’s use of the mirror symbol differs from Suzuki’s. Despite the 

title of The Empty Mirror, the only time a mirror appears in the book is at the end.213 An 

old priest tells Janwillem about a court lady who wants to know the true meaning of 

Buddhism. To achieve her goal, she becomes the student of an old man who dwells in a 

dilapidated temple. She stays for three months but does not receive an answer to her 

question. When the master sees her disappointment, he pities her and promises to visit her 

in her palace. He asks her to collect fifty mirrors within one month and to await his visit. 

The master arrives and arranges the mirrors in a way so that all of them reflect each 

other’s image. The lady sits down in a lotus posture in the middle of this installation and 

concludes that every action causes every consequence, that everything reflects everything 

and is thus connected. Deeming this a meager but workable beginning, the master then 

leaves. The lady, after more practice, finally achieves the desired “sublime 

enlightenment”. After this story is told to Janwillem and Peter (the American interpreter 

of the monastery), the following dialogue takes place: 

“Those mirrors are empty,” I said, “there is nothing. Nothing reflects, 
nothing can be reflected.” 
Peter walked towards me and gave me one of his rare proofs of friendship; 
he put his arm around me and pressed me against him. 
“The empty mirror,” he said. “If you would really understand that, there 
would be nothing left here for you to look for.”214 
 

The reflection stops because there is nothing to be reflected: the ideal of Zen 

enlightenment does not become reality in Janwillem’s existence. In a similar way, Van de 

Wetering’s “mirrors in the text” never take over the book as they do in Suzuki’s. They do 

                                                

213 Van de Wetering, The Empty Mirror, 121–4.) 
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not take over, because they cannot reflect Van de Wetering’s lived existence. Thus, the 

mirror remains empty, and even if Janwillem can impress Peter with that answer, he fails 

to understand.  

Conclusion 

This chapter has compared Suzuki’s An Introduction to Zen Buddhism with Van 

de Wetering’s The Empty Mirror by comparing the manner in which both texts frame 

encounter dialogues. Suzuki’s manner of framing was one of reflection: for him, these 

utopian riddles constitute the reality of Zen, which for him culminates in a modern 

Japanese notion of religious experience. I described this system as a circle of 

legitimization: Suzuki claims that the dialogues portray an experience beyond words. He 

then legitimizes his understanding of the dialogues because he claims to have access to 

this experience. In Van de Wetering’s book, this move was impossible, because the latter 

maintains a significant contrast between utopian narrative and daily existence in the 

monastery. Paired with this analysis of experience was the use of Lucien Dällenbach’s 

The Mirror in the Text to investigate the function of encounter dialogues. I showed that, 

whereas in Suzuki’s book the inset encounter dialogues determine the relationship 

between author and reader (thus showing the marks of a specific type of mise en abyme, 

namely the “transposition”), in The Empty Mirror this was impossible because the good 

place of encounter dialogues became a no-place in Janwillem’s existence. I then proposed 

that a better way to see the function of failure in Van de Wetering’s book is as a means of 

critiquing narratives of Zen like Suzuki’s and presenting a more balanced Zen, where 

monks have weaknesses and ideals do not represent all of reality. 
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Van de Wetering’s balanced manner of writing about Zen provides a useful 

supplement to Suzuki’s voluminous oeuvre, an oeuvre that remains important and 

influential in our time. Because despite generating inspiring cross-cultural conversations 

and enriching the lives of so many, Suzuki’s representation of Zen (as it appears in his 

introductions to the topic) has problems that require our continued attention. One of the 

most widespread of the misunderstandings caused by his work is that Zen for many has 

come to mean a universally available spiritual experience. This severing of Zen from the 

historical tradition has allowed the easy commercialization of the term and the vague 

notions of spirituality it is taken to represent. “Zen” has become a brand, attachable to 

anything from couches to business manuals, promising a release from suffering through 

the purchase of consumer goods. Re-establishing Zen Buddhism as a complex religion 

practiced by particular human beings with human failings could counter this narrative, 

which can only disappoint those looking for ultimate insights. Van de Wetering’s book 

brings Zen back to the ground, to the present everyday that Suzuki again and again urges 

us to attend to.215 Though Suzuki did not live to see the publication of The Empty Mirror,  

I therefore imagine that he would have approved of such a project. 

A large part of chapter 3 is forthcoming in Japan Studies Review. The 

dissertation/thesis author was the sole author of this article. 

                                                

215 Somewhat following in Van de Wetering’s tracks, Tim Ward has written a remarkable account 
of Thai monastic life that is comparable to Van de Wetering in contrasting Buddhist utopian 
narratives with what the protagonist experiences in person. Ward, What the Buddha Never 
Taught. 
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CHAPTER 4: “Mountains, Rivers, and the Whole Earth:” Gender, Lineage, and 

Reenactment of Encounter Dialogue 

 

Introduction 

Thus far, I have only talked about men. Now, I will examine encounter dialogues 

for what they conceal in plain sight: the absence of female practitioners and the nature of 

enlightenment as performance. I will examine both gender and enlightenment via 

“reenactment,” a term that I understand through the work of Rebecca Schneider to mean 

“the practice of re-playing or re-doing a precedent event, artwork, or act.”216  Via 

Schneider, I argue that the Chan school has reenactment as a central concern, especially 

as it relates to questions of lineage and gender.217 Within this patriarchal tradition, 

reenactment of encounter dialogues is controlled, and its effect, “enlightenment,” 

reserved for a select few. But reenactment also has the potential of disrupting Chan 

patrilineage, allowing a space for the presence of women and, ultimately, for a lineage 

that is inclusive, extended to everyone regardless of affiliation, social class, or gender. In 

this manner, the utopian past that encounter dialogue portrays—a past without women—

is refigured as a female utopia where the authoritative masculine relationship that 

characterized these riddles is overcome. 

                                                

216 Schneider, Performing Remains, 2. 
217 As my wording indicates, in this chapter I return to texts from the Chinese Chan tradition, 
despite drawing on material relating to Japanese Zen to sketch the general framework (notably 
studies by Faure and Meeks, both of which are nearly exclusively concerned with Japanese 
Buddhism). This choice prevents the chapter from expanding too much into vague generality—a 
definite risk when one deals with themes so immense as performance and gender. 
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Though recent years have seen a critical reexamination of Buddhist texts through 

the angle of gender studies, examinations of encounter dialogue within this framework 

are rare. 218  Moreover, such studies have thus far disregarded work on (ritual) 

performances of this genre, ignoring the deep interconnection between gender and 

performance. As this chapter will demonstrate, a combination of both perspectives, 

gender studies and performance theory, renders very fruitful readings of encounter 

dialogues, allowing us to think through the limitations of the genre towards a broadened 

notion of Chan lineage. 

My discussion will proceed as follows. First, I read two dialogues from the 

Record of Linji. 219  These dialogues, I show, bring forth the different aspects of 

                                                

218 In addition to the works cited in the body of this chapter, such studies include Kabilsingh and 
Chatsumarn, Thai Women in Buddhism; Gross, Buddhism after Patriarchy; Campbell, Traveller 
in Space; Wilson, Charming Cadavers; Jacoby, Love and Liberation.  
Recent important work by Nirmala Salgado critiques the assumptions of most of these analyses, 
especially where they pertain to Buddhist practice. Salgado asserts that such work "tends to be 
guided by norms of canonical texts supplemented by feminist presuppositions and liberal theories 
in understanding the meaning of renunciant freedom and of debates about the higher ordination; it 
is also guided by a supposed need to find comparative categories of analysis across Buddhist 
traditions. That is, feminist notions of freedom are often perceived as valid not because they are 
universally valid; they gain their validity precisely in the comparative applications of them 
elsewhere away from their birthplace." Buddhist Nuns and Gendered Practice, 16.. Although I 
will make plenty of comparisons between (feminist) theory and Buddhist practice in the pages to 
come, the only non-fictional nuns I apply these comparisons to are those who live and practice in 
the West. Since Salgado also observes that it is western nuns who reproduce feminist ideas (such 
as “empowerment”), I do not feel I am being overly careless in this application. 
As for a gender studies approaches to encounter dialogue, Miriam Levering’s article on the 
appearance of Guanyin in encounter dialogues is an a good example of such an examination. 
Levering’s account, though useful, remains limited to a categorization of those appearances, 
almost without any consideration of the bodhisattva’s androgyny or what the consequences of her 
introduction in the genre might signify. Levering, “Guanyin/Avalokitesvara in Encounter 
Dialogues.” 
219 For the importance of The Record of Linji, a Song dynasty collection of encounter dialogues, 
within the Chan tradition, please see the first chapter of this study. That chapter also addresses the 
different versions of this text and when they were composed, its historical context (the Song 
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reenactment I will discuss in this chapter, and are thus a good way to start my discussion. 

Focusing on gender, I then examine a famous passage from the Vimalakirtinirdesa sutra 

that the dialogues from the Record refer to. Through analyzing this passage, I am able to 

sketch the outlines of the gender debate within the Buddhist tradition as a whole, a 

necessary premise for my discussion of gender as performance within this tradition. Then, 

I move to a consideration of Chan lineage within a theoretical framework informed by 

performance theory. It is here that I explore the implications of using “reenactment” to 

look at the Chan school. Putting work by Rebecca Schneider and Robert Sharf side by 

side, I will not only show that lineage was understood to be reenacted within the Chan 

school itself, but moreover that enlightenment also needs to be understood within such a 

framework. After these—mainly theoretical—explorations, I will return to encounter 

dialogue. I show that within Chan there are two ways of reading these dialogues. One of 

these, the “grasping way,” tends to be confrontational and exclude women from spiritual 

attainment. The other, the “granting way,” is inclusive and often foregrounds the (often 

female) body as site of transmission, stressing compassion instead of opposition. I then 

examine how this twofold hermeneutic affects the experiences of contemporary female 

Zen Buddhists documented in the recently published koan collection The Hidden Lamp 

(2013). On the basis of this analysis, I argue that reenactment allows women to 

reconfigure “grasping” into “granting” dialogues. Finally, I gesture towards new forms of 

lineage independent of the Zen school by close-reading encounter dialogues belonging to 

the “granting way.” 

                                                

Dynasty) and its intended audience (well-educated members of the Chinese political elite and 
Chan monks), all elements that I take for granted in my discussion here. 
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Linji and Mayu Play Guanyin 

The connection between gender, performance, and lineage in the Chan tradition is 

suggested by an encounter dialogue from the Record of Linji that is even more peculiar 

than most dialogues in that collection. In it, Linji interacts with Mayu, a character whose 

historical identity is uncertain (a problem to which I will return). 

The master then one day arrived in He prefecture, and prefectural 
governor Wang asked him to take the Dharma Seat. At that time, Mayu 
came out and asked: “The great compassionate one has a thousand hands 
and eyes. Which is the real eye?” 
The master spoke: “The great compassionate one has a thousand hands 
and eyes. Which is the real eye? Speak fast speak fast!” 
Mayu pulled the master off the seat and sat down himself.  
The master approached and said: “How do you do?” 
Mayu hesitated. 
The master also pulled Mayu down from the seat and sat down himself. 
Mayu then left. The master then got off the seat.  
 
師因一日到河府。府主王常侍請師升座。時麻谷出問。大悲千手眼。

那箇是正眼。師云。大悲千手眼。那箇是正眼。速道速道。麻谷拽師

下座。麻谷却坐。師近前云。不審。麻谷擬議。師亦拽麻谷下座。師

却坐。麻谷便出去。師便下座.220 
 
The scene here in many ways resembles the one presented in the first chapter of this 

study: Linji takes the Dharma seat and answers questions with quick action instead of 

logic and reason. The lack of descriptive details, the role-division of master and student, 

and the brevity of the entire interaction indicate clearly that this is another encounter 

dialogue. What is so special about this one? 

First, this dialogue dramatizes the role-play that is important in all Zen 

encounters. Mayu and Linji engage in a contest to determine who is the master and who 

the student, thereby, for a moment, rendering the relativity of those roles clear. Though it 
                                                

220 T1985.47.0496 c04-c09. 
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is true that Linji eventually reaffirms his authority by retaking his seat, the dance that he 

and Mayu have engaged in might have given prefectural governor Wang (him again!) 

pause. After all, this exchange exposes that a master’s authority partially depends on the 

mise en scène: Linji is the master because he sits in a particular seat. When he is no 

longer in that seat, is he still the master? In other words, is his authority as a Chan master 

a created effect or does Linji have inner merits and attainments that make him a master? 

Governor Wang might have become afraid that such questions would inspire another, 

secular Mayu to pull him of the governor’s seat, not an impossibility during the 

politically volatile times that were the late Tang, the era during which this dialogue 

supposedly took place. 

The uncertain identity of Mayu enhances this subversive role-play, because we do 

not know who is historically indicated by this name: he could be either older or younger 

than Linji. Some commentators have suggested he is Baoche (寶徹; n.d.), an abbot of a 

Chan monastery on Mount Mayu. Like Linji, this Baoche stood within the lineage of 

Mazu Daoyi (馬祖道一; 709-788 CE) and is presumed to have been much older than 

Linji.221 It would be this older Mayu that is intended later on in the Record, when Linji 

gives us a who’s who of his lineage, including such Chan celebrities as the 

aforementioned Mazu Daoyi and Shitou Xiquan (石頭希遷; 700-790 CE). After this 

overview, Linji goes on to associate every ancestor with a quality, telling us 

                                                

221 Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 99, n30. 
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enigmatically that Mayu’s “functioning” (yongchu 用處) was “Bitter like the Huangbo 

tree, [therefore] none could approach” (如麻谷用處。苦如黃蘗近皆不得).222  

Ruth Fuller Sasaki, author of an important translation and study of the Record, 

mentions that other commentators on this passage question the identification of Mayu 

with Baoche, presumably because they assume that someone ranked above Linji in the 

lineage could not possibly fill the role of Mayu in the dialogue. Instead, they propose that 

this Mayu must have been another, younger abbot of Mount Mayu monastery.223 Though 

I find this reasoning questionable (there are plenty of precedents of older masters 

interrogating younger monks and being bested by the latter), we have to allow for the 

possibility that there are two Mayus present in the Record, whose separate identities 

(namely as an older or dead predecessor and younger student of Linji) are not indicated 

by their names. The uncertainty about Mayu’s identity and social role seems a structural 

element of the dialogue itself, which as I have argued foregrounds the arbitrariness of 

student and master roles. 

The dialogue not only dramatizes the relativity of social roles but also features a 

transgender bodhisattva. For when Mayu uses the epithet “The great compassionate one” 

(dabei; 大悲), he is referring to the thousand-eyed and thousand-armed Guanyin, a 

hugely popular Chinese depiction of the bodhisattva Avalokiteśvara. Now in India this 

bodhisattva was decidedly male, but in China he became a she. Chün-Fang Yü asserts 

that depictions in Dunhuang of Guanyin had been masculine until the 10th century. 

                                                

222 T1985.47.0501b26. 
223 Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 99, n30. 
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Around that time, in the early Song, a shift occurred as female portrayals of the 

bodhisattva began to appear.224 Yü traces this shift to the popularity, especially among lay 

believers, of a female manifestation of the Bodhisattva, Princess Miaoshan.225 This 

manifestation gradually became identified with the bodhisattva him/her-self, particularly 

the so-called Dabei (compassionate) Guanyin, who is portrayed with a thousand hands 

and arms.226 Therefore, when Mayu mentions this esoteric depiction of Guanyin to Linji, 

he is doing so at a time when the gender of that bodhisattva was in flux. Chan Buddhists 

were very much aware of this transformation: although Yü claims depictions of the 

bodhisattva remained masculine within the monastery walls, from the tenth century 

onwards Chan literature refers to female incarnations of Guanyin (Miaoshan being just 

one of these) on numerous occasions.227 Therefore, the eleventh-century writers of the 

Record probably knew about this trend of rendering one of the most popular and 

powerful bodhisattvas as a woman. This trend is all the more remarkable since the Song 

is known as the time when Chinese gender prejudice assumed the proportions it would 

sustain for many centuries to come: women, especially those belonging to the upper 

                                                

224 Yü, Kuan-Yin, 2–6; Stein, “Avalokiteśvara / Kouan-Yin, Un Exemple de Transformation D’un 
Dieu En Déesse,” 65. 
225 The story, in brief, is the following: Miaoshan was a particularly pious princess who refused to 
marry, arousing the anger of her father who tortured her in various ways before eventually 
executing her. Despite his cruelty, Miaoshan does not hate her father, and instead returns from the 
dead to give up her own hands and eyes as ingredients for a miraculous medicine that saves him 
from a lethal disease. At the end of the story Miaoshan shows her true form, which is that of the 
thousand-armed and thousand-eyed Guanyin (see Yü 293-4 for a translation of the story). Note 
the metonymic connection between Miaoshan giving up her hands and eyes and the abundance of 
hands and eyes possessed by the “great compassionate” form of Guanyin. 
226 Yü, Kuan-Yin, 293–352. 
227  Faure, The Rhetoric of Immediacy, 246–7; Faure, The Red Thread, 118, n62; Stein, 
“Avalokiteśvara / Kouan-Yin, Un Exemple de Transformation D’un Dieu En Déesse,” 57–8. 
Glen Dudbridge points out that one of the earliest references to the Miaoshan legend is in a Chan 
text, the Congrong lu 從容錄 (T2004.48). Dudbridge, The Legend of Miaoshan, 38–9. 
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classes, were increasingly denied the relative liberty they had enjoyed during the Tang 

and confined more and more to the household. Infamously, this is also when the custom 

of footbinding began to take hold. In the context of changing gender norms within 

Chinese Buddhism and Song Chinese society in general, one can thus read Mayu and 

Linji’s question (“which is the real eye?”) as an inquiry into the proper way of seeing 

Guanyin. 

This interpretation becomes more probable when one considers that Linji and 

Mayu will return to this issue, not only within the Record but also in other Chan texts. 

The first repetition I wish to discuss occurs near the end of the Record. Again, Linji faces 

Mayu: 

Mayu arrived at the assembly. He spread his sitting mat, and asked: 
“Which is the real face of the twelve-faced Guanyin?”  
The master got off the rope-bottomed chair. With one hand, he gathered 
[Mayu’s] sitting mat. With the other, he took Mayu by the hand and said: 
“Where has the twelve-faced Guanyin gone?”  
Mayu twisted his body, intending to sit on the rope-bottomed chair. The 
master took hold of a stick and hit him. Mayu received [the stick], 
however, and mutually grasping [it] they entered the abbot’s quarters. 
 
麻谷到參。敷坐具問。十二面觀音。阿那面正。師下繩床。一手收坐

具。一手搊麻谷云。十二面觀音。向什麼處去也。麻谷轉身擬坐繩床

。師拈拄杖打。麻谷接却相捉入方丈.228  
 

Sasaki describes the relationship between this Guanyin dialogue and the previous one as 

“merely two accounts of the same incident.”229 She is right that they are similar: both 

feature Mayu and Linji, ask a question about Guanyin, and repeat that question. Both 

                                                

228 T1985.47.0504a22-25. 
229 Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 99 n30. 
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involve a struggle about who gets to sit in the master’s seat. But to use the adverb 

“merely” is to dismiss two significant differences between the dialogues.  

The first major difference is the nature of the question asked. Whereas in the 

previous version, the question was about the authenticity of the “thousand-handed” 

Guanyin, here the question concerns the “twelve-faced” incarnation. According to Yü, 

the twelve-faced Guanyin was an original creation of the Wuyue kingdom (吳越), one of 

the small kingdoms that fought for dominance during the so-called “Five Dynasties and 

Ten Kingdoms” period (907-960 CE) that followed the dissolution of the Tang dynasty 

and preceded the founding of the Song.230 Spanning about five decades, the kingdom was 

rather short-lived, something that Mayu might be pointing out when he asks, “Where has 

the twelve-faced Guanyin gone?” However, his question can also be understood as a note 

on the disappearance of this masculine depiction of the bodhisattva during a time when 

female depictions were emerging. 

Linji and Mayu’s preoccupation with Guanyin does not stop with the dialogues 

included in the Record: Sasaki mentions two other dialogues in which Linji and Mayu 

engage with the twelve-faced incarnation, more specifically with the question of his 

“holiness.”231 This persistence is remarkable, leading Sasaki to observe that the “Twelve-

faced Guanyin, therefore, would seem to have been a frequent topic of discussion at this 

time.”232 Moreover, the particularity of these questions, all relating to authenticity (if one 

allows me to categorize a question about the “holiness” of a bodhisattva as questioning 

                                                

230 Yü, Kuan-Yin, 229–231. 
231 Sasaki, The Record of Linji, 306–7. 
232 Ibid., 307. 
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the authenticity of the bodhisattva as well, as an unholy bodhisattva would be a 

contradiction in terms) make Guanyin unique. Despite Chan’s well-known iconoclasm, it 

seems questions regarding the authenticity of a bodhisattva are only asked of Guanyin: I 

have looked in vain for Chan students or masters asking such questions about any of the 

other bodhisattvas one often finds portrayed in Chinese Chan temples, foremost among 

which are Mañjuśrī (Chinese: wenshu; 文殊), Samantabhadra (C. puxian; 普賢), or 

Maitreya (C. mile;  彌勒). Though my evidence has to remain incomplete, the nature of 

Linji and Mayu’s questions about Guanyin, the historical context in which they ask these 

questions, and the popularity in Chan circles of female incarnations of the bodhisattva 

make it very probable that what they refer to again and again is Guanyin’s gender shift. 

The second major difference between the two Guanyin dialogues in the Record 

concerns the ending of the “twelve-faced” dialogue. Whereas in the “thousand-handed” 

version the contest for domination ended in a victory for Linji, here both contestants enter 

the abbot’s quarters, suggesting that the match has ended in a tie, or even reconciliation. 

Mayu and Linji’s interactions are thus doubled in the Record, but in the repetition a 

change has occurred. The reconciliation of the second version (“mutually grasping [the 

stick] they [Linji and Mayu] entered the abbot’s quarters”) is an ending quite rare in 

encounter dialogues and gestures towards a different perspective on these texts, a reading 

that privileges compassion and equality over conflict. 

These four remarkable characteristics of the dialogues discussed above—namely 

the role-switching; the uncertain identity of at least one of its characters; the insistent 

questioning of Guanyin’s authenticity; and the doubling into two different versions—

have one thing in common: they all involve a concern with reenactment, a type of utopian 
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performance that has the purpose of reviving an always-lost original into the present, 

whether this be the lost original of a stable gender, a lineage ancestor, or even the 

chimerical notion of a pure, final self. 

In what follows, I will first investigate a Buddhist understanding of gender as 

reenactment, an understanding that the encounter dialogues analyzed above refer to. Then 

I will move to a discussion of the reenactment of encounter dialogues in the Chan 

tradition, a reenactment tied to patriarchy and lineage. Finally, I explore the connection 

between gender, lineage, enlightenment and reenactment by distinguishing two different 

types of encounter dialogue, and how contemporary performers by female Zen 

practitioners suggest an alternative Zen utopia. 

Gender and Performance 

I will first examine Buddhist ideas of gender as performance. I will do this via 

another precursor of Linji and Mayu’s interactions, a famous confrontation in the 

Vimalakirtinirdesa sutra, a very popular sutra in medieval China. 233  While this 

confrontation also problematizes authority and gender, it does not respond to this 

problem in the way Linji and Mayu do, who seem uneasy with the discovery that a 

bodhisattva can change gender, or that a master is only a master if he performs that role 

in a certain way. Instead, this scene from the Vimalakirtinirdesa celebrates the discovery 

of authority and gender as reenactment, and welcomes the transformative possibilities 

that this discovery allows. After reading this scene, I will briefly return to Linji and Mayu, 
                                                

233 McRae explains that the popularity of the sutra is attested by “over fifteen hundred depictions 
of Vimalakirti and Manjushri in dialogue known from East Asian painting and sculpture 
traditions, as well as a series of influential commentaries, and innumerable occasional references 
to the text and its ideas in both religious and secular writings.” McRae, “The Vimalakīrti Sutra,” 
61. 
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and elaborate on how their reference to this scene in a dialogue that foregrounds the 

performative nature of authority gestures to the tensions within Chan patrilinealism. 

In the Vimalakirtinirdesa, as in most Mahayana sutras, the attainment of the 

earliest followers of the Buddha, the Shravaka or Arhat, is mocked. The sutra achieves 

this by taking as its target Shariputra (Shelifu; 舍利弗), who in early Buddhism was 

considered the wisest of all the Buddha’s disciples.234 The crowning scene of the sutra’s 

mockery of Shariputra is no doubt the interaction between him and a goddess (tiannü; 天

女), whose spiritual abilities far surpass his own.235 She enters the scene scattering flower 

petals over all the attendants, a mark of homage. The flowers fall off the bodhisattvas, 

heroes of the Mahayana, like rain off a naked body. However, they stick to the Shravakas 

like glue. The flowers cannot be shaken off! The goddess comments on Shariputra’s vain 

attempts to rid himself of the petals in the following manner: 

At that time, the goddess asked Sāriputra, “Why would you remove the 
flowers?” Śāriputra answered, “These flowers are contrary to the Dharma, 
so I would remove them.” The goddess said, “Do not say that these 
flowers are contrary to the Dharma! Why? These flowers are without 
discrimination. Sir, it is you who are generating discriminative thoughts. If 
one who has left home in the Buddha-Dharma has discrimination, this is 
contrary to the Dharma; if such a one is without discrimination, this is in 
accord with the Dharma. “Look at the bodhisattvas, to whom the flowers 
do not adhere – this is because they have eradicated all discriminative 
thoughts.” 
 
天女問舍利弗。何故去華。答曰。此華不如法是以去之。天曰。勿謂

此華爲不如法。所以者何。是華無所分別。仁者自生分別想耳。若於

佛法出家有所分別爲不如法。若無所分別是則如法。觀諸菩薩華不著

者已斷一切分別想故.236  
                                                

234 Mrozik, “Śāriputra.” 
235 T475.14.547c23-0548c27.  
236 McRae’s translation of T475.14.547c27-0548a03. McRae, “The Vimalakīrti Sutra,” 127. 
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Shariputra, who cannot stomach the humiliation of being rated below the bodhisattvas, 

responds by submitting the goddess to a barrage of questions, in an attempt to find gaps 

in her attainment. The goddess answers these questions in an elegant manner, leading 

Shariputra to resort to low measures. He asks: “Why do you not transform this female 

body [轉女身]?”237  

I need to pause here to place Shariputra’s comment in its context. In her 

foundational Women in Buddhism, Diana Paul argues that early in Buddhism’s history, 

under the influence of pre-Buddhist Indian narratives, femininity was associated with 

sexuality.238 Because sexual intercourse was seen as the result of desire, one of the three 

poisons that continue karmic existence and thus suffering, early Buddhists therefore not 

only rejected desire and sexuality, but also the female body. Paradoxically, and still 

following in the traces of pre-Buddhist narrative tradition, the male body was associated 

with asceticism, the Buddhist ideal. An exemplary Buddhist nun thus had to reject not 

only sexual desire, but also her femininity.  

Despite the fact that an ideal nun has to abandon her femininity, the Buddhist 

monastic code (vinaya) requires her body to remain feminine. Janet Gyatso has 

demonstrated that monastic anxiety about sex and woman has made the gendered body 

the primary site of monastic regulation. As “the most observable and measurable marker 

by which to scrutinize the discipline of the person,” the body allowed “the boundaries of 

                                                

237Translation of T475.14.0548b22. Ibid., 130.  
238 Paul, Women in Buddhism, 5, 175. 
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the [monastic] community to be defined.”239 This monastic community consists of two 

orders, monks and nuns, with monks being ranked higher than nuns. Anyone whose body 

does not fit these categories (for example, androgynous persons) cannot be ordained.240  

Thus, when a woman appears who displays an attainment and wisdom superior to 

the foremost Shravaka Shariputra, the latter cannot accept this. Someone wiser than he, if 

even conceivable, has to be a man, hence his question about why she will not transform 

herself. Paul claims the attitude Shariputra exemplifies changed with the coming of 

Buddhism to China, and the growth of the Mahayana.241 Doctrines like the ultimate 

hollowness of all beings, or shunyata (traditionally translated as “emptiness”), made 

arguing over appearances seem petty: if everything lacks substance, then the opposition 

male-female does not hold. This is what the goddess tells Shariputra in response to his 

question: 

The goddess said: “For the past twelve years I have sought the 
characteristic of being female and have comprehended it to be unattainable 
(i.e.,imperceptible). Why should I transform it? It is as if a magician has 
created a conjured female. If someone asked her, ‘Why do you not 
transform your female body?’ would that person’s question be proper or 
not?”  
 

                                                

239 “Sex,” 287. 
240 Gyatso, “One Plus One Makes Three: Buddhist Gender, Monasticism, and the Law of the 
Non-Excluded Middle,” 108. 
241 Paul, Women in Buddhism, 303. This debate is a complex one, and I content myself here by 
giving an outline. Bernard Faure does not follow Paul’s rather optimistic narrative, and stresses 
the gap between rhetoric and actual practice: egalitarian rhetoric might have existed, but that does 
not mean that actual female Buddhists became more egalitarian. Faure, The Power of Denial. 
More recently, Lori Meeks has started from the same presupposition (though she bases it not only 
on canonized scripture, but also on the personal writings of monastics), namely that there is a gap 
between doctrine and practice, to come to the opposite conclusion. In her account, medieval 
Japanese nuns simply ignored misogynist ideas, and constructed their own Buddhist imaginary 
based on the examples of famous Japanese Buddhist noblewomen. Meeks, Hokkeji and the 
Reemergence of Female Monastic Orders in Premodern Japan, 250–300. 
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天曰。我從十二年來。求女人相了不可得。當何所轉。譬如幻師化作

幻女。若有人問何以不轉女身。是人爲正問不.242  
 

Though Shariputra then acknowledges his question’s impropriety (and thus his own faux 

pas), the goddess does not seem satisfied by his answer. Perhaps she deems Shariputra’s 

knowledge too theoretical. Perhaps she is afraid that Shariputra will go on to spread 

misogynistic slander behind her back. In any case, she uses her powers to make her point 

nonverbally: 

Then the goddess used the power of numinous penetration and changed 
Śāriputra’s body to be like that of a goddess, and she transformed her own 
body to be like Śāriputra. She then asked, “Why do you not transform this 
female body?”  
Śāriputra, in the goddess’s form, answered, “I do not know how you 
transformed me now into this female body.”  
The goddess said, “Śāriputra, if you were able to transform this female 
body, then all females would also be able to transform themselves. Just as 
Śāriputra is not female but is manifesting a female body, so are all females 
likewise. Although they manifest female bodies, they are not female. 
“Therefore, the Buddha has explained that all dharmas are neither male 
nor female.”  
At this point the goddess withdrew her numinous power, and Śāriputra’s 
body returned to as it was before.  

 
即時天女以神通力。變舍利弗令如天女。天自化身如舍利弗。而問言。

何以不轉女身。舍利弗以天女像而答言。我今不知何轉而變爲女 画

像身。天曰。舍利弗。若能轉此女身。則一切女人亦當能轉。如舍利

弗非女而現女身。一切女人亦復如是。雖現女身而非女也。是故佛説

一切諸法非男非女。即時天女還攝神力, 舍利弗身還復如故.243  
 

This scene drives home the point of shunyata. Shariputra has had the experience of being 

a woman, which he knows was an illusion. Likewise, all women in the world are only 

                                                

242 T0475.14.0548b22-25. McRae, “The Vimalakīrti Sutra,” 130. 
243 T475.14.548b27-c06. Ibid. 
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illusorily women and all men are not really men. According to the goddess, there are no 

qualities called “female” or “male” that can be rigorously separated from the performance 

of femininity and masculinity (such qualities are “unattainable”). Femininity and 

masculinity are thus not essences but effects, the result of magic and illusion. Therefore 

they are hollow, or shunya.244 

Contemporary thinkers have often pointed to gender as a performative effect. 

Judith Butler, foremost among such thinkers, writes in Gender Trouble: 

If gender is drag, and if it is an imitation that regularly produces the ideal 
it attempts to approximate, then gender is a performance that produces the 
illusion of an inner sex or essence or psychic gender core; it produces on 
the skin, through the gesture, the move, the gait (that array of corporeal 
theatrics understood as gender presentation), the illusion of an inner 
depth.245 
 

One imagines the goddess in the Vimalakirtinirdesa would have agreed with Butler: 

one’s gender is an effect produced by an ongoing performance. Though this effect might 

be taken for an essence, it is a magical “illusion” that creates the impression of depth 

where there is none (note the similarity in vocabulary between the goddess and Butler 

here).246  

                                                

244 These comments on gender do not necessarily contradict misogynic prejudice: all women are 
valued members of the Buddhist community in that they are not really female, in that their 
femininity is an illusion. This does not contest the female as locus of desire and corruption, as we 
have seen it described by Paul. Faure adds to this that through the notion of the two truths, 
ultimate and conventional, we might understand the sutra to say that ultimately, there are no 
differences, but conventionally, there are (Faure, The Power of Denial, 122.). Moreover, as is 
Faure’s refrain throughout his book, the fact that a popular sutra says something does not 
necessarily make it a practical reality, a warning to those who would too rapidly seize upon such 
examples to claim that Buddhism is egalitarian. 
245 Gender Trouble, 317. 
246 One might object that the goddess does not use the word “gender” at all, which could mean 
that she does not separate, as some of us do, between biological sex and the cultural construction 
thereof. However, I feel that our contemporary distinction is not particularly useful, depending as 
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When comparing the thousand-handed dialogue from the Record with the 

goddess-scene from the Vimalakirtinirdesa, the following parallels become clear: in both 

cases, a female bodhisattva causes a significant switch of roles to occur (though Mayu 

and Linji employ no supernatural powers), and after the switch a key question is repeated 

(in Linji’s case: “Which is the true hand or eye?”; in Shariputra’s case: “Why do you not 

transform this female body?”). One might also read a parallel between the twelve-faced 

dialogue and the sutra, based on a linguistic similarity obscured in translation. For the 

phrase zhuan shen 轉身, which I have translated as Mayu “twisting his body,” parallels 

Shariputra’s phrasing zhuan nüshen 轉女身, “transforming the female body.” Translating 

Mayu as “transforming his body” to escape Linji’s grasp would perhaps not be very loyal 

to Chan repudiations of Buddhist sorcery, and moreover quite clumsy (Linji is holding 

Mayu after all, so twisting makes more sense than transformation) but it is nevertheless 

possible to do so. One can even go so far as to interpret Mayu’s zhuan shen as a 

performed answer to Linji’s question “Where has the twelve-faced Guanyin gone?” We 

could verbalize Mayu’s reply as: “he has twisted/transformed his body, as I am 

twisting/transforming my body now.”  

Although admittedly the goddess episode dramatizes the problematic of gender 

and performance much more explicitly, the authors of the Record might have recognized 

                                                

it does on an uncritically accepted distinction between nature and culture, as Faure points out 
(The Power of Denial, 9–10.). Moreover, Gyatso writes that although Buddhist sources tend to 
talk about “sex” more than gender, sex “came in many contexts to take on a metaphorical rather 
than strictly physicalistic denotation. Such metaphorical application already inches those 
categories over into the domain of what we now understand to be gender.” (Gyatso, “One Plus 
One Makes Three: Buddhist Gender, Monasticism, and the Law of the Non-Excluded Middle,” 
90.) 
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in the goddess’s gender transformation the reverse effect of what they were seeing in 

their own time: a bodhisattva becoming female. That they knew the Vimalakirtinirdesa is 

clear: the Record refers to the sutra and quotes directly from it on multiple occasions, 

explicitly mentioning Vimalakirti (Weimojie; 維摩詰) in an interaction located shortly 

after the thousand-handed Guanyin dialogue.247 Whether the authors intentionally referred 

to the goddess episode or not, we may never know. But Linji and Mayu’s interactions can 

surely be read in this manner by anyone familiar with Chinese Buddhism. The authors of 

the Record incorporated this pattern in a dialogue that alludes to the fact that gender, 

patrilineage and enlightenment are performed effects.248 It is to these last two effects that 

I now turn. 

Lineage and Performance 

To examine how encounter dialogues script performances of patrilineage and 

enlightenment, I will use the work of Rebecca Schneider, a feminist performance theorist. 

Schneider is perhaps not at all interested in Buddhism, but she is thoroughly engrossed in 

the question of reenactment. Her exploration of this term can help us see the intertwining 

of gender, authority, and patrilineality more clearly. At the same time, Schneider 

demonstrates the utopian dimensions of re-performing the past; dimensions that I argue 

refigure encounter dialogue’s portrayal of an exclusively male Zen utopia. 

                                                

247 T1985.47.0497a11. 
248 Levering, quoting the twentieth-century Chan Master Sheng-yen, suggests that the question of 
lineage is already implied in the question about Guanyin’s “true hand or eye,” which could refer 
to “treasure of the correct Dharma eye” that, the Chan tradition asserts, was transmitted by 
Shakyamuni Buddha to his disciple Mahakashyapa and subsequently through the chain of Chan 
Patriarchs; Levering, “Guanyin/Avalokitesvara in Encounter Dialogues,” 28. 
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In Performing Remains, Schneider observed Civil War reenactments across the 

United States. In part basing herself on this experience, she argues against any model that 

would consider such performances “secondary” or “theatrical” and rejects attempts to 

control reenactment. An example of such an attempt is that of performance artist Marina 

Abramović, who meant to control reenactment of her work by the establishment of 

“moral rules.” 249 Schneider disapprovingly describes this practice as “the linear 

transmission of ‘seminal’ works of performance art, charting a patrilineage of 

‘masters.’”250 Instead of such an approach to performance, Schneider wants to examine 

a more porous approach to time and to art—time as full of holes or gaps 
and art as capable of falling or crossing in and out of the spaces between 
live iterations. I am invested, too, in the curious inadequacies of the copy, 
and what inadequacy gets right about our faulty steps backward, forward, 
and to the side.251  
 

Much like Jacques Derrida’s views on the supplement, Schneider reacts against notions 

of originality and authenticity, against the idea that the original is always the best, or that 

the author’s vision is the most correct, and the copy corrupt. Instead, she proposes a 

theoretical framework that values re-doing something as equal to the original 

performance (an original that, in Schneider’s view, does not exist, as it always already 

caught within a web of repetition). She does not limit herself to revaluing reenactment 

but claims that this type of performance conjures the past: 

At various and random moments, amidst the myriad strangeness of 
anachronism at play, it can occasionally feel “as if” the halfway dead 
came halfway to meet the halfway living, halfway. That is, despite or 
perhaps because of the error-ridden mayhem of trying to touch the past, 

                                                

249 Schneider, Performing Remains, 6. 
250 Ibid. 
251 Ibid. 
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something other than the discrete “now” of everyday life can be said to 
occasionally occur – or recur.252 

 
Despite a manifold of anachronisms that haunt every Civil War reenactment, such as the 

presence of spectators, jetplanes in the sky, someone’s wristwatch beeping an alarm, and 

so on, participants testify that sometimes during these performances the present folds into 

the past, and linear time progression collapses.  

The version of the past that returns is not the same for everyone though. When 

Schneider disagrees with one of the participants about the validity of the gender 

construction projected into the past (in those “simpler times . . . women were women and 

men were men”),253 she is kicked out of the tent. This leads her to realize that the time 

these reenactment participants want to get back to is a utopian one, defined by a narrow 

heteronormativity: the participants are not so much interested in what really happened, 

but more in what they want to have happened, which is also what they want to re-occur in 

the present. 

Schneider approaches gender again when discussing the New York-based 

Wooster group’s restaging of one of Jerzy Grotowski’s plays, Akropolis. Grotowski’s 

play, which was performed in 1965, already reenacted a 1904 play, about which 

Grotowski said that he was in conversation with his ancestors. Key in the Wooster 

group’s restaging, which attempted to copy exactly the movements and (Polish) speech of 

Grotowski’s actors (using a video of the past performance to show the audience how 

exact the copy was), are the intentional inaccuracies: the director is female, but literally 

                                                

252 Ibid., 14. 
253 Ibid., 55. 
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quotes (without attribution) Grotowski’s directorial statement about his ancestors; none 

of the actors is fluent in Polish; some of the male roles are played by women and vice-

versa, and all of them are wearing their day-to-day clothes, not costumes. Schneider sees 

this combination of exact replication and campy drag as another example of how 

reenactment is able to summon the past “despite or perhaps because of” the differences 

between the past and present: “Paradoxically, perhaps, it is the errors, the cracks in the 

effort, the almost but not quite, that give us some access to sincerity, to fidelity, to a kind 

of touch across time David Roman has termed ‘archival drag.’”254 

Before relating Schneider’s ideas to encounter dialogue, I want to discuss Robert 

Sharf’s connection of performance and this genre. In two important articles, Sharf turned 

the way we think about encounter dialogues around.255 He claims that during the Song 

dynasty, encounter dialogue and the koan derived from them were primarily rhetorical 

tools, intended for the performance of enlightenment. Much in line with his work on 

Suzuki, Sharf reads Chan enlightenment not as some inherent quality (how would 

spectators see such a quality?) but as a ritual performance that is inextricably tied to 

authority. When priests perform a ritual, their purpose is to make it seem that they are 

erasing their temporal and spatially defined identity to let a “hoary tradition” take over, 

and it is their ability to speak for this tradition that lends them authority.256 In the 

Christian ritual of the Eucharist, for example, a priest does not claim it is his own power 

that transforms a wafer into the flesh of Christ. Instead, a seemingly unaltered and 

                                                

254 Ibid., 112. 
255 Sharf, “Ritual”; Sharf, “How to Think with Chan Gong-An.” 
256 Sharf, “Ritual,” 248. 
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divinely inspired tradition flows through him to transform wafer into flesh. Priests 

become authority figures to the extent that they disfigure themselves, letting something 

else, another time and place, speak through them. 

The same emphatically applies to Chan Buddhist masters, or abbots of a Chan 

monastery, whose identity as “living buddhas” needed to be reasserted ritually during at 

least two occasions: Dharma lectures, where the abbot was expected to speak in the style 

of the ancient masters (paradox, iconoclasm, enlightenment is right here, etc.), and koan-

like interactions (inspired by the patterns of encounter dialogues) with students.257 It is 

not, Sharf asserts, per se the abbot’s character or qualities that matter here, but more the 

ability to both memorize an immense amount of canonic material and improvise on it, 

much like a jazz player improvises using an immense musical memory of “standards.” By 

speaking like their ancient predecessors, contemporary Chan masters could claim to be 

like them, to possess the same powers that these “living buddhas” were said to have. 

Placing Schneider next to Sharf can help us think through some aspects of 

encounter dialogue reenactment. First, Abramović’ attempt to establish a “linear 

transmission of ‘seminal’ works of performance art” mirrors Chan’s jealous control of 

encounter dialogue reenactment. Only one who has been authenticated in the tradition as 

enlightened, and has thus obtained the proper accoutrements of office (signifying his 

position in the “mind to mind transmission” cycle), can give Dharma talks and personal 

interviews, which, as we have just seen, are basically improvisations based upon 

encounter dialogues. Both the Chan tradition and at least one contemporary performance 
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artist attempt to control the identity of those doing the reenacting. The anxiety about this 

relates to authority: who gets to play the Chan master and who gets to be the “real” 

author of art. As we have already seen, these issues are encoded within encounter 

dialogue’s form as riddles, and the hierarchical power dynamic the category of the riddle 

typically evokes (who can pose the riddle, and who can answer it?) 

Both Sharf and Schneider insist that ritual reenactment makes the past visible. 

Leaving Schneider aside for a moment, I would like to note some similarities between 

Sharf’s argument and mine. Both our analyses affirm that encounter dialogues portray a 

utopian past that can be performed in the present to assert authority. Schneider agrees that 

reenactment is inherently tied to notions of authority. But her analysis draws attention to 

what is not accurately performed, to those points where Sharf’s priest does not embody 

the “hoary tradition” but diverges from it.  

Indeed, one might critique Sharf on exactly this point: intent as he is on 

dismissing an experiential account of enlightenment, he neglects to pay attention to the 

phenomenology of performance: his account presupposes that the priest performing the 

ritual is highly talented, that his performance never fails. This presupposition is possibly 

inspired by the notion that a Chan master would have never become a “master” unless he 

was really good at the performance, having become certified by his own masters. 

However, to presuppose Chan masters who would be able to manipulate their audience’s 

reaction to such a degree that their performance never fails would be to attribute to these 

masters a quality very close to the very notion of enlightenment Sharf rejects: an 

enlightenment that makes them talented beyond the possibility of failure. But if one 
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posits that enlightenment is an effect in and of performance, then it must follow that some 

performances fail.  

To account for success and failure really means to pay attention to the non-

repeatable experience of the actors and spectators for whom, during the course of 

performance, sometimes, but not always, something happens. For Schneider, this 

experience consists of a shift in reality, with the past becoming present through gesture, 

through hoary language and shifting light. What she gestures towards, and Sharf does not, 

is a phenomenological account of performative success and failure, where “failure” and 

“success” become almost indistinguishable from each other: reenactments summon the 

past because they combine accuracy with inaccuracy, succeeding and failing at the same 

time. 

Other performance theorists have echoed Schneider’s argument for the 

productivity of failure as a utopian critique of the present. In a recent study of 

performances that consciously “fail,” Sara Bailes has argued that such pieces are able to 

“alter the lived moment and create a different history-in-and-of-the-present.”258 The act of 

failing itself not only draws attention to the liveness of performances, but also to the 

normative framework that would separate “successful” and “failed” performances. 

Therefore, performance has the potential to be both mystical and subversive at the same 

time. Such pieces are 

defined by the story of the telling that won’t be told. The duration and 
repetition of the ‘won’t be told’ remains critical and particularized in each 
case as something to be worked through, to be honed and refined, wherein 
the accommodation of interruption and accident remains fundamental to 

                                                

258 Bailes, Performance Theatre and the Poetics of Failure, 99. 
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that telling. Perhaps a poetics of failure is simply the distinctive framing of 
this space, between what is unintelligible and what wants to be 
understood, a space without margins, ‘flush with its edges’ to borrow poet 
John Ashbery’s words . . . There is something utopic in this wish to make 
things appear more as they are in the presence of their absence, where that 
impossibility can be embraced through the intimate brutal condition of 
making theatre . . . For engaging with failure indexes the attempt to begin 
to acknowledge both our individual and social lack of mastery instead of 
constantly asserting the illusion of power through authority.259 
 

It is this “space without margins” that Erika Fischer-Lichte seems to point to when she 

talks about the “enchantment” that takes place through the crossing of borders such as 

art-reality, art-politics, actor-spectator, and so on (we might add success-failure to this 

list). Fischer-Lichte claims that sometimes during a performance, borders between 

distinct domains become transformed into ritual thresholds, which provide access to other 

ways of being and, ultimately, liminal experiences. But this only happens through the 

workings of what she calls the “autopoietic feedback loop:” at the core of the 

performance is the interaction between spectators and actors (even though the 

performance ultimately blurs the distinctions between these two categories), a process 

that creates a gestalt beyond the control of any individual party.260  

 Schneider, Fischer-Lichte and Bailes draw attention to the process that is any 

performance. They allow us to see that if enlightenment is the effect of a performance, 

this performance cannot be reduced to the success of the performer. Failure might more 

effectively produce “magic” (Schneider), “enchantment” (Fischer-Lichte) or the “space 

without borders” (Bailes), which is always the result of the interaction of audience and 

performers, never any single party. 
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Grasping and Granting: Two Types of Encounter Dialogue 

I will now combine these ideas about reenactment with an examination of two 

hermeneutic models of encounter dialogue. In the process of doing this, I will show that 

many encounter dialogues have been read as reinforcing patrilineality, depending as they 

do on a conflict model whose images can be difficult for female practitioners to access. 

However, reenacting such dialogues opens up the possibility of opening such gendered 

interpretations and expanding the narrow concept of lineage to a more inclusive notion of 

kinship. Therefore, such performances construct a new utopian narrative, where 

enlightenment is extended to everyone through compassion. 

For this re-examination, I will draw upon Florence Caplow and Susan Moon’s 

2013 collection The Hidden Lamp, a modern collection of koan. Like any classic 

collection, this book pairs every koan with a commentary by an accomplished 

practitioner. But unlike such collections, in The Hidden Lamp all those practitioners are 

female, and the koan they comment upon all contain female characters.261 Therefore, the 

question that The Hidden Lamp implicitly poses is whether and how koan featuring 

women are different from those that have male characters. In the preface to The Hidden 

Lamp, Norman Fischer addresses this problem by pointing out that the Chan tradition 

acknowledges two different teaching styles, the “grasping way” and the “granting way.” 

In the “grasping way,” attaining enlightenment is a struggle with the master, a verbal and 

                                                

261 Such koans constitute a rare variety in the tradition, despite the fact that Caplow and Moon 
were able to find a significant number of samples, which testifies more to the overwhelming 
amount of Zen literature written over the ages than to the prominence of women within that 
tradition.  
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sometimes physical combat between two bodies. Fischer characterizes it as “the way of 

the solitary hero.”262 In the “granting way,” antagonism is replaced by cooperation and 

compassion, and awakening happens when one realizes one’s deep connection to 

others.263 In an email to me, Fischer said that he does not mean that this difference is 

essentialized into two categories of koan: rather, any koan can be read from both 

perspectives. It seems to be in the union of commentary and koan that the teaching style 

can be identified.264 This complex, holistic nature of the distinction disables any facile 

mapping of gender onto it: a koan with only men might be integrated in a granting 

framework, whereas a koan with female characters and commentary might belong to the 

grasping mode. 265  However, Fischer does imply that the “granting” way is more 

“feminine,” something that female practitioners attest to in The Hidden Lamp, as we shall 

see below.266 

Since the distinction between grasping and granting styles will be important in the 

pages to come, its roots deserve our attention. Fischer has confirmed that his distinction is 

a loose translation from the Chinese paired terms fuqi (扶起；literally “raising up”) and 

fangdao (放倒； “dashing down”).267 Though the pair does not occur in the canon often, 

                                                

262 Caplow and Moon, The Hidden Lamp, xi. 
263 Ibid., xii. 
264 Fischer writes the following: “No, I don't read the passage you quote (and didn't intend it) as 
saying that there are two types of koan. I am saying that there are two teachings styles (at 
least!) and that the most of the koans and their classical commentaries seem to reflect the 
grasping way style - not that there are grasping and granting way koans (though I suppose you 
could distinguish koans in those two categories, if you wanted to, but there is no tradition I am 
aware of of doing so.) There is a tradition of distinguishing various kinds of koan (see "zen dust") 
according to ranges of depth” Fischer, “Re: Koans,” December 11, 2014.  
265 Ibid. 
266 The Hidden Lamp, xii. 
267 Fischer, “Re: Koans,” December 16, 2014. 
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it plays an important part in Wumen’s commentary on case 11 of The Gateless Barrier.268 

That case is the following: 

Zhaozhou arrived at one hermit’s place and asked: “Do you have it? Do 
you have it?” The hermit raised his fist. Zhou said: “The water is shallow, 
this is not a place to anchor a ship.” Then he went off. 
Again he arrived at one hermit’s place saying: “Do you have it? Do you 
have it?” The hermit also raised his fist. Zhou said: “He can release, he 
can snatch away, he can kill, he can live.” Then he made a bow. 
 
趙州到一庵主處問。有麼有麼主竪起拳頭。州云。水淺。不是泊舡處。

便行。又到一庵主處云。有麼有麼主亦竪起拳頭。州云。能縱能奪能

殺能活。便作禮.269 
 

Two seemingly identical responses provoke two very different answers, leading Wumen 

to comment that  

If among those facing me, there is one who obtains a turning phrase, then 
he will see the tip of Zhaozhou’s tongue is boneless. Raising up [fuqi; 扶
起] and toppling over down [fangdao; 放倒], he obtains great freedom. 
Although this is so, how is it that Zhaohou nevertheless was inspected and 
broken by the two hermits? If you say that between the two hermits there 
was excellence and inferiority, you don’t have a pair of practicing and 
studying eyes yet. If you say between them there was no excellence and 
inferiority, you also don’t have a pair of practicing and studying eyes yet. 
 
若向者裡下得一轉語便見趙州舌頭無骨。扶起放倒得大自在。雖然如

是。爭奈趙州却被二庵主勘破。若道二庵主有優劣。未具參學眼。若

道無優劣。亦未具參學眼.270  
 

This is as cryptic as it gets in Chan verbiage, yet with the help of Thomas Cleary, we can 

extract some meaning from it.271 Cleary sees the two encounters as representing two 

different perspectives on reality that are very close to what Fischer describes: from one 

                                                

268 Wumen and the Gateless Barrier were introduced in Chapter 1. 
269 T2005.48.0294b06-09. 
270 T2005.48.0294b12-15. 
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perspective, reality is ineffable, and any attempt to see it is a struggle. Hence, Zhaozhou’s 

dismissive answer to the first hermit. From another, everything is connected, and we need 

but simply open our eyes to see the truth. Zhaozhou’s praise of the second hermit 

represents this perspective. We might recognize here the “granting” and “grasping” 

teaching styles Fischer distinguishes. But note that the two perspectives are analyses of 

the same thing, a gesture of lifting up one’s fist. Any action can be considered from both 

perspectives. 

That the “grasping” and “granting” ways are two equally valid approaches to 

reading encounter dialogue does not mean that both ways are equally represented in 

traditional collections. On the contrary, Fischer claims that the “grasping way” is 

overrepresented, and he claims that the Hidden Lamp gives us insight into a teaching 

style that has remained textually neglected.272 Therefore, a perspective of approaching 

encounter dialogues has been obscured, something that is testified to by some female 

practitioners in the book who claim to be alienated by what they see as masculine 

imagery in koan commentaries. Sunya Kjolhede’s description of her “turning point” in 

working with koans provides a good example of this. She describes her experience 

working with the “Mu” koan273 in the following manner: 

 “Nourishing the spiritual embryo,” a phrase adopted from Taoist 
teachings, has long been used in Zen to refer to deepening and maturing 

                                                

272 The Hidden Lamp, xii. 
273 Steven Heine explains the content and significance of the “Mu” koan (which I already 
mentioned in chapter 1) as follows: “The Mu Kōan 無公案 (or Wu Gongan in its original Chinese 
pronunciation) consists of a brief conversation in which a monk asks master Zhaozhou Congshen 
(Jp. Jōshū Jūshin, 778–897) whether or not a dog has Buddha-nature (Ch. foxing , Jp. busshō), 
and the reply is Mu (Ch. Wu), literally, “No.” This case is surely the single best-known and most 
widely circulated and transmitted kōan record of the Zen (Ch. Chan, Kr. Seon) school of 
Buddhism” Like Cats and Dogs, 1. 
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practice. However others may have used it, for many women an image like 
this can be a lot more accessible than the traditional advice to “bore 
through Mu like an iron drill,” or the purported words of the Buddha, “It is 
like a strong man pushing down a weaker one.” 
I remember the turning point, in another seven-day sesshin [retreat], when 
it hit me that none of these very male images was working for me – when I 
finally had the confidence to toss it all aside and find my own way. 
Working with Mu, I realized, was like surrendering to and merging with a 
lover! Letting Mu walk, letting Mu eat, letting Mu do it all… suddenly 
practice opened up, shifting into something alive and juicy and intensely 
close. 274 
 

Kjolhede here points to the gendered nature of koan metaphor and commentary 

(penetration, repression) and how these are “not working” for her. When she 

imaginatively transforms “Mu” into a lover though, her entire practice changes. Though 

the encounter dialogue that is the source of the Mu koan does not dramatize conflict 

(there does not seem to be any direct indication of someone winning or losing), 

Kjolhede’s testimony shows to what extent the commentary tradition has reinforced the 

idea that it is about conflict, about “boring through” it or “pushing down” a weaker man. 

It also shows that these ideas can be changed, that there is a way to read encounter 

dialogues in a granting, loving way. 

Kjolhede is far from the only one who shows that encounter dialogues can also be 

read from a granting perspective. When Chris Fortin reenacts the encounter dialogue 

“Miaozong’s Dharma Interview,” a similar transformation happens. The dialogue 

features Wuzhuo Miaozong (無著妙宗; 1096-1170 CE), a lay, female disciple of the 

famous (male) master Dahui Zonggao ( 大 慧 宗 杲 ; 1089–1163 CE). Dahui likes 

Miaozong so much that he gives her sleeping quarters adjacent to his own, which causes 
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one of Dahui’s monks, Wanan, to protest. Dahui responds to Wanan’s criticism that 

Miaozong has “outstanding merits” that are best experienced in a Dharma interview, the 

so-called ducan (獨參; J. dokusan). Wanan thus reluctantly agrees to take the role of 

student in an interview with Miaozong:  

“When Wanan entered he saw Miaozong lying naked on her back on the 
bed. He pointed at her genitals, saying, “What is this place?” 
Miaozong replied, “All the Buddhas of the three worlds, the six patriarchs, 
and all the great monks everywhere come out of this place.” 
Wanan said, “And may I enter?” 
Miaozong replied, “Horses may cross, asses may not.” 
Wanan was unable to reply. Miaozong declared: “I have met you, Senior 
Monk. The interview is over.” She turned her back to him. 
Wanan left, ashamed. 
Later Dahui said to him, “The old dragon has some wisdom, doesn’t 
she?”275 
 

I want to briefly compare this dialogue with the other encounter dialogues examined in 

this study. There is a marked switch in roles: a woman, who has not even been ordained, 

is allotted the role of master in a Dharma interview. We have only seen such role-

switching in the current chapter, in the excerpt from the Vimalakirtinirdesa and in Linji’s 

struggles with Mayu. Though such dialogues are a marked departure from what we have 

seen before, it is hard to resist interpreting them as portraying conflict, as a contest 

between two players to prove whose spiritual attainment is superior. As we saw in 

Kjolhede’s testimony, such a perspective may be alienating to women.  

But it is not necessary to read the koan in this manner. Hoka Chris Fortin 

describes her reenactment of this piece during a women-only retreat: 

We performed a skit of this koan [“Miaozong’s Dharma Interview”] on 
the opening evening [of the retreat], and I volunteered to be Miaozong. I 
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wore a flesh-colored full-body stocking, and I was deeply moved and even 
jolted by the experience of entering into Miaozong’s skin and enacting her 
fearless and compassionate activity. Here was direct body-to-body, heart-
to-heart transmission, across time and space, from a full-blooded woman 
who had no shame about her body, and who was a deeply realized 
practitioner, to me, now, a woman practitioner more than a thousand years 
later . . . As I lay on my back on the floor, my knees apart, calling out, 
“All beings everywhere come out of this place!” I became aware that this 
womb that bled rich red blood every month in my youth, and that had 
given birth to a son, was timeless, the womb of every woman. Miaozong’s 
unbounded confidence in the pure Dharma body of practice, and her 
embodied faith in the sacredness of a woman’s body, resonated through 
me like a dragon’s roar.276 
 

With a shock, Fortin is transported to the past and feels her connection to Miaozong, and 

beyond that, to every female body in existence. Here, we see Schneider’s “magic” at 

work: through accurate-but-inaccurate reenactment, the past folds into the present, and 

one encounters one’s ancestors “body-to-body.” But Fortin goes beyond that to describe 

her connection to every female person that has ever existed (“this womb . . . was timeless, 

the womb of every woman”). The reenactment offers a new reading of the koan, where 

the conflict between Wanan and Miaozong is replaced by a stress on compassion and 

connection. Therefore, we have moved from a “grasping” to a “granting” perspective. 

From Mind to Body, From Lineage to Kinship 

With Fortin’s transformation of the Miaozong dialogue comes a new notion of 

kinship. Significantly, Fortin ends her commentary by calling on us to “remember the 

ancient lineage of women, a lineage that asks us not to turn from suffering” 277. This 

lineage, I argue, is very different from that of Linji and his colleagues: instead of 

reserving transmission to a select few while firing others’ desire with the promise that 
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Chan is just about being ordinary (a dynamic superbly explored by Alan Cole),278 lineage 

is here extended to every woman who has ever existed. This seems a return to the 

universal Buddhahood of the big Mahāyāna sutras, and a departure from the patriarchal 

family dynamics of Chan proper. Drawing upon an examination of some koan from a 

“granting” perspective, I will now explore what such a transmission disconnected from 

the narrow confines of patriarchy and even the Chan monastic institution might mean. 

First, still lingering on Chris Fortin’s testimony, I want to draw attention to her 

subtle rewriting of the traditional Chan phrase “mind-to-mind transmission.” In the 

citation above, Fortin talks about a “body-to-body, heart-to-heart transmission” instead. 

Though in classical Chinese mind and heart are represented by the same character (xin; 

心), the “body” was never part of the classical transmission phrasing, despite the fact that 

Chan masters were thought to embody living buddhas. Why does Fortin alter the phrase? 

Perhaps, like Gyatso or Butler, she identifies the body as the primary site of the 

inscription of patriarchal law, and thus also as the site where one can resist this law. In an 

earlier work, Schneider asserts this subversive function of naked, what she calls 

“explicit,” bodies, which are “foremost a site of social markings, physical parts and 

gestural signatures of gender, race, class, age, sexuality—all of which bear ghosts of 

historical meaning, markings delineating social hierarchies of privilege and 

disprivilege.”279  Miaozong’s unabashed sexuality in “Miaozong’s Dharma Interview” is 

a clear example of this use of the body, as is the transformation game the goddess of the 

Vimalakirtinirdesa plays with Shariputra. Drawing on Fortin phrase, we can say that in 
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these cases bodily transgression becomes an occasion for bodily transmission. But such 

explicit bodies are not always necessary. In the koans to which I now turn, the body plays 

a gentler role. Here, transmission is nonverbal, consisting in pricks, squeezes, and a 

loving embrace. 

Angie Boissevain’s commentary on the encounter dialogue “Ganji’s family” 

exemplifies bodily instead of mental transmission. The dialogue describes a double 

encounter. First, a monk enlightens a layman named Ganji by simply pricking him with a 

needle. When his happens, Ganji laughs loudly, causing his family members to inquire 

what’s wrong with him: 

Ganji said, “Don’t ask.” 
His wife said, “If it’s something good, everyone should know” 
So Ganji told them what had happened and his wife was instantly 
enlightened. She said, “After thirty years, every time I drink water it will 
fill my throat.” 
Their daughter, hearing all this, was also instantly enlightened.280 
 

Several things deserve our attention here. The absence of conflict makes it easy to 

interpret this dialogue in a “granting way.” In that the transmission takes place via a 

needle-prick, we might also recognize the importance of bodily sensation. Moreover, the 

dialogue substitutes the traditional monastic context for a lay, familial one (Ganji and his 

family, though Buddhists, are laymen). Boissevain, who was called a “transmitted 

housewife” by her teacher, comments that “a prick like this can travel through many 

generations, so that wife, daughter, and even you and I are included, right here, right 

now.”281 Instead of being transmitted from master to student, enlightenment is transmitted 
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first between the members of a family, and then, via the dialogue that remembers their 

actions, to everyone else. 

In The Hidden Lamp, bodily transmission often follows the pattern I have just 

described. Commenting on a dialogue where Zhaozhou gives an enlightening squeeze to 

an unnamed nun who asks about the “deeply secret mind,” Ikushin Dana Velden 

remembers the times her father held her hand while walking in the woods, and the final 

squeeze when he died.282 I compare it to my mother squeezing me on her deathbed, when 

I felt myself break under her overwhelming love that could not be spoken anymore, but 

never needed to be. “The plain and courageous intimacy of one human life intersecting 

with another, beyond words, beyond comprehension, and yet fully and completely 

received,” Velden calls it, with words better than mine.283 This intersection is thoroughly 

embodied; words, even the self-contradictory ones that so typify encounter dialogue and 

koan commentary, are no longer necessary. At the same time, monastic kinship (as 

lineage) has been reconfigured into familial kinship. The transmission is no longer a 

matter of legitimacy, of transferring the title of living Buddha, of certifying 

enlightenment, but one of understanding and love. 

My point is not that Buddhist lineage should be redefined as familial kinship. That 

would be turning things upside down: Alan Cole has convincingly argued that Buddhism 

has drawn upon family language to define institutional membership almost since the 

beginning of the monastic community.284 Rather, I submit that in the cases we have just 
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considered Chan lineage is being rethought via familial ties, but is not limited to the 

family. But what does that mean?  And what would an encounter dialogue that does not 

depend on a patriarchal lineage look like? 

In Antigone’s Claim, Butler suggests an answer to the first question. Instead of 

understanding kinship as a naturally given essence (for example, my identification as a 

son because my genetic makeup is composed of that of my father and mother), she argues 

that kinship is better understood as reenactment, and uses a close-reading of Antigone, 

the heroine of the eponymous play who assumes every familial role imaginable, to prove 

this. She argues that this character cannot be understood within a classical model of the 

family:  

Antigone is caught in a web of relations that produce no coherent position 
within kinship. She is not, strictly speaking, outside kinship or, indeed, 
unintelligible. Her situation can be understood, but only with a certain 
amount of horror. Kinship is not simply a situation she is in but a set of 
practices that she also performs, relations that are reinstituted in time 
precisely through the practice of their repetition. When she buries her 
brother, it is not simply that she acts from kinship, as if kinship furnishes a 
principle for action, but that her action is the action of kinship, the 
performative repetition that reinstates kinship as a public scandal. Kinship 
is what she repeats through her action; to redeploy a formulation from 
David Schneider, it is not a form of being but a form of doing. 285 
 

One could of course note here that Butler’s redefinition of kinship is very similar to her 

position on gender quoted earlier, and that this endangers the intelligibility of her 

proposal. After all, if kinship and gender are both reenacted, is there still an irreducible 

difference between the two? Or can the whole of our social lives be reduced to the 

increasingly vague nomer of “performance?” Yet we also need to attend to the 
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productivity of the performative notion of kinship she proposes, a productivity that I 

gestured towards in this chapter with female reconfigurations of lineage as kinship, but a 

kinship based on compassion beyond lineage. 

Such a form of kinship can even go beyond the category of the “human.” In The 

Hidden Lamp, a woman without a family who lives alone, Florence Caplow, comments 

on a koan where a monk questions a nameless woman who also lives alone. In the koan, 

the monk asks a question that is deceivingly innocent: “Do you have any relatives?”286 

The implication, Caplow explains, is that the monk simply cannot understand this woman 

living by herself, that to him such a situation is impossible, and that there must be 

relatives nearby who help her. The old woman answers briefly: ““The mountains, rivers, 

and the whole earth, the plants and trees, are all my relatives.”287 Caplow, sitting by the 

wild and dark Pacific ocean writing her commentary, proposes to ask the old woman for 

additional explanation, a “soul shivering dharma question” through time and space. In 

doing this, she reenacts the part of the monk questioner, differently: 

“How distant are these relatives of yours?” 
She says, “Come closer.” 
I lean forward. “Even closer.” And we are face to face. 
In that moment of meeting I understand that relatives are not just “out 
there,” they are through and through – mountains and rivers and faces and 
eyebrows and guts and the very subtlest stirrings of mind. 
But you must understand that it is the asking that matters, not the answer. 
Because every real asking, every real meeting comes from the place where 
the Buddha glimmers in the depths. In the asking is the answerer; in the 
answer is the asker. And in the meeting of the two, there are mountains, 
rivers, and the whole earth.”288 
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If we encounter each other by asking penetrating questions, Caplow seems to suggest, we 

can realize our kinship.289 Encounter dialogue does not have to be read as a genre where 

there are winners and losers. Rather, we can reenact these riddles as a way to encounter 

ourselves and another beyond words and explanations, calling forth another utopia, a 

place where distinctions cease. Doing so reaffirms the social aspect of Chan so stressed 

by Sharf, a dimension that Joan Sutherland claims was the school’s most important 

contribution: the understanding that enlightenment takes place in “relationship, in 

encounters and conversations.”290 When we encounter someone so deeply, and experience 

such thorough connectedness, all we can do is whoop for joy. 
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CONCLUSION  

 Where does Caplow’s encounter with the old woman, in a space neither now nor 

then, neither human nor non-human, and neither inside nor outside lineage, leave us? 

Somewhere where we started. In the introduction, I quoted Kerouac’s critique on Japhy’s 

Zen, a critique worth repeating here: 

“Lissen Japhy,” I said, “I’m not a Zen Buddhist, I’m a serious Buddhist, 
I’m an oldfashioned dreamy Hinayana coward of later Mahayanism,” and 
so forth into the night, my contention being that Zen Buddhism didn’t 
concentrate on kindness so much as on confusing the intellect to make it 
perceive the illusion of all sources of things. “It’s mean,” I complained. 
“All those Zen Masters throwing young kids in the mud because they can’t 
answer their silly word questions.”291  
 

For Kerouac, the hierarchies of Zen lineage prevent the act of compassion that he 

considers the core of Buddhism. Here, he clearly reads encounter dialogues from a 

“grasping” perspective. But as we have seen, it is also possible to consider these masters 

from another, “granting” angle. Such a hermeneutic releases Zen from the control of 

patriarchy, and makes performance of Zen encounter dialogues—the performance of 

enlightenment—possible anywhere. If encounter dialogue can be interpreted outside of 

the frame of masculine struggle and patriarchy that it has traditionally belonged to, then 

the possibilities for Zen to become a more inclusive religion become apparent.  

 For Zen, such inclusivity is inextricably tied to the problem of cultural translation. 

Though we might accept, as Carl Jung did, Suzuki’s suggestion that Zen is inaccessible to 

westerners, this acceptance would preclude any significant cultural communication taking 

place between such culturally different regions as Japan and the United States. Chapter 3 
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and 4 of this study show that cultural communication has happened and continues to 

happen between these two regions.  

Much work remains to be done on cultural translation, and the increasing cultural 

and economic importance of East-Asia makes such work all the more urgent. For Zen, a 

particularly famous instance is mindfulness meditation. In his best-selling Coming to Our 

Senses, Jon Kabat-Zinn, easily the most famous advocate of this style of contemplation, 

repeatedly invokes the Zen of his Korean master Soen Sa Nim. One chapter in Kabat-

Zinn’s book, titled “You Crazy!” begins as follows: 

One night, I gave the public Wednesday-evening talk at the Cambridge 
Zen Center and then Soen Sa Nim, sitting next to me, answered questions. 
It was his way of training his students to become teachers.  
The very first question came from a young man halfway back in the 
audience, on the right side of the room, who, as he asked the question (I 
forget entirely what the import of it was) demonstrated a degree of 
confusion that caused a ripple of concern and curiosity to pass through the 
audience. Necks craned, as discreetly as possible, to get a look at who was 
speaking. 
 Soen Sa Nim gazed at this young man for a long time, peering over the 
rims of his glasses. Utter silence in the room. He massaged the top of his 
shaven head as he continued gazing at him. Then, with his hand still 
rubbing his head, still peering over his glasses, with his body tilted slightly 
forward toward the speaker from his position sitting on the floor, Soen Sa 
Nim said, cutting to the chase as usual: "You crazy!"  
Sitting next to him, I gasped, as did the rest of the room. In an instant, the 
tension rose by several orders of magnitude. I wanted to lean over and 
whisper in his ear: "Listen, Soen Sa Nim, when somebody is really crazy, 
it's not such a good idea to say it in public like that. Go easy on the poor 
guy, for god's sake." I was mortified. All that transpired in my mind and 
probably the minds of everybody else in the room in one moment. The 
reverberations of what he had just said were hanging in the air.  
But he wasn't finished.  
After a silence that seemed forever but was in actuality only a few 
seconds, Soen Sa Nim finished: " . . . but [another long pause] . . . you not 
crazy ennuffff."  
Everybody breathed a sigh of relief and a feeling of lightness spread 
through the room. It may have been beneficial for this young man to 
receive such a message at that particular moment and in that particular 
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way from the likes of someone of Soen Sa Nim's lineage and imposing 
stature. At the time, it actually felt both compassionate and skillful, given 
the circumstances. I have no idea whether it was useful for him or not. I 
hope it was. I can't recall if Soen Sa Nim followed up with this man or not, 
but one thing was very clear about him—he never gave up on anybody.292  
 

Here, the unknown student and master Soen Sa Nim have engaged in the performance of 

an encounter dialogue. Their roles are clearly defined: the master is the riddler, puzzling 

his audience with replies that are indiscriminately taken as a sign of enlightened 

behavior—note in this respect the conviction that Soen Sa Nim “never gave up on 

anybody.” The student, on the other hand, is ignorant enough that everyone in the 

audience is concerned about him. Like so many students in Zen literature, his name has 

been forgotten by the chronicler of this event, Kabat-Zinn himself, whose further 

comments demonstrate his closeness to Chinese and Japanese forebears in koan 

commentary: 

I like to think that Soen Sa Nim was saying that we need to dare to be 
sane, to take on our craziness unabashedly and hold it with compassion, to 
face it, name it, and in doing so, be bigger than it, no longer caught by it, 
and therefore, intimately in touch with our wholeness, not only sane, but 
saner than sane. Especially when what passes for sane these days on the 
world stage is often madness itself, dressed up or down for human 
consumption by a media that markets the truth in bite-sized bits and bytes, 
or obscures it on back pages, which keeps to the technicalities of the news 
that is fit to print or broadcast, but where "fit" is in the eye of the tailor, 
not the person having to wear the suit.293 
 

Like Wumen, like Suzuki, Kabat-Zinn’s commentary on this encounter dialogue phrases 

a new riddle that guarantees his continued authority over a meditation practice that 

presents itself as a utopian cure for the “madness” of global capitalism. In the pages of 
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Kabat-Zinn’s book then, as in so many other texts on meditation today, the voice of 

genre, the voice of encounter dialogue, takes over. To study the force of this genre, with 

all its dangers (exclusion of women, imposition of hierarchies) and potential (the 

subversion of authority and the creation of liminal spaces) is only to be mindfully aware 

of its continuing importance in the twenty-first century. 
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